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JAMAICA—L A W 1 OF 1871.
A Law to Alter the present System of E n 
grossing the Bills Passed by the Legisla
tive Council.
[25th January, 1871.]

W

H E R E A S it is expedient to discontinue the present system
o f engrossing the bills passed by the legislative council,
and to alter the present system o f recording the laws in the office
o f the secretary o f this island, and to make other provisions in
lieu thereof : Be it enacted by the governor o f Jamaica, with the
advice and consent o f the legislative council thereof, as follow s:

Preamble,!

First— In lieu o f being engrossed this law, and every law which
shall be passed by the legislative council o f this island shall
be, immediately after it is passed, set up in fair and legible type by
the contractor or other person employed for printing the bills
and proceedings o f the said council, and an impression from the
type so set up, on vellum, or on paper o f an enduring quality, shall
be struck off by him, to be dealt with as hereinafter provided.

This and every
other law to
be eet up by
the contractors
and an impres
sion to be ta
ken on vellamj
or paper of en
during quality.

Second— The said printed impression shall be carefully com- The impreaeion so taken
pared by the clerk o f the legislative council, or, in his absence by to be examined
and authenti
the person appointed by the governor to act on behalf o f the clerk, cated
by the
with the bill which has passed the said council, and on being clerk of the
legislative
found by him to be a true and correct printed copy o f the said r h*y*jls
bill, shall be authenticated by him as such, such authentication
being attested by his signature.
Third— When the governor assents to any bill so passed, his
assent shall be recorded in the usual form on the said authenti
cated impression, and this document shall then be lodged with the
island-secretary in lieu of the present engrossment, and shall have
for all purposes the same force and effect as ’the engrossed bills
of the said council have had hitherto, and shall be held and dealt
A
(1 )
with

On any bill be«
ing assented
to, governor'll
assent to be
recorded on
the said im
pression, which
is to be lodged
with island se
cretary,

2

Law 1

of

1871

T o A lter the Present System of Jinyrossiny Pills.
with by the island secretary in the same manner as the said en
grossed bills have been hitherto held and dealt with by him.
After thym«8- Fourth —After the passing o f this law it shall not be necessary
not uKMBary * to record and transcribe into books kept for that purpose any law.;
hut the authenticated impression, which is by this law directed
tfasa^asn-b,>t *° he lodged with the island secretary, in lieu o f the present enthentioatodim- grossm ent,' shall be the record thereof in the office o f tbs island
Jal^with
secretary : And, for the better preservation thereof, and the gr'e.af«otMyI1BhaU er convenience o f access and reference thereto,-all such aiUhenfot
bo in lieu of cated impressions shall be bound up together at the end.of each sesi
nS^mpreastcins sion ; and it shall be the duty o f the island secretary, arid he is
Kind*upatlM hereby required, at the expiration o f every session o f the legislathoondofeach tivecouncil. to cause all such authenticated impressionsof thelawsso
lodged in his office"to be well and substantially bound up together
in due order in such manner as the governor shall direct, and the
expense o f such binding, on the certificate o f the inland secretary
that the same has been duly and properly performed, shall be de
frayed out o f the public revenues.
nu0nt™hrM°
ntherimpresoomp'aJedband
M W gL
the le^siatire
f,,r (imprinter
*OTfortSna-d
laiasicn to the
state for the

Fifth— The contractor, or other person employed for printing
the bills and proceedings of the legislative council, shall also supply to the clerk: o f the said council three more identical impressi.ons from the type set up, as above provided, printed on good
paper, and each one o f these three impressions last aforesaid shall
he carefully compared, and duly authenticated by the clerk of the
legislative council as having been so compared with, and found
true and correct copies o f the authenticated impression lodged
as by this law required with the island secretary : And, when so
authenticated by the clerk o f the legislative council, these three
impressions shall be by him applied as follows, viz
One impression shall be forwarded by him to the contrac
tor or other person employed for printing the laws, in lieu
o f the fair written copy now by law required to he fu.rufeh|
ed to such contractor or person ; and the other t .vi^.cupies
shall be by the said clerk delivered to the colonial seefb'ary'
for transmission to her majesty’s secretary o f state, under
the seal o f this island.

HmadfMoi0*'
Sixth— T he portions o f the sections of the acts mentioned in
MtahwoUohei the schedule to this law subjoined are hereby repealed.
iu schedule.

SCHEDULE

Law I

of
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1871.

T o Alter the Present System of JEnyrossing Bills.
S C H E D U L ft.
I Oth A tine, chapter 4, section 3,
. 50 Geo. III. chapter 19, sec
tions 1 and 3.

So much o f the sections o f these
acts as require the secretary of
this island to record, by way
o f copying into a book in his
office, the laws o f this island.

60th Geo. III. chapter 23, scction 5.

So much of this section as pro
vides a fee o f two shillings end
sixpence
(former
current
money o f this island,) to the
island secretary, for each sheet
o f one hundred and sixty words
of such law ; and so much of
this section as provides a fee o f
one shilling and threepence,
former currency o f this island,
t o ’the island secretary for at
testing every copy o f a law.

2A
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J A M A IC A -L A W 2 OF 1871.
A Law for the Removal to Kingston of the
Supreme Court, and the Offices of the
Registrar and Clerk of the Courts and
Crown.
[27th January, 1871. ]
MJ*,7'H E R E AS it is desirable that the sessions of the supreme
court shall be holdcn hereafter in a court-house in the
town of Kingston instead of in the town of Saint Jago de la Vega ;
and that the records, papers, books, and writings of the offices of
the registrar and [e n d ] clerk of the courts and crown shall be re
moved to and kept in the town of Kingston : Be it enacted by the
governor of Jamaica, with the advice and consent o f the legislative
council thereof, as follows:

Preamble*

First— From the coming into operation of this law all sessions
of the supreme court of judicature, now by law required to be held
-in the town of Saint Jago de la Vega, shall be held in the town of
Kingston ; but except in respect of the place o f holding, all laws,
rules, and orders now in force concerning the sessions of the said
court shall remain as valid as if the sessions were still held at Saint
Jago de la Vega.

Sessions of Ilia
supreme court
to-be held in
Kingston; all
laws, rules, and
orders other
wise to remain
valid.

Second—From the coming into operation of this law all writs
issued before that time from tbe supreme court, and on their face
returnable thereto at the town o f Saint Jago de la Vega, shall be
returned at Kingston, and not at the town of Saint Jago do la Ve
ga, but in all other respects the said writs shall be as valid as if
■till returnable at the town o f Saint Jago de la Vega.

Writa already,
made return
able to St.
Jago de la
Vega, to be re
turned to

Third-^From the coming into operation o f this law all persons
now bound by recognizance or otherwise to appear before the
supreme court at Saint Jago de la Vega shall be bound in like
manner to appear at Kingston, and shall not be bound to appear
at Saint Jago de la Vega.
Fourth

Kingston.

All poraona
under recog
nizance to ap
pear at St.
Jago do la
Vega to ap
pear in King*
stou.

Law 2 of 1871
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F o r Removal to Kingston o f the Supreme Court, Spa.
Write from the
supreme court
to bear toato
at and be made
returnable to
Kingston*

Fourth— From' the coming into operation o f this law all writs
and other process issuing out of tho supreme court shall bear testo
at Kingston, and shall be made returnable there, and not else
where.

3rd Vic- cap.
1/6, aec. 1 ‘2, to
be road as if
*‘ Kingston”
bad been used
therein.

Fifth— T h e twelfth section of the third Victoria, chapter sixtrfive, shall be read and construed as if the word “ Kingston,” had
been used therein instead of the word
Saint Jagode la Vega.”

r£rho office of
registrar and
clerk of tho
courts and
crown to bo
kept in King
ston as lieretoforo in St.
Jago de la
Vega.

Sixth— From the coming into operation o f this law the registrar,
and clerk of the courts and crown shall keep his offices in the town
o f Kingston as he has,been used to do in Saint Jago de' la Vega,
and shall keep the records and proceedings of the court o f chan
cery, and the office of the clerk of the patents distinct and sepa
rate" from the records and proceedings o f the supreme court and
circuit and insolvent courts, and all laws, rules, and orders now
applicable to the said offices in Saint Jago de la Vega shall be applieable to the said offices in Kingston.

All therecords,
&c. to be re
moved on a
day to be noti
fied in the
“ Jamaica Ga
zette” to KingHtonj and thei e
kept-and proBdrved in offices
to be assigned.

Seventh— From and after a day to be notified by the governor, bya notification published in the “ Jamaica Gazette,’ ’ all the records,
books, papers, documents, and proceedings contained in the offices
of the registrar and clerk o f the courts and crown in the town o f
Saint Jago de la Vega, shall be removed to and shall be kept and
preserved in such office or offices in the said town o f Kingston as
may be assigned and appropriated by the governor for that pur
pose.

Writs and pro
cess issuing out
of the court of
chancery, ami
now retumab'e
to St. Jitgn de
la Vega to be
retimed to
Kingston.

Eighth— From
and other process
and on their face
de la Vega, shall
Kingston.

Repeal of
I arts of sec
tions of laws.

N inth— From the coming Into operation o f this law the
portions o f the sections o f the act and law mentioned in the
schedule to this law annexed, shall be repealed ; and all acts
and laws, or parts of acts and laws, in so far as they relate to
the holding o f the said courts in the town of Saint Jago de la Ve
ga, aDd the keeping o f the records thereof in the said town o f Saint
Jago de la Vega, but in so far only, are hereby repealed.

Operation of

Tenth— This law shall come into operation on the first day o f
February, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-one.

laws*

the coming
theretofore
returnable
be returned

into operation of this law all writs
issued from the court o f chancery,'
thereto at the town of Saint J a g o 
to the court o f chancery sitting in

SCH EDU LE

Law 2 o f 1871

7

For Jit moral to Kingston of the Supreme Court, i\c.
SCHEDULE ’IX) W H IC H THIS LAW REFERS.
D ate

op

A

ct .

E xtent

of

R

epeal .

Nineteenth Victoria, Chapter Tea

So much of section seven ivs requires that Scheduio,
the sessions of the supreme court
shall be holden in the court-house at
Saint Jago dc la Vega.

l a w 2 8 c f 1808

So touch of section thirty-six as re
quires the regis trar and clerk of the
courts and crown to keep his office iu
the town of Saint Jago de la Vega.

J A M A I C A —L A W 8 O F 1 8 7 1
A Law to Amend the Seventy-Fifth Sec
tion of Law 31 of 1867.
[30th January, 1871.]
T T T H E R E A S it is desirable to limit the term of imprisonment Preamble
W
to which a person is liable under section seventy-five of law
31 of 1867 for default in payment o f certain penalties imposed
under the provisions of the said law, and to impose hard labour
along with such imprisonment, if the circumstances of the case
require i t : Be it enacted by the governor of Jamaica, with the
advice and consent of the legislative council thereof, as follows :
Whenever under the seventy-fifth section of law 31 o f 1867 a
person is imprisoned for default in payment of a penalty imposed
under the provisions of the said law, such imprisonment may be
with hard labour if the justices or the judge of the district court
trying the case think it proper so to order ; but the imprisonment,
whether with or without hard labour, shall not extend beyond the
term of one year, although the penalty may not be paid within
that term,

B

(9)

A person not'
paying penalty
under 75th sec.
of law 31 of
1867 may be
imprisoned
with or without
hard labour
for a term not
exceeding one
year.

•*■*

J A M A I C A —L A W 4 OF 1 8 7 1

X'UA-'D

A Law to Make Further Provisions in Re
gard to Coroners Inquests.

[1st February, JS7I.]

B

E it enacted bv the governor o f Jamaica, with the advice and Preamble,
consent of the legislative council thereof, as follows :

First— There shall he paid to each medical practitioner, whe
ther a government medical officer or not, for duties connected with
inquests, whenever he has been duly called upon to perform them
the remuneration hereinafter mentioned :—
£.

s.

d.

For attending to examine the body, without dissecting
the same, and for making a report of such examina
tion, and giving his evidence, if on the same day

1 1 0

For attending to examine the body, and making a dis
section thereof, and giving his evidence, if on the
same day
.
.

2

For attending and giving evidence before any inquest,
for each separate day other than above •

1 1 0

For every mile the medical man may he required at
any time to travel (one way)
-

0

2

1

0

6

Second— Nothing in the eighth section of law 46 of 1869 con
tained shall preclude the coroner and jury from requiring the
exhuming of the body and having view thereof upon any inquest
or from requiring a further examination of the body to be made
for the purpose of further identification, or for other reasons, al
though the report of the medical practitioner m aybe conclusive
and satisfactory as to the cause of death.

B2

( 11)

Medical prac
titioners to bp
paid contain
fees.

Third

Nothing in law
45 of 1859 to
preclide the
exhuming of
body.

12

Law 4

of

1871.

T o M ake Further Provisions in Regard to Coroners Inquests.
llepeal of sec*
V lions and sell®'

Siule of acts.

T hird— T he ninth and tenth sections of law 46 o f 1869, the
third section of the thirteenth Victoria, chapter twenty-one, and
schedule B of the same act, are hereby repealed.

JAMAICA—L A W 5 OF 1 8 7 1 .
A Law to Repeal Law 7 of 1867, and to D e
clare in what Manner Land, on which the
Quit-Rents and Land Tax have not been
Paid, shall be Forfeited to Her Majesty.
[9th February, 1871.]
H E R E A S it is expedient to provide for the more effectual
recovery of lands by the crown when liable to forfeiture :
Be it enacted by the governor of Jamaica, with the advice and
consent o f the legislative council thereof, as follows :

W

First— On the passing of this law it shall be the duty o f the
island secretary, at the expiration of each quarter of every year, to
transmit, or cause to be transmitted to the treasurer, a docket of
every deed or patent of land which shall have been brought into
his office to be recorded during the last preceding quarter, setting
forth therein the name of the purchasers or patentees, grantor
or grantors, the name of the parish, the quantity of land, and the
boundaries thereof, to the intent that the treasurer may know
from whom the quit-rent and land tax thereon shall thereafter be
due and payable, in the form in the first schedule to this law
annexed, and such docket shall be numbered from the commence
ment of each quarter in arithmetical succession, and the island
secretary shall be entitled to receive from the party bringing such
deed to be recorded, the sum o f one shilling and sixpence.
Second— The several collectors of taxes for the respective pa
rishes of this island shall, on the first day of August, one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-one, or within three months thereafter,
make up and furnish to the treasurer of this island a true and cor
rect statement of the payments of quit-rents and land tax for the
year then last past, with the names of the persons making such
payments, in alphabetical order, and the several other particulars
(13)
shewn

Preamble.

Island secreta
ry to transmit
quarterly to
the treasurer
docket of all
deeds and pa
tents of land
in the form
given in thin
law.

Collectors of
taxes to make
annual return i
of payments o
quit-rents and
land tax.
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Law 5 o f 1871
H ow L and u to be F orfeited f o r Non.' Paym ent o f Q uit Rents.
shewn in the form in the second schedule hereto annexed, and
shall cause a duplicate copy thereof to be entered into the book
by this law required to be kept by such collector o f taxes ; and
shall, at the like period, in each successive year, make up and
furnish to the treasurer, and enter in the said book like state
ments in the particulars aforesaid for that year ; and where, dur
ing each particular period, payments shall be made in respect o f
previous years quit-rents and land tax, such collector o f taxes
shall distinguish the same as shewn in the said schedule.

To be declared
to before a jus1ice of the
peace.

‘ T hird — Each such return, as well that sent to the treasurer
as that entered in the book, shall be declared to at the foot there
o f by such collector o f taxes in the form subjoined to the second
schedule to this law annexed, and such declaration shall be made
before a justice o f the peace of the parish.

Collector ge
neral to fur
nish boohs and
forms.

F ou rth — It shall be the duty of the collector-general, under the
direction o f the governor, to supply to the collectors o f taxes the
several books and forms which they are by the second section o f
this law required to make up and furnish.

The returns
made by tbe
island secreta
ry and collec
tors of taxes to
be endorsed or
nigncd by the
t I'easui **r, and
at the end of
i-acli ve ir
bound up in
separate books,
t 'ol lectors of
1 axes bound to
keep the bo- ks
i f duplicate
vntry, and
such books,
and those
kept by the
treasurer, shall
be open to the
pxblic.
rj lie returns so
furnished to
the treasurer
sufficient e udence for cer
tificate from
treasurer of
payment of
<jait-rents and
l.ind tax, and
the hook pro
duced by a,-y
cdlector shall

F ifth — T h e returns so made to the treasurer by the island secre
tary and collectors o f taxes shall, by the treasurer, be endorsed
or signed, with the date o f their receipt, and the returns for the
whole island for the year shall afterwards be bound up together
in separate bo»ks respectively, and shall be kept as records in the
office o f the treasurer.
S ixth — The several collectors o f taxes shall be bound to keep
and preserve in their respective offices the books in which the
duplicate copy o f these returns is required to be entered as afore
said, and such books, as well as those kept by the treasurer, shall
be open to the inspection o f the public during office hours.

Seventh— T h e returns so furnished to the treasurer as aforesaid
shall be sufficient evidence upon which to found the certificate o f
the treasurer as to the payment o f quit-rents and land tax, or the
non-payment thereof for the period or any portion of the period
comprised in such returns; and the book containing such entries,
produced from the custody o f any collector ot taxes, or the certifi
cate o f the treasurer, o f the facts shewn by such returns, shall
respectively be primary evidence of the facts stated therein, and
bo irig/aftria of the non-payment o f monies which, if paid, should, under this
-evidmee.
Jaw, appear as paid therein.
Eighth

Law 5

of

1871.
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H ow Land is lobe Forfeited fo r Non-Payment of Quit Rents.
Eighth— In every case where it shall appear that the quit-rents
and land tax are in arrear, and have not been paid in respect of
any land in this island for the space of ten years, whether such
ten years shall have wholly elapsed before the passing o f this law,
or be made up by periods partly before and partly after the pass
ing of this law, or where such quit-rents and land tax shall be in
arrear and unpaid for five years after the passing of this law, such
land may be proceeded against as forfeited to her majesty, her
heirs and successors, for non-payment o f such quit-rents and land
tax.

Land may be
proceeded
against if quit,
rents and land
tax in arrear
for certain pe
riods.

Ninth— Notwithstanding payment o f any part of such quitrents and land tax may have been made, yet, if it shall be shewn
that exclusive of the amount paid there are quit-rents and land
tax in arrear and unpaid, in respect o f any land for ten years in
the one case, or five years in the other case hereinbefore referred
to, such land may be proceeded against as forfeited as aforesaid.

Land mav be
proceeded
against if
shewn that
notwithstand
ing payments
the same are
in arrear for
the said pe
riods.

Tenth— All proceedings for the forfeiture of land for non-pay
ment of quit-rents and land tax shall issue solely at the instance
o f the crown, and shall be commenced by writ in the following
form : Provided, That before any such proceedings shall issue,
three notifications, at intervals of three months each, shall be
made in the “ Jamaica Gazette” and in one of the newspapers of
this island, o f the names of the defaulters in arrears when known,
o f the persons in possession, and of the land intended to be pro
ceeded against: And provided further, That in the case of ut:»
known defaulters and vacant possession, such notifications shall
also appear in the “ London Gazette,” and in one o f the leading
London newspapers:

Proceedings
to be solely at
the instance of
the urown.

J amaica.— Coun ty
Parish
Victoria, by the grace o f God o f the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland queen, and of Jamaica
lady, supreme defender o f the faith, and so forth,
T o the provost-marshal-general of our island, greeting.
Whereas we are given to understand that
and land tax payable to us in respect o f
o f land, situate in the parish o f
bounding
for the space of
may be) and upwards, before the issuing o f

the quibrents
acres
butting and
(as the case
this our writ,
have

Form of writ,
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have remained and have been in arrear and u n p a id : A nd
whereas we are informed that A is, or B, C, and D are
(as the case may be) at present in the possession o f the
said land (or “ that there is no person at present in the pos
session o f the said land,” as the case may b e) : jjjqw we
comm and you that you do by you rself or your lawful depu
ties warn seven g ood and lawful men o f the said parish o f
to be and appear before ou r ju d ge o f our circuit
court for the parish o f
-on-the
day o f
next, at
to e n 
quire whether or not the quit rents and land tax in respect
o f the said land have remained and been in arrear and un
paid for the space o f ten or five years (as the case may b e)
before the issuing o f this our writ, aud whether the said
A , &c. (o r any person fas the case may be) is in the posses
sion of the said land at the time o f the issuing o f this our
w r i t : A nd we also command you that you give notice of
this our writ to the said A , &c. and return this writ in all
things duly executed with the names o f the persons by you
warned, to our said ju dge o f our said circuit court o f
at the time and place aforesaid.
W itness, &c.
Writ to issue
on fiat of at
torney-gene
ral, directed to
clork of tlie
supreme court
and crown.
Copy of the
writ to bo serv
ed on the per
son in posses
sion, as in ser
vice of actions.

Eleventh - Such writ shall issue upon a precept or fiat signed
by the attorney-general, and directed to the clerk o f the supreme
court and crown.
T w elfth — A copy o f the writ shall be served upon the person
or persons in possession o f the land in like manner as actions arfr
served, and the service thereof returned to the supreme court.

Pleadings
therein.

Thirteenth— T h e person or persons so served, or any person in
possession o f the land, shall be at liberty to plead to the said writ,
and the pleadings shall traverse some one o r more o f the points
alleged in the said writ, and shall be made up in the supreme
court, or may, by consent o f the attorney-general, be made up out
o f term.

Interlocu* ©ry
judgment for
the crown on
default, with
out the m cessity of a ver
dict or inqui
sition.

Fourteenth— W h ere the writ shall be so served, and shall be
marked default, interlocutory judgm ent shall be entered fo i'th e
crown for the forfeiture o f the said land, without the necessity o f
sending^ the writ to the circu it court and taking the verdict or
inquisition o f the ju ry, subject only to the publication in the office

of
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of the clerk of the supreme court and crown, and proclamation in
the several courts as hereinafter mentioned.
Fifteenth__Where a writ, under section tenth of this law, has
issued, whether issue is joined in pleading to the said writ or
not. the provost-marshal-general shall return such writ to the
gaid circuit court endorsed as follows :

Writ to be
turned to eiaouit court.

“ The execution of this writ appears by the return o f her
majesty’s writ of venire facias to me directed, returnable this
present circuit court for the parish of
Given under my hand the
day of
18

Form of en
dorsement by
prorost-marshal-goneral#

Sixteenth— In all writs o f venire facias to be issued after the Words to be
inserted in
passing of this law, returnable at the several circuit courts, the writs of utnir«
faoim.
following words shall be inserted :
“ And also to enquire o f and concerning the several matters
mentioned in our writs of inquiry, concerning lands proceed,
ed against for the non-payment o f quit-rents and land tax.’’
Seventeenth— During the sitting of the said circuit court a jury Jut j of sere*
to bo empan
of seven men from the panel of jurors returned for the said cir ne led to onqvire i«to tbo
cuit court shall be eir.p.annelled, charged and sworn to enquire o f facts,
or to try
issues join
the truth of the several points coniained in the said writ, or the tbe
ed ; formal «m*
issues joined on the pleadings ; and the judge shall receive such dence to bo
admitted,
le^al evidence as shall be produced to the sai d jurors touching
the premises, and a copy o f the entry in any book by law hereto
fore no iv, or hereafter required to be kept in respect to quit-rents
and land tax, certified by the treasurer as a true copy ; or if no
entry of the lands shall appear in such books, then a docket, cer
tified by the secretary of the island as a true docket, so far as ap
pears on record in the office o f the said secretary of any deed relatino to the land, the subject of the writ, and the certificate of
the treasurer of the non-payment of the quit-rents and land tax
in respect of that land for the whole or any portion of the time
mentioned in the writ, shall.be prima facia evidence o f such non
payment, and of the liability o f the land to the said quit-rents
anil land tax, and the jury shall return their verdict concerning
the several points to be enquired into, in writing, endorsed on tho
said writ, or annexed to the same.
Eighteenth— I f the jury shall find that the quit rents and land
tax are in arrear, the writ shall not abate by reason that they do
not find on the other point as alleged in the writ, or put in issue ;
C
and

If Utejary Surf
the quit n u ^
and land tax
are iu tin-ear
writ not ho
abate j pro-
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H ow Land is to be Forfeited fo r Non-Payment o f Quit Rents.Bowlingswhore and where the jury shall find that some person not named in the
i£ro? person*1 writ is in possession, i f tire residence o f suph person is known, and
' n thc'island, and so found by thre jury, such person shalj be served
jipssession.
by leaving with him, o r with some person at his last known' ptac<6
o f residence, a copy of the writ and verdict, and a notice in writino’,
signed by the solicitor o f the crown, that such person will be bound
by the proceedings if he does not come in and make his traverse,
• or put in his claim before final ju dgm en t: I f his residence shall
not be known, and so found as aforesaid, it shall be sufficient to
leave a copy of the writ and verdict, and such notice, on some
,
conspicuous part of the lain!, and affix another copy and notice to
the door of the court-house of the circuit court at which suedi
' .
verdict shall have been given ; and service of such copy and no
tice shall be established by the affidavit of the party servino the
same, and be returned and filed with the proceedings in the office
of the clerk of the supreme court.
Clerk of the
supreme court
t*t insert in the
fable to ho
kept by him
the name cf
porson so
found in pos*
I ’er'son abso
lutely bound if
he lails to ap
pear.
Verdict lo be
xeiif lo clerk of
the supremo
court and .

Nineteenth —The clerk of the supreme courj shall insert in the
table so to be kept by him it) his office, as hereinafter mentioned,the name o f the party found by the jury to be in possession.
Twentieth— The persons so served with a copy of the writ, ver;
diet, and notice, if he fails to appear and make his traverse orelairnj
shall be absolutely bound by the final judgment.
Twenty first— The judge o f the circuit court shall transmit the
said writ, together with the verdict of the jurors, to the office o f
the clerk of the supreme court and crown, and the said clerk of
the court and crown shall thereupon, or if judgment shall have
passed by default, insert an abstract relating to such land in a ta
ble to he kept in some public part of his office, in the followir^.
manner

INFORMATIONS'-
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IN F O R M A T IO N S F O R F O R F E IT E D L A N D S .
;*Day Writ I Person in I
Parish.
Issued.
Possession.

Quantity
I and Abut
tals.

Form of taKfe.

If Default ! Final Judgfc.
or Verdict, when to pass.

Twenty second— T he attorney-general shall afterwards, on pro- i-rociimaii<%
ducing the writ and verdict, or the endorsement o f default and
judgment, cause proclamation to be made o f such writ and return, cSTcoui-L'
or interlocutory judgment, on the second Tuesday of the supreme
court, for two successive terms, and also at. the circuit court of the
parish where the writ was returnable or would have been returned,
for two successive sitting, next after such supreme court, where
interlocutory judgment shall go by default, tile first proclamation
may K made in the term of the supreme court in which the de- [
fault is marked.
Twenty-third— After proclamation shall have been made in two
succcssive supreme courts, and also in two successive circuit courts,
if no pgrson shall traverse the inquisition or iuterlocutorv iud<rpioiit, ana ,put m ms claim to the-same, or pray leave to enter such
traverse and claim on the second Tuesday ,of'the supreme eourt
next succeeding the last proclamation, final judgment shall be
pronounced for the crow n: Provided, Three months shall have
elapsed between the date of such last-named proclamation and -the
said second Tuesday of the supreme -court; and thereupon-a writ,
in the nature of a writ of amoveri facias shall, if necessary,, issue
for the purpose of giving to the crown the possession o f the land
so forfeited as aforesaid, and under such writ o f atnov.eri facias all
parties found in possession of the land, or any part thereof, idiall

as

.be

'(ifim y'laflir
'™d°,Too
traremrnatto,
shall ho pro,?h°crm™°on
^oaday’ofu.e
•rupremo court
S'proctfm!!tion?nonthstoh' M
.proclamation
lid ^ o r
such last su
premo cpar|,
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thereupon writ
of amovcrifoci•
at to issue if
necessary;
judgment shall
then bo con*
elusive.

Ko traverse to
be allowed
without tho
assertion of
title to tho
Jand.
Person pleadjog or travers
ing may pay to
tho treasurer
the amount
due,, with the
costs, and
thereupon the
attorney-geuoral to enter
satisfaction on
the proceed
ings.
Traverse or
claim not to bo
admitted un
loss payment
p;it in issue,
and if for part
only shall de
scribe the part
claimed, final
judgment to bo
given for resi
due.
Traverse or
claim to be
tried by a ju
ry in the oireuit court hav
ing jurisdic
tion.
Proceedings
where part of
land admitted
Or claimed.

Repeal of act*

9 Geo. 8, cep.

be removed, and the judgment, so entered up on the proceeding-,
shall be binding and conclusive on, and a perpetual bar to all par.
ties whomsoever claiming any estate or interest in the said land ;
and the governor shall thereafter be entitled to grant, and dispose
of the said land by a patent to any person or persons whomso
ever.
Twentv-fourth— No person shall he entitled to traverse the in
quisition* or interlocutory judgment without asserting title to the
land.
Twenty-fifth__It shall be lawful for any person, on pleading to
the writ, or upon making his traverse and claim, to pay to the
treasurer the amount o f the arrear o f quit-rents and land tax, and
the costs o f the crown in the proceedings ; and thereupon the
atfornev-ceneral shall enter a satisfaction on the said proceed
ings.
Twenty-sixth— N o traverse and claim shall be admitted unless
they put in issue the payment of the quit-rents and land tax for
the time alleged ; and if such traverse and claim be for part of
the land, they shall describe the land claimed, and whatever may
be the determination on such traverse and claim, final judgment
on the last proclamation shall be given for the residue.
Twenty-seventh— Every such traverse and claim shall be tried
before a" jury in the circuit court having jurisdiction wherFtho
land or some part thereof lies.
Twenty-eighth —W here the party claims only to be entitled to
part of the land, he shall, on his plea or traverse, set out the land
for which he claims by the number of acres, and its abuttals, and
he may in like manner pay the quit-rents and land tax in respect
of the part so claimed, and the cost to date, and thereupon the
attorney-general shall enter satisfaction as to such p a r t; and on
the reference to the jury they shall give their verdict as to the
residue ; or the party on pleading may take issue on the points
alleged in the writ as to part o f the lands only, and admit that he
has no claim on the residue, and the jury shall in that case be
sworn to try the issues joined as to land so claimed, and to enquire
o f the truth o f the several points contained iu the writ as to the
residue.
Twenty-ninth— The act ninth George the third, chapter nine,
entitled
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entitled “ An act directing in what manner the lands o f absentees
not paying quit rents, and having no assets in the island whereon
to distrain, shall be forfeited and re-granted, and for the further
securing his majesty's quit-rents,” and the eighth section o f the
net eighth o f Victoria, chapter sixteen, and the act twenty-first
Victoria, chapter thirty-four, the Main Road Fund A ct, 1857,
sections twenty-six to thirty-seven inclusive, and the form No. 3
in the schedule to the latter act, and Law 7 o f 1867, are hereby
repealed.

FIRST SCHEDULE.

ca>p.3$.

First Schedule

O
•
a 44A
J5
>
ea ®
S5

Number ofl
Acres. 1

Date of
Record.

D O C K E T S o f Deeds Recorded in the Office o f the Secretary o f this
Island from the
day o f
to the
day o f
187
6 Title of Deed,
Name of Particulars, De Date of
*5 and Parties Parish. Property. scription,’and Deed.
thereto.
Boundaries of
Land.

M m ?, of e
Vio. oap.

and 21 Vie*
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SECOND SCHEDULE.

S.'i>oud sclio-

iijule.

STATEM ENT of- Land Tax and Arrafirs paid’in lire Parish of
fo r the year 187
Estate or Acres Feet of Land Tax Arrears For
for cur
part of
of
what ■
;cf
rent year
Land. Land.
(Inalphabetical order .) Estate.
paid. 1 Land Tax jears.
>
..
.NAME.

4
jDooiarrttion.

X, A. B. collector of taxes for {lie parish of
. do
.solemnly and sincerely declare that the above schedule con
tains a full, just, and true statement of all moneys which have*
been paid to, or received by me from any person tvhomsoevar
on account of the land tax for the parish of
during
the year from the
day of
!
187
to the
day of
187
distinguishsing iwhat has been paid an account of tie arrears for
previous years ; and I make this solemn declaration eonscien.
tiously believingj the same to be true, and byfvirtuo of the
provisions of an act, made and passed in the sixth year of her
majesty’s reign, jp n tituled “ An act to abolish oaths and atfildavits, except in certain cases, and to substitute declarations
in lieu thereof, and to suppress voluntary and extrajudicial
oaths and affidavits.”
JTaken and acknowledged, Sec.

JAM AI € A - -1LA w
A Law to render Valid Certain Registra; tions made m the Office of the Registrar
o f the Bishop since the Expiry of the
<« Clergy Act, 1858, (Twenty-Second Vie*
toria, Chapter Twenty-Three), arid to
■Provide for the Registration o f Rlarriages.t Baptisms, and Burials to be Hereaf
ter Administered and Solemnized by
Ministers o f the Church o f England, and
to Preserve-Evidence thereof.
[21st February, 1871.]’
\3. IFBREAS

» consequence of the expiry of the Clergy Act, ftwmtlii.t.
v 1858, (tuenty-seeond Victoria,chapter tw;cntv-three\ it is
necessary to render valid the registration of marriages, baptisms, .
and burials,'•'filed'and entered in the office of the bishop’s regis
trar since tile expiry of the recited act, and to provide for the re
gistration of marriages, baptisms, and burials to be hereafter ad
ministered and solemnized by ministers of.the church of Eim-lamt ;
Be it therefore enacted by. the governor of Jamaica, with the ad
vice and consent of the legislative council thereof, as follows :
First— All registrations of marriages, baptisms, and burials,'
\vhich have been recorded in the manner prescribed by the Clergy
-Act, 1858,-;(twenty-second Victoria, chapter twentytnreo,) in the
office of the registrar of the diocese since the expiry of the said
act, are hereby declared to be as valid and effectual to-all intents
#md purposes as if the said" act had not expired.
Second - - I'lle record books, indexes, documents, and paners-in
(M l
the

All registra
tions o f mar
riages, bap- •
lisius, and bv
rials recordet
agreeably to
t lie provision;
o f Clergy Ac
l&SH, eihee tl
expiry oftha
act, declared
valid.
All records
kept by tbr>
registrar o f tl
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Aiocefld to bo
transferred to
the office of the
island secre
tary.

Copies of such
records, certi
fied by the
island secre
tary, declared
to be ovideneo.

Island secreta
ry to trailacribe into the
books deliver
ed over to him
all documents
not yet copied
in by the re
gistrar.

Secretaries

fees for so do
ing.

tlie office of the registrar of the diocese, relating to marriages,
baptisms, and burials shall, on the passing of this law, and on the
order of the governor, be transferred by the said registrar to and
placed in the office of the island secretary, to be by him there
safely kept with the other records of his office ; and every record,
so transferred, shall be deemed good, valid, and effectual; 'and
the said records, or a copy of any entry or extract therefrom, cer
tified by the island secretary, shall be primn facie evidence o f the
facts ar.d circumstances stated and set forth in such record, copv,
or extract, and shall be admitted in all courts and places as leiral
evidence to the extent the original itself would go, but shall not
be taken to exclude the original document in any case.
Third— All documents or returns not yet copied into the books,
when so delivered over by the registrar cf the diocese, shall be
transcribed by the island secretary into such record books, and
in such manner as they would have been had such documents or
returns remained under the custody of the registrar of the diocese
either before or after the expiry o f the Clergy Act, 1338 : And,
for recording such uncapied documents or returns, the island se
cretary shall be entitled to receive the like fees that the registrar
of the diocese would have charged under the provisions o f the
Clergy Act, 1838.

Registers of
baptisms and
burials to be
Jeep! by minis
ters o f tbe
chnvoh of Englam'.

Fourth— Every minister o f the church of England shall make
and keep in books registers of baptisms and burials administered
and solemnized by him, in which books he shall, as soon as possi
ble after the administration of every baptism, or solemnization of
every burial, record and enter in a fair and legible hand, the se
veral particulars described in the several schedules hereunto an
nexed marked A and 11, and shall sign the same within fourteen
days after any such ceremony shall have taken place.

Hia'. ters of
tbe -.nrch o f
En. ■md to
mal CjuarterJy r urns to.
the -and se
cret. . y.

Fifth— Every such minister shall transmit to the island secre
tary, within twenty-eight days after the first day of January, April,
July, and October in each year, under a penalty of thirty pounds
for every omission, copies of all registers oe baptisms and burials
registered during the last previous quarter; ami such copies shall
be certified in the form following :I,
I, A, E, minister ip the parish qP
in tho
county of
do hereby certify that the writings
hereunto annexed, purporting to be copies of the several en
tries contained in the several registei>hauks kept by me of
baptism^

Law

6

of

1871 .
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f

baptisms and burials in the parish of
from the
. day of
to the
day of
18
are true copies of all the several entries in the said registerbooks respectively, from the said
day of
to
the said
day of
arid that no other entry during
such period is contained in any such book, to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
A. B. minister.”

Provided, That the'first returns required under this section shall
be made and transmitted to the island secretary within twentyeight days after the first day of April in the present year.

When the first
return u to be
made.

Sixth—From and after the passing o f this law, it shall be law
ful for banns of marriage between parties desirous of being joined
together in matrimony, to be published in any place of religious
worship, or before any public congregation ; and such publication
shall be made in an audible manner some time during public di
vine service, on a Sunday, in the face of ’any congregation in the
parish in which one or both of the parties whose banns are pub
lished shall reside, and shall contain the-name and place of abode
of each of the said parties, and shall be so published for three
Sundays preceding the solemnization of the marriage daring the
morning service, if there be service in the morning, or if there
shall be no morning service then during the evening service ; and
if the parties to be married shall be of different parishes, the banns
shall be published in like manner in each of the parishes to which
the said parties may respectively belong; and in cases where the
bonus shall have been published in different places the officiating
minister, under a penalty of thirty pounds sterling, shall, at the re
quest of both or either of the parties whose banns shall have been
published as aforesaid, give to the party requiring the same a cer
tificate of the banns having been published in the place of which
he is an officiating minister ; and on the production of such certifi
cate to the*offieiating minister of the other place where the banns
were published, or of such certificate to any other such minister as
aforesaid, it shall be lawful for such minister, on receiving such
certificate or certificates (one or both as the case may be), to so.
lemnize matrimony between the said parties.

Publication o f
banns o f mar-,
liage.

Seventh—No minister shall be obliged to publish banns between
any persons whomsoever, unless the persons to be married shall,
two1days at least before the time required for the first publication
(it such banns, respectively deliver, or cause to be delivered to
•D
such

Where the par*
ties to b<t ia.ii).
vied belong
to uifieroub
parishes.

Notice before
publication to
be given to the
minister. *
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sufch minister, a notice o f their true napes, and a description of
their place or respective places of' abode.
Penalty upon
minister for
marrying por
noos without
frinna or li
cense ; banns
valid for nix
months only.

Eighth— No minister shall marry any persons whose banns have
not been duly published according to the provisions' o f this law, or
whose banns, having been published for more than six'months) shall
not have been re-published at the like times and in the like form
and manner as prescribed by this law for the publication of banns ,j
or who has not obtained a license from the governor, authorizing
such marriage, under the penalty of sixty pounds ; bui any marriage solemnized without the publication of banns or a license as
aforesaid, shall nevertheless be valid.,

Anyperson

Ninth— If any person or persons shall wantonly, maliciously, nr
frivolously forbid the publication of banns, or the solemnization
of marriage between any parties without having lawful aud suffi
cient cause and authority forso doing, the person or persons so
offending shall he liable to a fine not exceeding teu pounds ster*
ling, or to imprisonment in the county-gaol for a term not exceeding two months, at the discretion of any two of her majesty’s jus
tices of the peace for the parish in which such offence may have
been committed.

No minister
liable to a pe
nally if parties
are Under legal
rgej unless the
marriage be
previously for
bidden.

Tenth— No such minister as aforesaid, who shall solemnize any
marriago after due publication of banns as aforesaid^ between per
sons, both or one of whom (not being a widow or widower) shall,
at the time of such marriage, be under legal age, shall be answerable or responsible or liable to any pain, penalty, or proceeding, for
having solemnized such marriage without the consent of the pa
rents or guardians, or other persons (if any) whose consent is re 
quired by law, unless such parent or guardian, or other person,
or one of them, shall forbid the marriage, and give notice thereof
to such minister before he has solemnized the same ; and in case
such marriage shall be forbidden as aforesaid, and such notice
shall be given as aforesaid, the publication of the banns of such
marriage shall be absolutely void.
J,

wantonly for1ridding pub
lication of banu3 or so
lemnization of
marriage with
out authority
for so doing
liable to pe. al
ly or imprison
ment.

Irtho marri
age is forbid
den the publi •
cation of banns
Void-

Hiuiitor to en
ter in a regis
ter book all
marriages im
mediately after
the sol&mnisati n of the
marriage by
kiufebe'ore
wita'.'ssos. ■

Eleventh —Immediately after the solemnization o f every mar
riage by any such minister as aforesaid, an entry of such marriage
shall be made in a marriage fegister-book to be kept for that pur
pose by such minister: And in every entry in every such register,
it shall be expressed whether the marriage was had by banns or li
cense, and if both or cither of the parties married by bann3 be un
der ago and not a widow or widower, that it was had with consent

‘of
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*if the parents or guardians, or other persons having lawful autho
sod form
rity to withhold consent to the marriage ; and every such entry oMods
f making such,
shall b6 signed by the solemnizing minister, with his proper addi entries.
tion and by the parties married, and shall be attested by two wit
nesses at least, present at such marriage; and every such entry
shall be in the form annexed to this law in schedule G ; and of
every such entry.,' at the time of entry, and before the parties de
part, shall then and there be made on a separate piece of paper,
parchment, or-vellum, a duplicate original register, in which the
same matter shall be entered and signed, and attested by the same
parties in the form annexed in schedule D, and the said dupli Dip'iwate
original rreiir
cate original registor shall be left in the hands of the minister by for to *v» trans
mitted lo-iswhom the marriage was solemnized, and every such duplicate lan-1 secretary
original register shall, within three calendar months from the date -tD U- tdJO.d-rl.
thereof, he transmitted to the island secretary .; and all sueh dupli
cates shall ho filed and recorded in a book to be by him kept and
tefoly preserved by him in his office ; and every such original re
gister, and also every copy thereof, certified under the hand of the
island secretary to be a true copy, shall respectively be good evi
dence-of the facts .therein recorded, -in pursuance of this law, in
and before all courts and proceedings whatsoever in which it shall
he necessary to give evidence of the marriage to which the samo
shall relate.
Twelfth—'It shall be lawful Tor all persons between the time of Parties may
search o.ijritwf!
noon and three o'clock in the afternoon on any days, except Sun •register during
certain hours,
days and holidays declared by law, to search any marriage .regis and
take oerlicopies, ex
ter" bool kept as hereinbefore directed, and also the file of duplicate fi-'d
cept ci -Sjifc-I
original registers, or any register of baptism or burial, in the pre days or hohsence of the person for the time being having the care of the same, day*..
and to have a true copy or true copies of any entry or entries, or
duplicates therein, which copy shall be certified as a true copy,
under the hand of the minister or person for the time being bay—
ino-the custody of the original marriage register or duplicate as
aforesaid, or register of baptism or burial, which -true copy or co.J
pies such minister is hereby required to make, examine, and
certify under Ills hand to be a true copy^ and such GOpy shaft,
be headed “ certified copy” of original (or “ duplicate original
marriage register.,” or register of baptism or burial, as the case
may be), and shall be dated cut the day, month, and year when the
-game shall be delivered.
Certlh-ii-io.
Thirteenth—It shall be lawful for all pevsons to search the files pies
vofee * u
of duplicate marriage registers, or ihcregisters of baptisms and Luri- fcers by » it
land seer* vs*<
D 2
-als, declawiUrf.
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Hire force and
effect as copies
under sec 2 of

Urislaw.

als, recorded as hereinbefore required in the office of the island
secretary, and to-have true copies therefrom similarly made ami
certified by the island secretary, and the same shall be of the like
force and effect as certified copies of registers furnished under the
second section of this law.

Errors may be
corrected with
in one month
after disoorery.

Fourteenth — Any minister whd shall discover any error to have
been committed in the form or substance'of the Cntry in the regis
ter-book of any marriage, baptism, or burial, shall be liable to a
penalty of fifty pounds if he shall not, within one calendar month
after the discovery of such error, in the presfitice o f the parties
married, or of the parents of the child whose baptism may hav#
been entered in such register, or in the presence of two persons
who shall have attended at any burial, or in case ’of the death
or absence of the respective parties aforesaid, then in the presence
of two credible witnesses (who shall respectively attest the same),
alter and correct the entry which shall have been found qrror.eons,
according to the truth of the case, by entry in the margin of tiie*
book wherein such erroneous entry shall have been made, witbtmt ’
any alteration or obliteration of the original entry, and sign each
entry in the margin, and add to such signature the day of the'
month, month, and year when such correction was made.

Eeg’intry hooks
to remain in
the custody of
the minister.

Fifteenth—The registry books required by this law .to he kept
by each minister shall always remain in the power and custbdy
of such minister, except when required for the inspection of per
sons desirous of making search therein, or obtaining copies there
from, to be produced in evidence in some court of law or equity!'

Island secreta
ry to report to*
the attomoyj'euoral default
made by a
minister in
transmitting
the returns ro
qnirod.
Period within
whioh the is
land s 'cro'ary
shall record
the quarterly
returns sent tohim.
The island se
cretary to keep
indexes and all
registers open
to pnblis
search.

Sixteenth—The island secretary, in the event of any failure in
the transmission of the copies of the registers as herein required
by the ministers of the several parishes, shall report the default o|
such minister specially to the attorney-general ; and the said island
secretary shall, within one month after he shall h a v f received
such quarterly returns or copies so to be transmitted as aforesaid, «
fully record the same in the books provided by him for that pur
pose ; and shall also cause alphabetical lists or indexes to be made
in books suitable to the purpose, of the names of all persons and
parishes mentioned in such copies of registers, which alphabetical
lists or indexes, and also the said books and copies of registers,
shall be open to public search at all times during which his office
is required to be open..

Mode of keep
ing indexes of.

baptisms;

Seventeenth— The index of baptisms shall contain the name of
tli*
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the child bom ; and in case of the child being a lawful child, the
name of the father, and in case of an illegitimate child, the name
ot the mother ; but in all cases where the father’s or mother’s
name shall appear in the register the name of the father or mother,
in addition to the name of the child,' shall be respectively indexed.
Eightceptlr— The index of marriages shall contain the name of Marriages,
tug female as well as that of the male.
' Nineteenth— The island secretary shall cause all records so
transferred to his said office, as well as all such copies of registers
as Shall hereafter be forwarded to him to be recorded to be safely
and securely deposited, kept, and preserved from damage, and to
bo carefully arranged for the purpose of being resorted to as occa
sion may require, under the penalty of sixty pounds.

All records un
der this law
shall be safely
kept by the is
land secretary.

Twentieth —All returns and documents recorded under this law Returns,ami
in the island secretary’s office, and all certified copies granted uu- Hrmpfffi"*
der this law by ministers, shall be exempt from all stamp duty.
'bmpdutj.
Twenty-first— The fees staled in schedule E, annexed to this
law, shall be demandable from, and paid by the parties applying echolnVE to
before the performance of the duty to which the same respectively tSHJi&EE
relate.
Twenty-second— For th§ counting, filing, and recording of all
such-duplicate original registers of marriages and registers of duties per.'
baptisms and burials as shall be forwarded to him, the island se- t£T]Iw““dw
cretary shall be paid by, the public at the rate of one shilling and
sixpence for every legal sheet of one hundred and sixty words of
such register so filed, counted, and recorded in his said office.

SCH ED U LE
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in the year *

SCHEDULE B.

A. B. Minister.

I

in the
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SCHEDULE

Married .at
by me, A.*B. minister. */
This marriage was solemnized between us [Henry. Brown, Lucy^Gray], in presence of us [C. D. E. F.]

SCH ED ULE C.
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SCHEDULE

SCH EDULE D.

P U PLICATE Original Register of Marriages Solemnized by A. B. Minister o f the Church of England,
Parish o f
4
District of

. T o Render Valid Certain Registrations o f Marriages, Sfc.

M
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SCHEDULE E.
F E E S Demandable under this Law by the Minister Solemnising the
Marriage.
For registering each marriage, and for making and transmitting
to the Island Secretary the duplicate original, the sum of
£0 2 (
For each certified copy of entry of marriage as aforesaid, the snm of 0 1 •
By the Island Secretary.
Fos each certified copy of a duplicate original register, the cum of

0 1|

A Law to Authorize the T along of a Census
. o f the Inhabitants of this Island.

[28th February, 1871.]
“1 X 7 H E R E A S it is desirable to obtain an accurate account of Preamble.
/T v the number of the inhabitants of this island: Be it en
acted by the governor of Jamaica, with the advice and consent of
the legislative council thereof, as follows :
DAY ON WHICH CENSUS SHALL BE TAKEN.
First— On Mondav, the fifth day of June, one thousand eight Enumerator,
hundred and seventy-one, the enumerators to be appointed under oountonMonthis law shall proceed to take an account of the number of persons
in each parish who abode in every house in every such parish
on the night of Sunday, the fourth day of June, in the said year pariah,
one,thousand eight hundred and seventy-one.
DIVISION OF PARISHES INTO DISTRICTS, AND APPOINTMENT
w AND DUTIES OF ENUMERATORS.
Second— The governor shall, on or before the first day of June ^h|i^ ,e0^
next, divide each parish into as many districts as he shall consi- parishmto
der necessary, so as to allow one person to visit every house and
enumerate its inhabitants, within the compass of one day.
Third— ft shall be lawful for the governor to appoint one or The governor
more enumerator or enumerators in each district of such parish, enumerator,
to take the account of the number of persons in such district,, and inc“cli
obtain the other particulars required by this law.
OF ENUMERATORS.
Fonrth— Every person appointed an enumerator as aforesaid
shall, and is hereby required, in the course of the week ending at eachdwell-

(35)
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on Saturday, the third day of June, one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-one, to leave at every dvfelling-honse in.every city or
town, village and settlement, and on every property within hi?
district, the occupier or occupiers, or person or persons in charge
of which shall be willing to receive and fill up the same in the
manner required by this law, one or more of the forms to be pre
scribed by the governor, in privy council, and famished and sup
plied for that purpose by the government: And where any dwel
ling-house is occupied in different stories or apartments distinct
ly by different persons or families, such respective form or forms
shall be delivered to or left for the occupier of each such distinct
story or apartment; and every enumerator shall, and is required
to proceed on Monday, the fifth day o f June, one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-one, to visit every house in the district to which
he has been appointed, to enter upon any property and into'every
house, and to ask for and obtain from the inmates thereof the forms
aforesaid filled up, and shall complete such o f the forms as, upon redelivery thereof to him, shall appear to be defective, and correct
such as he shall find to be erroneous, which forms he shall care
fully keep ; and also if, and whenever it shall be necessary other
wise to ask for and require an account of the number of'persons
who slept in every such house on the previous night, and to ask
for and require all other information required by this law, which
account and information he shall then and there wrife in a form
to be prescribed by the governor, in privy council, and furnished by
the government; and he shill, at the same time, if practicable,
and if not, on the following or some other early day, ascertain the
number and description of houses, and the other particulars relat
ing thereto, all which said several accounts aud forms, hereinbe
fore mentioned he shall complete, correct, anu deliver to the clerk
o f the municipal board within ten days after the said fifth day o f
June.

Enumerator#

Fifth— It shall be the duty of each enumerator to complete his
account of the number of inhabitants in the district to which he
has been appointed on the said Monday, the filth day of June,,
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-one, if practicable, but
should he be prevented from doing so he shall continue his visits
on the following day, and from day to day until he has gone
through and visited the whole of his district and obtained the
most accurate account possible of the number of persons who slept
in the same on the night of the said Sunday, the fourth day o f
June; certifying in his return the cause which prevented his com
pleting the same on the said Monday, the fifth day of June, and

the week end*
ing 3rd June,
1871. and pro
ceed to vimt
each boose on
6th Juno nest,
receive the
forms, and
take account
of the number
of persona who
slept on the
premises on the
previous night,
with other
particulars.

to eomplote
their account#
on 5th June,
hot may con
tinue or repeat
their visits for
further in for*
station or ex
planation.
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he may repeat his visits to, and entries into and upon any house
or property in his district as often as may be necessary within one
week next after the said Monday, the fifth day of June, for the
purpose of obtaining from any inmate o f any such house, or resi
dent on any such property, any further information or explanation
necessary to enable him to correct the account taken by him as
aforesaid, which said last-mentioned accounts and forms he shall
complete, correct, and deliver to the clerk of the municipal board
within the period of ten days after the said fifth day of June.
Sixth— Each enumerator shall sign a declaration, to be taken EonmsraeoM
before the parochial registraroranv justiceof the peace, to the effect
that ail the forms orschedules, accounts, and other particulars, have
been truly and faithfully filled up and collected, and that to his fee of the”
knowledge the same are correct, so far as may be known.
Forms,^
hare been
AS TO THE INMATES OF THE PENITENTIARY, PRISONS
| HOSPITALS, OR ASYLU.V1S, AND OTHER PUBLIC OR CHA- b j t w
RITABLE INSTITUTIONS.
■

Seventh— The superintendent of the penitentiary, and of each
district and other prison, the gaoler of each county gaol, the police
sergeant in charge of each station or lock-up, the superintendent
or officer in charge of the public hospital, the superintendent or
offiper in charge of the lunatic asylum, the principal medical officer of each marine, lying-in, or other hospital, or the matron of
each parochial asylum, and the master, mistress, or person in
charge of each reformatory, school, or public or charitable instituition, shall be the enumerator of the inmates thereof, and shall
furnish the clerk ot the municipal board of the parish in which
the same is situated with the information required by this law in
one of the forms to be prepared and supplied as aforesaid, or as
near thereto as may be practicable with respect to such inmates,
and with the like declaration as to correctness as is by this law
required from each other enumerator.
OFFICE AND DUTIES OF PAROCHIAL REGISTRAR.

SaperintendS ap *?*'
<*argeofpnb'XfeM j-1114
lnm>.aDdpor'
°f p“t>fedr
suwfens!&£
shs111*elmmako
meFaWre!”0"

aerk oHU

Eighth—The clerk of the municipal board shall be the parocbial registrar of the parish in which he is such clerk.
gX ^
Ninth—Each parochial registrar shall carefully examine, or Hemnste*cause to be examined, the several forms and returns which shall
11,6
be delivered to him by tbe enumerators, and shall satisfy himself X X o W r f
that the same are carefully made up, and if not, shall cause any t0 him* ’
inaccuracy

rr
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inaccuracy or defect to be corrected or supplied, so far as may
be possible.
S’reparo a
clas-ified tabu
lated return
from the forms
delivered over
to him, which
ho shall enter
iuto a book, ■
forwarding
two co/.ies to-?
the colonial.

sd«-otary:.

Tenth— Each parochial registrar shall, from the forms and re
turns to be so delivered to him, when the same shall have beenmade as.complete and correct as may be practicable, without delay
prepare a classified tabulated return, according to a form to be
prescribed by the governor, in privy council, and furnished by the
government, shewing the number of the inbabitants of the parish"*
the number of houses, and all other particulars that may thereby
bo required to be shewn ; which return he shall, on or before the
first day of August, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-one*
cause to be entered fair in a hook, to be provided for that purpose
by the government, and on or before the last-mentioned day he
shall prepare two copies of such return, the correctness of which
shall be by him declared unto before a justice of the peace : And
on or before the said last mentioned day he shall transmit to the
colonial secretary the classified tabulated return, directed to be
made by him, together with all original papers delivered to him by
the enumerators of his parish.
AS TO HOUSELESS PERSONS, AND PERSONS TRAVELLING, Ac-

Clerks of themunicipal
board to adopt
means for as
certaining par
ticulars re- spectiug person
not abiding in
any house duriax.nigLt of 4th

wfJune.

Eleventh— Each clerk of the municipal board shall, by* such
ways and means as shall appear to him best adapted for the pur
pose, or as he may be instructed by the governor, ascertain the
particulars required by this law so far as may be practicable with
respect to all houseless persons, and all persons who, during the
night of Sunday, the said fourth day of June, were travelling, or on
ship hoard, or for any other reason were not abiding in any house
of which account is to be taken by the enumerators as aforesaid,
and shall include returns of such particulars the correctness of
which shall be declared unto in like manner as hereinbefore di
rected in respect to other returns in the statement to be prepared
by him for the colonial secretary as hereinbefore directed.
REMUNERATION OF OFFICERS, &c.

Tael cnntnera—
tors to be paid
ns the govorn<ic may consi
der adequate*

Twelfth— The parochial registrars and the enumerators shall
respectively be paid, for services performed uuder this law, such
sum as the governor shall consider adequate.

3ffoenumerator
<rr parodtisi 1
registrar to bo
paid except cu
the certificate

Thirteenth— No payment shall be made to any enumerator ex
cept upon the production of a certificate, under the hand of the
parochial; registrar, that the duties required of such enumerator
have

/
1
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have been faithfully performed, and a like certificate shall he re
quired under the hand of the colonial secretary with respect to the
parochial registrars, before any payment shall be made to any o f
them.

of the parochi
al registrar, or
of the colonial
secretary.

FORMS, &c. TO BE PROVIDED.
Fourteenth— The governor shall cause the necessary forms and
instructions and books to be prepared and forwarded to the several
parties authorized to receive them.
PENALTY CLAUSES.
Fifteenth— Every enumerator who shall neglect to make the re
turn for his district required by this law, or shall wilfully make a
false or incorrect return or declaration, or who shall delay making
up, declaring unto, and delivering to the parochial registrar of his
district all original forms and returns obtained by him, or who
shall omit or neglect any other duty required by this law to be
performed, and every parochial registrar making wilful delay or
Hefault in any of the matters required by him by this law, or mak
ing any false return or declaration, shall, for every wilful neglect
or default, or false return, or declaration, or delay in completing
and transmitting to the colonial secretary the classified tabulated
return directed to be made by him, and all original papers deli
vered to him by the enumerators of his parish, or other omission or
neglect, forfeit a sum not exceeding twenty pounds.

The governor
to cause forms,
instructions,
and boohs to ha
prepared and
forwarded to
the parties to
receive them.
Penalty on
enumerators
and parochial
registrars for
neglect, or
making false
returns, &a»

• Sixteenth— Every person who shall refuse, neglect, or decline to
give any enumerator who shall demand it, a just and true account,
either orally or in writing, of the number of persons who slept in
the house inhabited by him on the night of Sunday, the said fourth
day of June, or to furnish any other informatitjo required by this
law when called upon to do so, or who shall wilfully give, or fuirnish,
or cause to be given or furnished any false account or false infor
mation whatsoever, or who shall hinder any enumerator from ob
taining any such account or information, or shall in any way ob
struct him in the execution of his duty, shall forfeit and pay a sum
not exceeding ten pounds.

Penalties on
persons refus
ing or neglect
ing to give a
true aocount,

Seventeenth— It shall be lawful for the occupier of any houSe, or
the person in possession of any property, if he shall be willing to
do so, to make a return in the form left with him for that pur
pose of all persons who shall have slept in such house, or in any
house on such property on the night of Sunday, the said fourth day

Occupier of
any house may
make return
ofsuch persons
as slept there
on the night of
4;h June.

& o.
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of June ; and every such occupier or person shall, if asked and re
quired by the enumerator, furnish such other information as is by
this law required, which return he shall sign and deliver to the
enumerator for his district upon his visiting such house or pro
perty.
If the form 6e-

iivdredbo-tho

anattoerabor
appears inoorisdt tbft ueoes-

ioformation must. I o
given to tho
aacmcrator.

t tle f

Penalties hew
recoverable.

Eighteenth— Should the form filled up and delivered to any
enumerator as aforesaid appear on the face thereof to be incorrect,
or it shall be necessary for the enumerator to demand any information not contained, or explanation of anything mentioned there
in, the necessary explanation or information shall be demanded by
him and given by the person who filled up such form, under a pe
nalty, in case of refusal or neglect, or of false answer or information
by such person, not exceeding five pounds.
Nineteenth— The several penalties.imposed by this law shall be
recovered in a summary manner before the district court judge, or
before any two justices of the peace in the parish where the of
fence was committed.
INTERPRETATION CLAUSE.

Interpretation]
BMuau.

Twentieth—The word “ house,” whenever used in this law,
shall mean an occupied dwelling-house, hut, shop, store, or wharf,
or story, or apartment, and every building or tenement of which
the whole or any part shall be used for the purpose o f human
habitation, or place in which people usually or occasionally .reside
or sleep; and the word “ property” shall mean any sugar estate,
coffee, or other plantation, pen, .settlement, or premises on which
there shall be more than one house, as defined by this section,
occupied by persons other than the owner, overseer, tenant, or
person in possession.
SHORT TITLE.
Twenty-first-—This law may, for all purposes, be cited as “ The
Census Law, 1871."

JAMAICA—L A W 8 OF 1 8 7 1 .
A Law to Amend the Seventh Section of
the Statute Twenty-Fifth Victoria, Chap*
ter Thirty-Five, and for other Purposes.
[28th Februarxj, 1871.]
® 7 H E R E A S the system provided by the seventh section o f the Preamble,
T statute, twenty-fifth Victoria, chapter thirty-five, for the re
demption, within a term of fifteen years, o f bonds and debentures,
authorized by the “ Immigration Loan Act, 1858,” to be issued
for the purposes specified in this last-mentioned act, is wasteful ot
the money of the immigration fund established by law, and the ob
ject of that system is capable of being fully and securely attained
by a system which will not waste any of the money of the said
fund : Be it enacted by the.governor of Jamaica, with the advice
and 'consent of the legislative council thereof, as follows :

\

‘ The seventh section of the statute twenty fifth Victoria, chap 7*1>w'Hnn of
ter thirty-five, is hereby amended in the following manner: On 2 »tli Vic. cup,
3o,
all future occasions when bonds and debentures may be issued
under the authority given by the “ Immigration Loan Act, 1858,’ ’
the amount of loan thereby raised within any one year shall be
made redeemable and repayable by fifteen annual and equal in
stalments of the principal money due, the first of such instalments
being made payable one year from the date o f the issue of the d e 
bentures, and one other o f such instalments being made payable
at the end of every succeeding year of the full term of fifteen
years ; and the provision created under the fourteenth section of As to prwiii®*
I-lr<
the twenty-fourth Victoria, chapter sixteen, shall not be made in under
sec. of 2 Ith
Vic cap. IB.
respect of any such debentures ; but no change shall be made in and
security *f
the present law in regard to the manner in which the principal leans.
and interest of such loans are secured and charged.

F
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J A M A IC A —L A W 9 OF 1871.
A Law for Granting to H er Majesty Cer
tain Sums of Money, Required for D e 
fraying Certain Expenses of the Civil
Government, and for Immigration, and
Certain other Expenses connected with
the Public Service of the Financial Year
1870-71.
[28th February, 1871.]
H E R E A S o f the amount o f four hundred and seventy-one Preamble.
thousand two hundred and sixty pounds three shillings
and ninepence, required for the service o f the civil government of
thje island, and for immigration, and for other purposes, for the
financial year to end on the thirtieth o f September, one thou
sand eight hundred and seventy-one, the sum o f one hundred and
seventy-one thousand three hundred and ninety-pounds ten shil
lings and twopence has been provided for by law, and it is now
requisite to make a further provision o f two hundred and ninetynine thousand eight hundred arid sixty-nine pounds thirteen shil
lings and sevenpence to meet the said expenditure: Be it enact
ed by the governor o f Jamaica, with the advice and consent o f
the legislative council thereof, as follow s:

W

The treasurer o f this island shall, on the warrant o f the go
vernor, pay a sum not exceeding in the aggregate two hundred
and ninety-nine thousand eight hundred and sixty-nine pounds
thirteen shillings and sevenpence, for defraying the several charg
es and expenses of the civil government o f this island; and for
immigration, and for other purposes, for the financial year to end
on the thirtieth day o f September-, one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-one, set forth in the schedule to this law annexed.I
I 2
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For Defraying certain Expenses o/ the Civil Crovernment.
SCHEDULE T O APPR O PRIA TIO N ACT.

&. s.

GENERAL EXPENDITURE.

d.

GOVERNOR’S ESTABLISHMENT—
Private Secretary and A. D. C.
Legislative Council
COLONIAL SECRETARIAT—
Chief Clerk
Three First Class Clerks
Registrar
Four Second Class Clerks
Four Third Class ditto
Contingencies

£.

s, d.

575
1,075
320
805
430
200

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 00 0

Director o f Roads Establishment
Audit Office
Public Treasury
Government Savings Bank
Stamp Department
Post Office
Customs, and Internal Revenue
Cinchona Plantation and Bota
nic Garden
JUDICIAL ESTABLISHMENT, &c.

£.

B.

300
720

0
0

0
0

3,405

0

0

6.339 2
3,043 0
2,082 12
1,390 16
750 0
12,64*8 3
30,730 0

0
0
0
0
0
7
0

2,223 12

0

d.

20 0 0
Crier to Supreme Court
30 0 0
t 'ontingencies, Clerk o f Courts
80 0 0
Clerk to Attorney-General
Two Assistants to Attorney800 0 0
General, at £ 4 0 0 each
Travelling Allowance to Assistants 250 0 0
400 0 0
Crown Solicitor
410 0 0
Clerks of Circuit Courts
110 0 0
Criers o f Circuit Courts
Clerks of Petty Sessions
3.,894 0 0
Police Magistrate
500 0 0
Coroners
748 10 0
Services
1,573 2 0
Rents
180 0 0
8,995 18 0
ECCLESIASTICAL
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£.

6.

d.

335
.50
76

0
0
0

0
0
0

252 16
367 10
100 0
1------ —

8
0
0

ECCLESIASTICAL—
Stipendiary Curates
Public Hospital, Chaplain
Bishop’s Registrar
Payments to Island Curates’
Fund
Grant to Church o f Scotland
Grant to Church o f Rome

£.

1,181

s. d.

6

8

12,267 0
40,479 15
12,610 0
74 5

6
0
O
0

8. a.

£.

MEDICAL—
Government Medical Officers
Lock Hospital
Contingencies

45
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9,667
1/200
1,400

0
0
0

0
0
0

Constabulary
Education
Militia and Store Department
COLONIAL PAY AND ALLOW
ANCES—
Allowance to Troops in lieu of
exemption from Import Duties
CONTRIBUTION TOWARDS MILITARY EXPENSES—
Lodging Allowances
Water Supply at Falmouth
Water Supply at Spanish Town
Kent o f Commissariat Office,
Falmouth

£.

Casual Advertisements
Crown Agents— Contribution
to Agency
Registrar o f Diocese for Recording Marriages of Members of
the Church of England
Island Secretary— Recording
Laws

9

0

500
500

0
0

0
0

8. a.

S60
70
30

0
0
0

0
0
0

40

0

0

Quarantine Services
MISCELLANEOUS—

3,817

£'

8. a,

100

0

0

200

0

0

60

0

0

100

0

0
Island
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F or Defraying certain Expenses o f the Civil Government.

£.
Island Secretary, for Transcribins:. Binding, and Repairing
Records
Titchfiehl Free School
Queen’s Plate
Garden in front o f Square
Royal Society o f Arts
Searches in Island Secretary’s
Office for Titles o f Lands
coming under District Courts
Land Law
Provision for Sanitary requirements o f the several Local
Boards o f Health

s.

500

a.

0

0

105
10
100

0

0
0

280

0
0

u

0

0

0

0

Annuitants o f late Legislature
Annuities to Sufferers by Disturbances o f 18G5
Officers o f late Legislature
Ecclesiastical Pensions
Civil Pensions

£.

0

582 0
743 15
1,720 11
6,123 13

0
4
4
8

•

Total General Expenditure

Parochial Roads
Parochial Municipal Objects
Total Expenditure from A p
propriated Revenues

0

t)

0

0

0

9,65S 12
200 0
6,062 2

0
0

200,373 13

7

£.
20,000
2,500

0

s. d.

488 12

Charitable Allowances
Parochial Expenditure

EXPENDITURE FROM APPROPRINTED REVENUES—

0
0

1,564
800
10,099
21,932

StationeryforPublic Departments
Public Buildings
Main. Roads and Bridges
PENSIONS—

ft.- i .

0 0

»

ICO

£.

s.

d.

0

0
0

0

4

22,500 0 •
e x p e n d it u r e
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I ’or Defraying certain Expenses o f the Civil Government.
EXPENDITURE ON SPECIAL
SERVICES FROM SURPLUS
REVENUES—
Public Buildings
New Roads and Bridges, &c.
Census in 1871

£.

8. d.

10,102 0
12,406 16
6,000 0

£.

i.

i.

28,508 16

0

48,487

4

0

£299,869 13

7

0
0
0

Total Expenditure from
Surplus Reveuues
IMMIGRATION—
Salaries
Union Hospitals and Depot
Erection o f Hospitals, &c.
Medical Attendance
Introduction of Immigrants

8.
£.
3,275 0
6,627 8
2,606 0
1,878 16
34,100 0

Total Immigration
Total Schedule to Appropriation A ct

d.
0
0
0
0
0
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A Law in Aid of and to Amend the Thir
teenth Section of Law 37 of 1867, “ The
District Courts Land Law.”
[28th February, 18.7 L]
H E R E A S it is expedient to make further provisions in
aid of the thirteenth section of law 37 of 1867, “ The
District Courts Land Law, 1867
Be it enacted by the governor
of Jamaica, with the advice and consent of- the legislative council
thereof, as follows :

Preamble.

First—When any person, legally or equitably entitled to land,
the possession whereof has been adjudged to the crown under the
provisions of the thirteenth section of law 37 of 1867, “ The
District Courts Land Law, 1867,” shall, in accordance with the
proviso in the said section, and within the term allowed thereby,
establish his title to the same, such person shall not obtain pos~
session of the said land until he shall have paid to the treasurer of
this island, for the benefit of the government thereof, all costs,
charges, and other expenses incurred, or which may be payable by
the government of this island in the recovery, obtaining, and keep
ing possession of such land, or in fencing, repairing, or making
permanent improvements on the said land ; and in calculating such
costs the expenses of all barristers, advocates, attorneys, surveyors,
revenue officers, and others employed in the case, shall be reckon
ed according to the usual rates of charge for such services, al
though not actually disbursed by reason of such persons having
been salaried servants of the crown ; and to the principal thus
calculated shall be added interest at the rate of six per centum
per annum; and unless such payment as is hereby required be
made within the term prescribed in the proviso of the section afore
said, the right to obtain possession under that proviso shall be
forfeited.
G
(4 9 )
Second

Arty person en
titled to land
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incurredorpay
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land, or for im
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Also interest
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tain possession)
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The aborepro
visions appli
cable to cases
adjudged pre
viously to, aa
to cases after,
the passing of

Second— The provisions of the last preceding section shall bp
applicable as well to cases which have been before the passing of
this law adjudged under the aforesaid section o f “ The District
Courts Land Law, 1867,” as to cases hereafter to^be so adjudg
ed.

Power to the
crown to grant
leasee of lands
for a. term not
exceeding
seven years,
whioh shall1be
as valid as if
the person en
titled to the
possession of
such land had
executed the
lease.

Third— In all cases in which .possession shall be hereafter ad
judged to the crown under the provisions of the aforesaid section
of “ The District Courts Land Law, 1867,” it shall be lawful for
the crown to lease the land so adjudged to any person for any pe
riod not exceeding seven years, as fully and effectually as if the
crown were the absolute owner ; and the stipulations contained in
any lease, or agreement to lease, so granted by the crown, shall be
as binding and effectual on the person legally or equitably entitled
to the possession thereof as jf he had himself executed the same.

Tn all cases ad
judged under
the “ Ihe Dis
trict Courts
Land Law.
I8f>7,” and
hereafter to be
adjudged, the
poison esta
blishing a
titl ■entitled
to rents and
profits of such
lands from the
time of the re
cognition by
the crown of
his title, but
not entitled to
claim mesne
rents or profits.

Fourth— In all cases heretofore adjudged under the provisions
of the aforesaid section of “ The District Courts Land Law, I 867,”
and in all cases which shall hereafter be so adjudged, the person
establishing his legal or equitable title according to the proviso in
the said section contained, shall be entitled to all the rents and
profits of the lands so adjudged from the time of the recognition
by 'he crown of such his title, or of its formal establishment in a
ci urt of law or equity ; but he shall not be entitled to claim either
from the crown or trom any other person any mesne rents or pro
fits accrued during the time when the land was out of his possession, or was abandoned to be possessed by persons having no title
to such possession because of his own neglect, or the neglect of
those whom he may represent, to retain or to recover possession
of the same,

%hu lair.

A
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A Law to Authorize the Forfeiture of M o
neys Deposited in the Public Treasury
on Account o f Insolvents’ Estates, and
Itemaining Unclaimed for Twenty Vears
and Upwards.
[14th April, 1871.]
’ H E RE AS by the act eleventh Victoria, chapter twentyeight, sections six and eleven, it is required that eve. y of
ficial assignee shall deposit in the public treasury all monevs re
ceived by him on account of insolvents' estates : And whereas
moneys so deposited in the treasury have accumulated to a consi
derable amount, and it is known that some portions thereof have
remained unclaimed by creditors for many years : Be it enacted
by the governor of Jamaica, with the advice and consent of thelegislative council thereof, as follows :

Preambles

First— In every case where, for twenty years or upwards, an in
solvent’s estate has remained, or hereafter shall remain credited
in the account books of an official assignee with any sum of money
as to which, during that period, no claim has been or shall be made
on behalf of any of the insolvent’s creditors, it shall be the duty of
such official assignee to report the facts of the case to the trea
surer.

Dtaty of official?
assignee de
fined hi respect
to any sum of
money credited?
in his books lo
an-insolvent
estate for a
certain time
and uot claim
ed.

Second— Upon the receipt of tiny such report as aforesaid, it
shall be the duty of the treasurer to give public notice, by adver
tisement, of the facts therein set forth, and further to give the like
public notice that if within one year from the date of the first pub
lication of such advertisement no elaim to' the moneys specified
therein be made, and judicially substantiated to the satisfaction of
a court of competent jurisdiction, those moneys will become sub
ject to the provisions hereinafter mentioned: The advertisement
G2
(5 l)
aforesaid.

Treasurer to
give public no»
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Forfeiture o f Insolvent's Moneys Unclaimed for Tvienty Years.
aforesaid shall be published in the “ London Gazette,” and in some
other newspaper of large circulation in Great- Britain, as well as
simultaneously in the “ Jamaica Gazette,” as often, duriug one
year, as the treasurer may deem expedient, but not less than four
times.
jconoymioty
elTdof oneyear
fi"“ p«bK<£
tion of«aver>
bSethe
pubUo.tyofthe

Third— Upon the expiration of one year from the date of the
first publication of such advertisement as aforesaid, if no claim to
tlle moneys in question shall have been made and judicially substantiated to the satisfaction of a court of competent jurisdiction,
all legal and equitable right of property therein shall be forfeited
by t*le official assignee, or by the official assignee jointly with any
solvent partner or partners of the insolvent, and hy the insolvent's
creditors ; and the moneys shall lapse to and become the absolute
Stafepkceif ProPerty
tbe public: Provided always, That if, within the term
my claim
of one year aforesaid, a claim for any portion of the moneys in
thryeSbe1 question shall have been made in due course o f law, and shall be
«p?raUon of° pending before a court of competent jurisdiction at the expiration
thiterm.
of the said term of one year, then if there be lodged with the trea
surer a certificate to that effect, signed by the presiding judo-'e of
such court, the right of property shall not be forfeited to the pub
lic as aforesaid, until such certificate be cancelled or revoked.

j a m a ic a ~ l a w
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A Law to Authorize the Governor to A p
point a Temporary Clerk, and Crier in
a Second Court, Ayhen held in Kingston,
in the Circuit Court.
[14th April, 1871.]

B

E it enacted by the governor of Jamaica, with the advice and
consent o f the legislative council thereof, as follows :

First— Whenever a second court shall be held in Kingston, to
discharge the business in the circuit court at Kingston, as au
thorized under law 28 of ] 87O, it shall be lawful for the gover
nor to appoint a person qualified, as required under the sixth sec
tion of law 1 o f I 87O, to act temporarily as clerk of such second
court during its sittings, and such clerk shall perform, all such
duties in that behalf as the judge presiding in such second court
shall direct.

Whenever a
second coart
shall bo held
in Kingston
under law 28
of 1870,the
governor may
appoint a per
son to set tem
porarily as
olerk.

Second— The governor may appoint temporarily a person to
be the crier of such second court, whenever the same shall be held
under the provisions of the said law.

The governor
may appoint
a person to act
temporarily sua
crier.

j
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A Law to Authorize the Appropriation of
the Fees and Rents Derived from the Se
veral Markets of this Island, other than
the Markets of Kingston, and for other
Purposes.
[19th May, B871.]

W

’ H E RE AS the fees and rents derived from the several mar.
kets in this island, save and except the markets of King
ston, are at present paid over to the public treasury for theuSe of
the government of this island, and it is just and expedient that
such fees and rents should be applied in the first place exclusively
in support of the markets in which they are levied respectively,
and that any surplus of such fees and rents, not required for such
support, should be appropriated for useful local objects not provided
for by the general revenues of the colony for the benefit of the towns
or places at which respectively the markets affording such surplus
are situated Be it therefore enacted by the governor of Jamaica,
with the advice and consent of the legislative council thereof, as
follows i

Preamble.

First— On tile passing of this law all sums collected in every
market in every parish, except the parish of Kingston, since the
thirtieth day of the month of September, one thousand eight hun
dred and seventy, by way of market fees or rents, and all such
market fees or rents hereafter to be collected, shall be placed to
the credit of the particular market wherein shell fees or rents have
been or shall he collected, in an account to be by the treasurer of
the island kept for that purpose,- to be styled “ The Market Ac
count
and all duly authorized expenditure upon any one of
such markets shall be placed by the treasurer of this island to
the debit of such particular market in the same account.

Fees and renta
io be carried
to an account
to be etyled
“ The Market
Account.”

, Second —The municipal board of each parish, except the pa
rish of Kingston, wherein any market d-ues or rents are lawfully
collected, is hereby authorized, with the sanction Of the governor
(5S)
to

Application 6$
fees and rents.
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than Kingston.

to apply the moneys arising from the fees or rents of every market
in their parish in the support of the market wherein the same
were collected ; that is to sav, in the payment of a clerk of the
market, and of any other person whose services are required for
enforcing therein all lawful regulations, and for maintaining the
market premises in a clean and wholesome state, and keeping its
approaches in good order; and also with the governor’s special
sanction previously obtained, every such board is hereby autho
rized to apply the said moneys in the repair and in the enlargement
orimprovemerit of themarketpremises, and o f the approaches there
to, and in the purchase of lands required for any such purposes.
.Application of
surplus.

Third— If there shall be any surplus moneys arising from the
fees ot rents of any of the said markets, the same may be, with
the approval and previous sanction of the governor, applied by the
municipal board towards other local objects for the benefit of the
town, or of the immediate, neighbourhood wherein the market af
fording such surplus is situate.

Lessee or te
nant of » n /
market autho
rized to collect
fees as if he
were clerk.

Fourth— The lessee or tenant of any market which has been or
shall be leased or rented to him by the municipal board of any pa
rish, except the parish of Kingston, is hereby authorized to de
mand, receive, Collect, and be paid all fees and dues payable by
persons resorting to or using such-markets, and to proceed to the
recovery thereof as if he were the clerk of such market, anythin''
to the contrary in any act or law now in force notwithstanding.

Municipal
board to ap
point clerk
although mar
ket leased.

Duties of
Clerk.

Sec. 6 of 21
Vic. can 12,
repealed.

Fifth— It shall be lawful for the municipal board of every such
■parish as aforesaid, from time to time to appoint a fit and proper
person to be the clerk of each market in the parish, although the
.market or markets in'such parish may be leased or rented, and
.every clerk so appointed shall have ali the powers and authorities
conferred by the ninth Victoria, chapter thirty-eight, on a clerk of a
market, but such clerk, so appointed as aforesaid, shall not inter
fere with the collection of the fees of the said market or markets
so long as the market or markets shall be leased or rented, and
tile duties of such clerk shall be such as the municipal board o f
the parish shall define and direct, and such clerk shall be paid a
salary of. such an amount as the municipal board of the parish may
annually fix and determine, subject to the approval of the governor,
shell salary to be paid out of the fees and rents of the markets.
Sixth-—On the passing of this law the sixth section of the statute
twenty first Victoria, chapter twelve, is hereby repealed.

JAMAICA—L A W 14 OF 1871.
A Law to Provide for the Appointment
o f a Trustee or Trustees of Merrick’s
Charity.
[2d June, 1871.]
H E R E A S Charles Merrick, by his will bearing date the Preambles
seventeenth day of September, one thousand eight hundred
and twenty one, gave and bequeathed in trust for ever to the two
members o f assembly', the eustos, and the three senior magistrates
of the parish of Saint George for the time being, and to t-heir suc
cessors, two thousand pounds, former currency, equal to one thousand
two hundred pounds of present currency, for the following purposes;
that is to say, one thousand pounds to be put out at interest, on
good security, and the interest arising therefrom to be applied
towards the support of the poor and indigent of every description
of colour of the said parish ; and one thousand pounds to be put
out at interest in like manner for the express purpose of educating
one poor boy, either a white, or free boy of colour, for three years;
then to he succeeded by another boy in like manner, and so to be con
tinued for ever ; but, with regard to this bequest, declared it to
be his desire that in the event of an establishment being formed
for the promotion of education in the said parish, through the
means of individual benevolenceor legislative aid, the trustees aforesaid should be empowered, at their discretion, to unite the funds for
the purpose of promulgating a more enlarged and extensive plan
o f education to those who stood in need of it: And whereas it is
intended to form an establishment for the promotion of education
in the district, consisting of the former parish of Saint George, bv
means of money to be provided by the legislature with the help of
the money available from the aforesaid bequest of Charles Mer
rick : And whereas by the act twenty-eighth Victoria, chaptertwentythree, the principal sum of one thousand two hundred pounds of the
present currency as aforesaid, and a further sum of four hundred
pounds of the present currency, the produce of the first mentioned
H
(57)
principal
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principal sum, both deposited in the public treasury, have beet*
appropriated for the use of the public, in consideration of-the pay
ment, out of public revenues of this island, the sum o f ninetv-six
pounds a yearforever: And whereas out of the accumulation of such
perpetual annuity there now remains in the treasury, to the credit
o f the trustees aforesaid, the sum of one hundred and nineiv
pounds seven shillings and six pence, or thereabouts, deposited
at ca ll: And whereas the trustees named by the said Charles M eirick in his said will now no longer exist., in consequence of the change
in the political constitution of Jamaica, and the absorption of the
former parish of Saint George in the existing parishes of Portland
and Saint Mary : And whereas it is desirable that the annua! pay
ment, and the said sum of one hundred and ninety pounds seven
shillings and six pence, and all future sums of money accruin'* to
the said trust by means of accumulation of interest or otherwise, be
hereafter vested in such trustee or trustees ns the governor o f
Jamaica shall from time to time nominate and appoint <or this
purpose: Be it therefore enacted bv the governor of Jamaica,
with the advice and consent of the legislative council thereof, as
follows:
Governor to
appoint a trus
tee or trustees.

First— On and after the passing o f this law, in lieu of the trus
tees in whom if they now existed would vest the property be
queathed by Charles Merrick, which is specified in the preamble
to this law, it shall be lawful for the governor to appoint a trustee or
trustees, and to remove any such trustee and appoint or not appoint
another one in his stead, as to the governor may seem fit: Provided,
That there he always one such trustee appointed.

Property to
rest in trusted
or trustees.

Second— On every appointment o f a trustee as aforesaid, the
property aforesaid, bequeathed by Charles Merrick, shall be vested
in such trustee, or if there be more than one trustee in him joint
ly with such other trustee or trustees.

Trustees to apply a portion
of the amount
of the property
vested in them
in the manner
prescribed by
this section.

T h ird —The trustee or trustees appointed by this law shall have
power to employ, towards the establishment and maintenance o f
any educational institution in the district, consisting of the for
mer parish of Saint George, that may be formed with legislative,
aid, the whole or any part of the property vested in such trustee
or trustees under the second section of this law.

JAMAICA—1 AW 1 5 OF 1 8 1 1
A Law for the Purchase and Transfer over
to the Government of this Island of the
Kingston and JLiguanea Water Works
Company.
[2d June, 1871.]
HEREAS by the fifth Victoria, chapter eighteen; se
venth Victoria, chapter sixty six; ninth Victoria, chapter
eleven; tenth Victoria, chapter twentv-six; eleventh Victoria,
chapter thirty-two ; thirteenth Victoria, chapter six ; and twentysecond Victoria, chapter thirty-six, certain persons were created
and declared to be and were continued united into a company
for the supply of the city of Kingston and Liguanea with good
and wholesome water, and for that purpose were created and
continued to be a body politic and corporate by the name and
style o f ‘‘ The Kingston and Ligumea Water Works Company,”
with perpetual succession and a common seal: And whereas at a
special general meeting of the shareholders of the said company,
held on Wednesday', the eighteenth day of January, one thou
sand eight hundred and seventy-one, it was resolved that-cue
sum of eighty pounds for each share of fifty pounds of the pro
prietors of “ The Kingston and Liguanea WaterWorks Com
pany” of and in the paid up capital stock of the company, offer
ed them by the governor, on behalf of the government, in two
letters of the honorable colonel iVlann, director of roads and sur
veyor-general, of date the fifth and seventeenth days of January
instant, payable in cash or in debentures having twenty years to
run, bearing interest at five per cent. per annum, as and tor the
purchase of the property, plant, and other rights and privileges o f
the company, be accepted; the said sale to take effect as and
from the first day of January last, subject, to provision being
made by the governor for the retention of the services of the se
cretary, or for his receiving such compensation from the governH 2
(59)
ment
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F or Purchase o f Kingston and lAguane.il Water Company's IVoi/is
ment as may be reasonable, having regard to bis long and faith
ful services for sixteen years past: And whereas it would be at
tended with great advantage to ihe town ofKingston, the plains of
l.iguanea, and to the public generally, if the supply o f water to the,
parishes o f Saint Andrew and Kingston were more widely ex
tended, and more particularly if such supply were made adequate
to afford protection to the town of Kingston in cases of fire : And
whereas the governor has, with a view to accomplish this end,
concluded an agreement with, the directors and shareholders of
the said company, in pursuance o f the foregoing resolution of the
shareholders o f the said company, for the purchase o f the proper
ty and undertaking o f the said company, the same to be vested in
and held by the colonial secretary in his corporate capacity and
his successors until finally made over to commissioners on be
half of the inhabitants of the town o f Kingston and the adjoining
part o f the plains of Liguanea : Be it therefore enacted by the
-governor o f Jamaica, with the advice and consent o f the legisla
tive council thereof, as follows :
short title.

First— This law may be cited as “ The Kingston and Liguanea
Water Works Transfer Law, 187I .”

interpretation

Second— The term “ company’ s property” shall include the
whole and every part o f every estate, easement, interest, right,
or privilege now belonging to “ The Kingston and Liguanea Wa
ter Works Company,” in, over, under, or affecting lands and wa
ter ; and shall include all the works, pipes, tubes, instruments,
materials, tenements, and hereditaments, and all rights, powers,
privileges, and property o f the said company.
The term “ company” shall mean “ T he Kingston and L i.
guanea Wafer Works Company.”
T he term “ commissioners” shall mean the commissioners
appointed under the third section o f this law.

■Appointment

Third— The persons for the time being holding respectively the
offices o f colonial secretary, director o f roads, auditor-general^
custos o f the parish o f Kingston, and custos o f the parish of St.
Andrew, shall be, and are hereby appointed commissioners, o f
whom three shall be a quorum for carrying out, under the or
ders of the governor, the objects mentioned in the preamble to
this law, and for other purposes, as provided by this law ; and
such commissioners shall be styled “ The Kingston and Liguanea
Water Works Commissioners," and shall sue and be sued by that
name.
Fourth
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Fourth —The commissioners appointed by this law are hereby Commission
ers, with sanc
authorized, with the sanction of the governor, to raise by deben tion
of gover
to raise
tures, from time to time, a sum not exceeding in the aggregate bnor,
y debenture*
one hundred thousand pounds, whereof the debentures to be is a loan of
£100,000,
sued as hereinafter provided to shareholders o f the company for
the purchase of their shares shall be part, for the purchase of the
company’s property, for paying the cost o f repairs, and of such
additional works, pipes, tubes, instruments, materials, land, and
rights as may be thought necessary in order to increase the sup
ply of water, and fully to develope the system, and to increase the
area of supply, especially with a view to provision against fires
in the town of Kingston, and for the conduct and management
o f the company’s undertaking, when the company’s property
shall have been transferred, and the company shall have been
dissolved, in accordance with this law.
Fifth— Such debentures shall bear interest at the rate of five
per cent per annum; and such interest shall be payable quar
terly on the fifth day o f January, April, July, and October of
each year: Such debentures shall be signed by the commission
ers, or by a majority of them, and shall be in such form, and un
der such conditions, and for such sums as the commissioners,
with the sanction of the governor, shall determine; and shall
be transferable and negotiable: And every such debenture shall
be redeemable by the commissioners at such time or times, and
in such manner as may be therein conditioned; and from the
day on which any such debenture shall so become redeemable,
interest thereon shall cease : Provided, That every such deben
ture, issued to a shareholder in payment of the purchase money
of his share, shall bear upon its face the condition that it shall
nor. be redeemable at any time less than twenty years from its
date of issue.

Debentures to
bear interest at
5 per cent pen
annum.
Interest pay
able quarterly*
Form and con*
dition of de
bentures.

Sixth— Every debenture, to be issued under this law by the
commissioners shall, before it is issued, be countersigned, under
the authority of the governor, by the treasurer ; and upon such
countersignature being effected, the principal and interest of the
debenture so countersigned shall be guaranteed by the revenues
o f this colony, and shall be paid by the treasurer as they become
due, in the same manner as the principal and interest o f island
debentures are usually paid.

Debentures to,.
be counter
signed by trea«
sorer.
Principal and
interest gua~
ranteed.''

Seventh— Upon proof to the satisfaction of the commissioners, Lost deben
ture may be
that any debenture issued under this law has been by accident renewed.
lost

t
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lost or destroyed before the same shall be paid off, the commis
sioners may, with the sanction o f the governor, if the amount
o f such debenture be ascertained, issue a new debenture cor
responding with the debenture so lost or destroyed ; or if any
debenture, when so proved to have been lost or destroyed, shall
be overdue, the commissioners may, with the sanction of the g o 
vernor, cause the money due thereon to be paid o f f : Provided,
That before any debenture shall be renewed, or payment as afore
said shall be made, the commissioners shall cause notice to be
published for four consecutive weeks in the “ Jamaica Gazette”
of the particulars of the debenture alleged to be lost or destroy
ed, and shall take good security to indemnify themselves against
any loss which might otherwise be incurred in case any deben
ture stated to have been lost or destroyed should at any time af
terwards be presented for payment, or interest should be claimed
as due thereon.

Commission
ers topnrchaao
property of
company, payini' the sum of
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Eighth— It shall be lawful for the commissioners to pay for
the purchase from the company o f the company’s property the
price or sum of eighty pounds for each share o f fifty pounds,
which shall be payable at the option of each shareholder, either
in cash, or in debentures of equal amount to be issued under
the fourth section of this law; when the price is paid in deben —
tures, the debentures shall bear date the first day o f January,
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-one, and when the
price is paid in cash, payment shall be made with interest at
the rate of five per cent, per annum as from the first day of Ja
nuary, one thousand eight hundred and seventy one, until the day
o f pa) ment, or until the day that may be notified in the “ Jamai
ca Gazette” for the payment o f the same, whichever shall first
happen ; Payment under this section shall be made to the share
holders in accordance with the register of shareholders of the said
company, as it shall stand on the coming into operation o f this
law.
Ninth—On the coming into operation o f this law, all the com
pany’s property, exclusive of any policies o f life insurance and
of such rights of action for any rates or debts as the company
may have possessed on the thirty-first day of December, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy, shall vest in the colonial
secretary op the trusts hereinafter mentioned in section thirteen
of this law, and subject to such trusts on trust for the commis
sioners.
Tenth
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Tenth— On the coming into operation o f this law the com 
missioners shall have all the rights and powers, and be subject
to all the liabilities, present or future, o f the said company, or of
the directors, or o f the chairman of directors; and all agree
ments, claims, and rights o f action which might have been en
forced by or against the company, or the directors, or the chair
man of directors, if this law had not been passed, may be enforc
ed by or against the commissioners in the same manner as such
agreements, claims, and rights o f action might have been enforc
ed by or against the company, or the directors, or the chairman
of directors; and all legal proceedings, if any, pending on the
coming into operation o f this law bv or against the company, or
the directors, or the chairman o f directors, may be continued
by or against the commissioners, as they might have been con
tinued but for this law by or against the company, or the direc
tors, or the chairman of directors : Provided, That this Section
shall not extend to rights o f action in respect o f any policies o f
life insurance possessed by the company, or to any rights o f ac
tion for any rates o'r debts possessed by the company on the thir
ty-first day of December, one thousand eight hundred and se
venty.
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Eleventh—The commissioners shall be exempt from all per
sonal responsibility in respect of any suit, action, or other pro
ceeding against them as such commissioners ; and any sums of
money, damages, or costs, which may be recovered against them
as such commissioners, shall be paid by the treasurer, with the
sanction of the governor, out o f the money in his hands at the
credit o f the commissioners.
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Twelfth— On the coming into operation o f this law the com
pany shall be dissolved, and notice thereof shall be given by the
commissioners in the “ Jamaica Gazette.”

Dissolution of
company.

Thirteenth—-The company’s property, when vested under this
law ii) the colonial secretary for the time being, on behalf rtf this
colony, shall be held by him on trust for the due payment o f all
moneys to be borrowed by the issue o f debentures under this law,
and o f the interest thereof; and o f all liabilities incurred, with the
approval of the governor, by the commissioners in the conduct o f
the undertaking; and for the due payment for all additional
works, pipes, tubes, instruments, and materials, lands, and rights
which the commissioners may cause to be made, or may obtain ;
and all rates and profits which shall be realized from the under
taking
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taking shall be so held ; and all the things so held on trust shall
remain thus held on trust until all the debentures issued under
hnd guaranteed by this law, with the interest thereon, shall
have been paid off' and redeemed by the commissioners from the
profits of the undertaking; and until any advances that may be
made by the colony to the commissioners, for the conduct of the
undertaking, shall have been repaid with interest at the rate o f
five per cent per annum.
As to the
transfer by the
colonial secre
tary of the,.
.company’s
property to the
commissioners.

Fourteenth— On the redemption by the commissioners of all
debentures to be issued under this law, and on the re-payment by
them of all advances, with interest, as aforesaid, the colonial se
cretory shall transfer the company’s property as conveyed to him
with all additions thereto intermediately made, to the commis
sioners, in whom the whole shall then be vested, with all the rates
and profits accruing therefrom ; to be by them held for the be
hoof of the inhabitants of Kingston, and of the adjoining part o f
the plains o f Liguanea.
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Fifteenth— All moneys to be borrowed under the provisions o f
this law shall be paid, by the lender to the treasurer of this island
to the credit of the commissioners : And all rates, and profits'
and moneys realized in any manner by the commissioners shall be
by them forthwith lodged with the treasurer, to be heldattheircredit;
All moneys held by the treasurer at the credit o f the commission
ers, shall be available to the treasurer in payment o f all sums gua
ranteed under this law by the colony : Compound interest at the
rate of five per cent per annum, to be calculated half-yearly, shall
be allowed by the colony to the commissioners on so much o f
the balances in the hands of the treasurer at the credit of the
commissioners, as the commissioners may agree from time to
time to deposit in the treasury for tfye term of one year certain
or for any longer term: Provided, That if at any time hereafter the
colony shall issue debentures bearing a lesser rate of interest
such lesser rate shall be substituted for the rate o f five per cent. ’
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Sixteenth— The treasurer, with the sanction o f the governor,
may pay from the moneys in his hands at the credit of the com
missioners, the drafts of the commissioners on account o f such
current charges o f management and maintenance as may be au
thorized by the governor generally or specially ; and of such ex
traordinary charges for repairs and renewals o f works, and for
new works, and for purchases of additional property, and for any
extraordinary
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extraordinary expenses connected with the management as may
be authorized by the governor specialty.
Seventeenth— All rights o f action in respect o f any policies oflife
insurance possessed by the company, and all rights o f action for
any rates and debts possessed by the company on the thirty, first
day o f December, one thousand eight hundred and seventy, may
be enforced by action or suit by the persons who were directors
of the company immediately before the coming into operation o f
this law ; any money so recovered shall be held by the said di
rectors, after payment of the costs o f recovering the same, in trust
for the shareholders, in accordance with the register o f sharehold
ers o f the company, as it stood on the coming into operation of
this law.
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JAMA.ICA-LAWI6 OF 1871.
A Law to Am end the Law Relating to
Aliens.
[2d June, 1871.]
H E R E A S it is desirable to amend the law relating to the
holding o f property by aliens : Be it therefore enacted by
the governor o f Jamaica, with the advice and consent o f the le
gislative council thereof, as follows :

W

Preamble.

First— This law may be cited, for all purposes, as the “ Aliens’
Law, 1871.”

Short title.

Second— Real and personal property o f every description may
be taken, acquired, held, and disposed o f by an alien in the same
manner in all respects as by a natural born British subject, and a
title to real and personal property o f any description may be
derived through, from, or in succession to an alien in the same
manner in all respects as through, from, or in succession to a natural born British su bject: Provided,

Capacity o f M
alien ae to
property.

(1.) That this section shall not entitle an alien to any
right or privilege as a British subject, except such rights and
privileges in respect o f property as are hereby expressly given
to him.
(2 .) That this section shall not affect any estate or inter
est in real or personal property to which any person has or
may become entitled either mediately or immediately in
possession or expectancy, in pursuance o f any disposition
made before the passing o f this law, or in pursuance o f any
devolution by law on the death o f any person dying before
the passing o f this law.
Third— Nothing in this law contained shall qualify an alien to
be the owner of a British ship.
I 2
(6 7 )
Fourth
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Repeal o f acts.
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Fourth— The first, second, and third sections o f the act four
teenth Victoria, chapter forty, are hereby repealed : Provided,
That the repeal enacted in this law shall not affect any right ac
quired or thing done before the passing o f this law.
Fifth— This lavv shall) not come into operation until.it shall
have received, her majesty’s royal assent, and such assent shall
have been notified in the Jamaica Gazette in the usual manner.
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A Law to Enable the Governor o f this Is
land to Permit, in Particular Cases, the
Export o f Certain Articles, Ueadily C on
vertible into Gunpowder and Ammuni
tion o f War, the Export o f which is Pro
hibited by Proclamation.
[2d June, 1871.]
^ H E R E A S the governor of this island has power, under 1>rsamb,otwenty-fifth Victoria,, chapter twenty-three, to prohibit
by proclamation the exportation from this island o f certain arti
cles readily convertible into gunpowder and ammunition of war :
And whereas it is desirable that the governor should have power
to permit the export o f such articles, in particular cases, not
withstanding such proclamation : Be it therefore enacted by the
governor o f Jamaica, with the advice and consent of the legisla
tive council thereof, as follows :
First— After the coming into operation of this law it shall be
lawful for the governor, during the time that any proclamation
under twenty-fifth Victoria, chapter twenty-three, is in force, fo
permit the export o f any articles, the export o f which is forbidden
i
l
I
i
r
j
i
,
by such proclamation, to such persons, and on such terms, and
subject to such conditions and regulations, if any, as to the governor may seem fit.
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Second— After a permission has been given under this law, it Vhen,p°.r™3i i v i i r i
1
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sion obtained
snail be lawful to export the articles so permitted to be exported, the articles
subject and according to the terms, conditions, and regulations 3by bee:!port'
o f such permission.
»
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JAMAICA—LAW 18 OF 1871.
A Law to Amend the Law Respecting
Costs.
[2d June, 1#7L]
HEREAS it is desirable to amend the law respecting costs:
Be it enacted by the governor o f Jamaica, with the ad
vice and consent o f the legislative council thereof, as follows :

Preamble*

First— In every legal proceeding to which the crown shall be
a party, and in which the crown shall be entitled to recover costs
from the other party, the same fees shall be allowed for the ser
vices o f the law officers of the crown as if such officers, instead of
being remunerated by fixed salaries, were remunerated in the or
dinary way by fees for their specific services in the proceeding in
respect o f which the crown shall be entitled to costs.
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<b i fees to b«
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which the
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costs.

Second— In every legal proceeding in which one party shall
be entitled to recover costs from the other party, the ^ame fees
shall be allowed for the services of attorneys, solicitors, or proc
tors employed at fixed salaries by the party so recovering costs,
as if such attorneys, solicitors, or proctors were remunerated
by fees in the ordinary way for the}r specific services in the pro
ceeding in respect o f which such party shall be entitled to costs.
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torneys em
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j a m a ic a - l a w 19 o f 1§71.
A Law Further to Relieve Trustees.

[I6tli June, 1871.]
]O E

it enacted by the governor o f Jamaica, with the advice and’ consent o f the legislative council thereof, as
follows :
First— Any trustee, executor, or administrator shall be at liber- J tn m * * * .
tv, without the institution of a suit, to apply by petition to the
""“W scourt ox chancery tor an opinion, advice, or direction on any ques- to the court of
tion respecting the management or administration o f the trust
money or the assets o f any testator or intestate, such at.plication
to be served upon, or the hearing thereof to be attended by all trust property,
persons interested in such application, or such o f them as the court
shall think expedient; and the trustee, executor, or administra
tor acting upon the opinion, advice, or direction given by the
court shall be deemed, so far as regards his own responsibility, to
have discharged his duty as such trustee, executor, or adminis
trator in the subject matter o f the said application : Provided
nevertheless, 1 hat this Jaw shall not extend to idemnify any trus
tee, executor, or administrator in respect o f any act done in ac
cordance with such opinion, advice, or direction as aforesaid, if
such trustee, executor, or administrator shall have been guilty
o f any fraud or wilful concealment or misrepresentation in
obtaining such opinion, advice, or direction, and the costs of
such application as aforesaid shall be in the discretion of the
courtSecond— W here any such application shall be made under the Astofomof
provisions of ihis law, the judge of the court o f chancery may re- aPP^Ci4tio:i* i
quire the petitioner to attend him by counsel either in chambers
or in court, where he deems it necessary to have the assistance of
counsel,
K

(73)
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Third__ No trustee, executor, or administrator making any pay
ment or doing any act bona fide under or in pursuance o f any
power o f attorney shall be liable for/the moneys so paid or the
act so done, by reason that the person who gave the power o f at
torney was dead at the time o f such payment or act, or had done
some act to avoid the p o w e r : Provided, That the fact o f such
death, or o f the doing o f such act as last aforesaid, at the time o f
such payment or act bona fide done Jas aforesaid, by such trustee,
executor, or administrator, was not known to him : Provided
always, That nothing herein contained shall in any manner affect
or prejudice the right o f any personI entitled to the m oney against
the person to whom such payment shall have been made, but
that such person so entitled shall nave the same remedy against
such person to whom such payment shall be made as he would
have had against the trustee, executory or administrator, if the
m oney had not been paid away under such power o f attorney.

As to distribu
tion o f the as
sets of testator
or intestate af
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by executor or
administrator.

Fourth— W here an executor or administrator shall have given
such or the like notices as, in the opinion of the court in which
such executor or administrator is sought to be charged, would have
been given by the court o f chancery in an administration suit, for
creditors and others to send in to the executor or administrator
their claims against the estate o f the testator or intestate, such
executor or administrator shall, at the expiration o f the time
limited in the said notices, or the last o f the said notices for send
ing in such claims, be at liberty to distribute the assets o f the tes
tator or intestate, or any part thereof, amongst the parties enti
tled thereto, having regard to the claims o f which such executor
or administrator has then notice, and shall not be liable for the
assets or any part thereof so distributed to any person o f whose
claim such executor or administrator shall not have had notice at
the time o f the distribution o f the said assets, or a part thereof, as
the case may b e ; but nothing herein contained shall prejudice
the right o f any creditor or claimant to follow the assets or any
part thereof into the hands o f the person or persons who may
nave received the same respectively.

How account
pursuant to
43d section o f
law 25 o f 1869
shall be take*

Fifth— W here an account o f the debts and liabilities affect
ing the personal estate o f the deceased person is directed to be
taken pursuant to the forty-third section o f law 25 o f 1869, inti
tuled A law to amend the practice and procedure o f the court o f
chancery, the court, in taking such account, shall be at liberty
to direct that the particulars only o f any claim or claims which

may
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may be brought in pursuance o f any such order shall be certified
by the registrar; and any notices for creditors to come in which
may be published in pursuance o f any such order shall have the
same force and effect as if such notices had been given by the
executor or administrator in pursuance of the last preceding sec
tion o f this law.
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A Law to Abolish the Office of Master in
Ordinary of the Court of Chancery, and
to Make Provision for the More Speedy
and Efficient Despatch of Business in the
said Court.
[30th June, 1871.]
HEREAS the system o f reference to a master in proceed- Preamble
ings before the court o f chancery is attended with delay
and expense, and it is expedient that the business heretofore dis
posed o f in the master’s office should, in figure, be transacted by
or under the more immediate direction and control' o f the judge
o f the court o f chancery: Be it therefore enacted by the gover
nor o f Jamaica, with the advice and consent o f the legislative
council thereof, as follow s:

W

First— On the first day o f July, one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-one, the office o f master in ordinary o f the court o f
chancery shall be abolished, and all the papers, documents, and
vouchers in the possession o f the now existing master shall be
deposited by him with the registrar o f the co u rt: Provided, That
the master shall have the same rights and remedies for the enforcing payment o f any fees due to him as he would have had if this,
law had not been passed.
Second —It shall be lawful for the governor toallow a pension,
at the rate o f seventy-five pounds per annum, to the present incumbent o f the office, by way o f compensation for its abolition.
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Third— In order as expeditiously as may be to wind up all the Provision- for
causes, matters, and things which may be depending before or
tb*
have been referred to the said master, the registrar of the court
noy
ot chancery shall forthwith prepare and lay before the court a fore the maslist o f all such causes! matters, and things ; and it shall be law- Gammoning,
(7 7 )
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ful for the judge of the court o f chancery, at any time after the
passing o f this law, to summon before him, at chambers, or in
open court, as he shall deem fit, all or any of the parties to any
such cause, matter, or thing so depending, or their solicitors, and
thereupon to proceed with such cause, matter, or thing, and
give such directions, and make such orders as he may think ne
cessary for the purpose o f proceeding with, or o f settling and
winding up the same ; and it shall be lawful for the said judge to
proceed, for the purposes aforesaid, in the absence of any of the
parties or solicitors neglecting or refusing to attend the summons.
Power to
judge to exer
cise the powers
jurisdiction,
&c. now pos
sessed by mas
ter, and to dis
pose of any
cause in open
court.

Fourth—From and after the said first day o f July, one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-one, all the powers, jurisdiction, and
authority now possessed by the master in ordinary o f the said
court, may be exercised by the judge o f the cou rt; and if and
when the judge o f the court shall be o f opinion that any cause,
matter, or thing which may be depending in chambers, ought to
be finally disposed of, unless the parties or some of them can
show good cause to the contrary, he may direct the same to
stand in the paper in open court, giving such notice thereof, if
any, as he shall deem right, and proceed to dispose thereof ac
cordingly.
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Fifth— The provisions o f sections thirty-seven, thirty-eight,
thirty-nine, forty, forty-one, and forty-two o f law 25 o f 1869, in
tituled A law to amend the practice and procedure o f the court
o f chancery, shall extend and apply to the business to be
conducted before the judge of the court o f chancery, at cham
bers, under the provisions o f this law, and the power given to the
said court by the fifty-ninth section o f the above recited law may,
for the purposes o f thi3 law, be exercised by the said judge, when
sitting at chambers.

Registrar to
attend judge
at chambers.

Sixth— The registrar o f the said court shall attend the judge
o f the court o f chancery when sitting at chambers, and shall
draw up the orders made by him there, in like manner as orders
made by the said judge in open court are drawn up.

Power to the
court to direct
what matters
shall be inves
tigated by the
registrar, and
what by the
court.

Seventh— T he court shall have full power (subject to any ge
neral order which may be made under the authority o f this law)
to order what matters and things shall be investigated by and
before the registrar, either with or without its direction, during
their progress, and what matters and things shall be heard and
investigated by the co u rt; and particularly, if the court shall so
direct,
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direct, the registrar shall take accounts and make such inquiries
as have usually been prosecuted before a m aster; and the court
shall give such aid and assistance in every or any such account
or inquiry as it may think proper, but subject nevertheless to the
right hereinafter provided for the suitor to bring any particular
point before the court.

Right to suitor
to bring any
point before
judge.

Eighth— The registrar shall, for the purpose o f any proceed
ings directed by the court to be taken before him, have full pow 
er to issue advertisements, to summon parties and witnesses, to
administer oaths, to take affidavits and acknowledgments, other
than acknowledgments by married women, to receive affirma
tions, and, when so directed, to examine parties and witnesses,
either upon interrogatories or vim voce, as the court shall direct.

Registrar to
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merits and
sumrnohses to
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oaths, &c. and
examine par
ties.

Ninth—Parties and witnesses so summoned shall be bound to
attend in pursuance o f any such summons, and shall be liable to
process o f contempt in like manner as parties and witnesses are
now liable thereto in case o f disobedience to any order o f the
court o f chancery, or in case o f default in attendance in pursu
ance o f any writ or order of the said c o u r t; and all persons
swearing or affirming before the registrar shall be liable to all
such penalties, punishments, and consequences for any wilful and
corrupt false swearing or affirming contained therein as if the
matters sworn or affirmed had been sworn or affirmed before any
person now by law authorized to administer oaths, to take affi
davits, and to receive affirmations.

Parties, & cnot attending
liable to pro
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Tenth— T he directions to be given by the court for or touch
ing any proceedings before the registrar shall require no particu
lar form, but the result o f such proceedings shall be stated in the
shape o f a short certificate to the court, and shall not be em
bodied in a formal report, unless in any case the court shall see
fit so to direct; and when the judge o f the court o f chancery
shall approve o f such certificate or report he shall sign the same
in testimony of his adopting the same.

Result of pro
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Eleventh— N o exceptions shall lie to any certificate or report
of the registrar; but any party shall, either during the proceed
ings before the registrar, or within such time after such proceed
ings shall have been concluded, and before the certificate or re
port shall have been signed, as may be directed by any general
order in that behalf, be at liberty to take the opinion o f the court
upon any particular point or matter arising in the course o f the
proceedings.
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proceedings, or upon the result o f the whole proceeding when
it is brought by the registrar to a conclusion.
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Tw elfth—When any certificate or report o f the registrar shall
have been signed by the judge o f the court o f chancery, the same
shall be filed in like manner as reports are now filed, and shall
thenceforth be binding on all the parties to the proceedings, un
less discharged or varied either at chambers or in open court,
according to the nature of the case, upon application by sum
mons or motion within such time as shall be prescribed in that
behalf by any general order; and nothing herpin contained shall
prejudice or affect the power o f the court c(t any time to open
any such certificate or report upon the same or the like grounds
as any report o f a master of the said court which has been abso
lutely confirmed may now be opened.

Fewer to judge
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Thirteenth— It shall be lawful for the judge o f the court of
chancery in open court, o r when sitting at chambers, to receive
and act upon the opinion o f counsel with respect to questions o f
conveyancing in all cases in which, according to the present prac
tice o f the court, and o f the master’s office, it has been usual for
the master to require or receive the opinion o f counsel for his aid
and assistance in the investigation of the title to an estate with
a view to an investment o f money in the purchase or on mortgage
thereof, or with a view to a sale thereof, or in the settlement o f a
draft o f a conveyance, mortgage, settlement, or other instrument,
or otherwise, and in such other cases as any general order shall
direct; but it shall be competent to any party to object to any
opinion o f any such counsel when he shall deem it open to ob.
jection, and thereupon the point in dispute shall be disposed o f
in open court, or at chambers, as the court shall think fit.

dfce*
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Fourteenth— It shall be lawful for the vice-chancellor, by and
with the consent o f the chancellor, forthwith to make and issue
general rules and orders for regulating the times and form and
mode o f procedure before the judge o f the court o f chancery sit
ting at chambers, and the registrar, and generally the practice of
the said court in respect o f the matters to which this law relates,
and to the business to be conducted before the said judge and the
registrar, and such rules and orders may from time to time be
rescinded, altered, varied, or added to by the like authority;
and all such rules and orders shall take effect. as general orders
o f the court.
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Fifteenth— The fees in the schedule to this law shall be charg
ed for the business therein specified ; and, for matters not therein
specially provided for, the same fees may be charged as are now
legally charged in the like cases; and all fees under the heading
court fees, not paid by stamps, excepting travelling allowances,
shall be paid into the public treasury to the credit o f the general
revenue.

T H E SC H E D U L E .
The lower scale o f fees sholl be charged where the value o f
the subject matter shall be o f or below the value o f two hundred
pounds, and where such value shall exceed two hundred pounds
the higher scale shall be charged.
SOLICITOUS’ F E E S .
.Lower Scale.

Higher Scale.

£.
d.
For preparing an original summons lor
the purpose of proceedings originating
0 15 0
in chambers
I 1 0
For prepaiing every other summons, and
attending to get spine filled up at
chambers
0 7 6
If special, not to exceed
For each copy of a judge’s summons, to
0
leave in chambers or to serve
0
0 5 0
For each copy of a notice of motion, order,
0 2 G
or certificate to serve
O r at per sheet of one hundred and sixty
words
1
For attending on a summons or other')
0 7 6
7
appointment each day, according to j
circumstances; each attendance to be }to
to
allowed by the judge of the court of |
1 1 0
2 2 0
chancery or by the registrar
J
Where, from the length o f the attendance, or from the difficul
ty of the case, the judge o f the court o f chancery shall think the
highest of the above fees an insufficient remuneration for the ser
vices performed, or where the preparation o f the case or matter,
to lay it before the judge o f the court o f chancery in chambers,
or on a summons, shall have required skill and labor, for which
no fee has been allowed, the judge may allow such further fee,
L
not

As to the fees
prescribed by
schedule to tbia
law.
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not exceeding one guinea, or where a higher scale is applicable,
not exceeding two guineas, as, in his discretion, he may think St,.
A nd where the preparation o f the case or matter to lay it before
the judge o f the court o f chancery in chambers on a summons
shall have required and received from the solicitor such extraor
dinary skill and labor as materially to conduce r.d the satisfactory
and speedy disposal o f the business, and therefore shall appear to
the judge to deserve higher remuneration than the ordinary fees,
the judge may allow to the solicitor, b y a memorandum in writ
ing, expressly made for that purpose, and signed by the judge,
specifying distinctly the ground o f such allowance, such further
fee,, not exceeding ten guineas, as in his. discretion he may think
fit,, instead of the above further fee, of one guinea or tw o guineas.
ATTENDING ON CLAIMS IN CHAMBERS,
Lower Scale.

Higher Scale.

£.

£.

s. d.

For perusing the affidavits o f claimants
coming in pursuant to advertisement,
and attending in chambers at the time
appointed by the advertisement, where
the number of claims does not exceed
0 10 6
five
1
Where the number exceeds five, for every
additional -number, not exceeding five,
an additional sum of
O 10 6
For attending for every order drawn up
by the registrar, and at his office, to get
same entered
0 7 a
For attending to enter claim and to file
0 7 6.
affidavit
For the plaintiff or party having the con
duct o f the order, attending the regis
trar with brief and papers to bespeak
minutes or order, not being an order of
course
0 7 6
For ditto, for preparing list of evidence
read (but only when required by the re
gistrar and certified by him)
0 7 6
Or, according to length, at per sheet of
one hundred and sixty words
Attending to settle the draft or minutes of
any decree or order
0 7 6

s. d.

1 1 0

1

I

O

0 15

0

0

7

&

0

7

G

0

7

6

0

1

0

0 15

0
Or,
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Or, at the taxing master’s discretion, not
to exceed
Attending to pass any decree or order, not
being an order of course, including the
entry thereof
N. B. The registrar will leave the order
for entry.
in case the registrar shall certify that a
special allowance ought to he made in
respect o f any unusual difficulty in set
tling and passing an order, the judge
o f the court of chancery may make
such allowance to all or any of the par
ties as to him shall seem just.

Lower Scale.

Higher Scale.

£ . s. d.
1 1 0

£.
1

0 7 6

0 15

s.
3

0

NO TICE S A N D S E R V I C E S .

For service of a notice of motion, exclusive
of copy
For notice o f claim
For notice of evidence tube read in cham
bers
For notice of filing affidavit or set of affi
davits filed, or which ought properly to
have been filed together, to be read in
court
0 2 6
For notice of appointment forgettling and
passing minutes, decrees, or orders be
fore the registrar
0 2 .6
0 2 6
For service of a judge's summons, exclu
sive of the copy
0
0 2
For service of a petition
0
0 2
For service of an order, exclusi ve o f the
copy
0
0 2
For other necessary o r ‘ proper notice
0
0 o
For services on a party or witness, such reasonable charges and
expenses as may be properly incurred, according to distance, or
by the employment of an agent.
The fees for notices and services are pot to apply where the
same solicitor is for both parties, unless it be necessary for the pur
pose o f making affidavit of service.
There is to be one notice only of settling minutes, and one no
tice o f passing decree or order which, if necessary, are to be con
tinued -by adjournment, of which nil parties are to take notice.

L%
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COURT FEES.
Lower Scale.

£.
For every original summons for the pur
pose of proceedings originating in
chambers
F or every duplicate thereof
For every other summons or warrant
For every affidavit
For every recognizance under any order
of court, including the time necessary
for inquiring into the nature and extent
of the property, taking and marking on
the recognizauce the justification of the
surety or sureties, all which it shall be
the duty of the registrar to do
For attendance of registrar in taking the
examination o f witnesses under any
order, decree, or commission issuing out
of the court of chancery in any matter
to him directed, per day
For drafting examinations, when taken
before registrar, per sheet of one hun
dred and sixty words
For copying and transcribing fair the ex
aminations o f witnesses, to be signed
by them, per sheet of ditto
For every exhibit marked or signed by
the registrar
..
For drafting reports on accounts in chief,
or other inquiries, including all ac
counts o f real estate directed to be
taken before the registrar, per sheet of
ditto
v
For every certificate or report
For every certificate upon the passing of a
receiver’s or consignee’s account, a fur
ther fee in respect of each one hundred
pounds of the net balance received by
such receiver or consignee, after deduct
ing all necessary outgoings for rents,
taxes, rates, repairs, and management of
the property
>

Higher Scale.

s.

d.

7
1
a
1

i

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0 10

0

1 0

0
0
o
0

£.

s.

d.

7 6
5 0
5 0
1 0

0

1 0 0

2 0 0

0 2 0

0 2 0

0

1 0

0

1 0

0

1 0

0

1 0

0

2

0

0

2

0

0 10

0

1

0

O

0 10 0

0 10 0

For
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For every order drawn up by the regis
trar made upon applications for time to
plead, answer, or demur, for leave to
umend cause petitions, or for enlargiug
the period for closing evidence For every other order drawn up by the re
gistrar
T or every advertisement
For all conditions of sale
For attendance of registrar at any sale of
property directed by tb.ecourt, and held
by him, for each day, if sale in Kingston
I f sale elsewhere, the registrar shall further
be entitled to a travelling allowance at
the rate of one shilling and sixpence per
mile from Kingston to the place of sale.
For copies of all reports, certificates,
vouchers, accounts, and other docu
ments and papers filed in the registrar’s
office, per sheet of one hundred and sixty
words
-

Lower Scale.

0

Higher Scale.

1

0

0

5

0

0 10
0 10
1 0

0
0
0

1
1
2

0
0
0

0
0
0

1

0

0

3

0

0

0

1 0

0

1 0

Note— All the above court fees, except in the case of attendances
and travelling allowances, shall be collected by means of stamps.
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A Law to Abolish Grand Juries, and to
Amend the Laws Regulating' the Sum 
moning' of Juries.
[1st Jahj, 187!.]
H EREAS it is desirable to abolish grand juries, and to
amend law 48 o f 1869 : Be it enacted by the governor o f
Jamaica, with the advice and consent o f the legislative council
thereof as follows :—

Preamble*

First— On and after the first day o f September, one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-one grand juries shall be, and the
same are hereby abolished, and it shall not be lawful to empa
nel any grand jury in this island.

Abolition of
grand juries
on and after
1st Sept. 1871.

W

Second— On and after the first day o f September, one thou
sand eight hundred and seventy-one, all indictments preferred
at the circuit courts shall commence as follows :
“ Her majesty’s attorney-general presents that, &c.” and in
every subsequent or other count in any indictment it
shall be sufficient to say “ and her majesty’s attorneygeneral further presents that, &c.”
Third— On and after the first day o f September, one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-one, no bill o f indictment for any of
fence shall be preferred unless the prosecutor or other person pre
ferring such indictment has heen bound by recognizance to p ro
secute or give evidence against the person accused o f such offence,
or unless the person accused has been committed to or detained
in custody, or has been bound by recognizance to appear to
answer to an indictment to be preferred against him for such of
fence, or unless such indictment for such offence he preferred by
(87)
the

As to indict-',
ments to bo
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t*he direction of, or with the consent in writing o f a judge o f any
o f the courts of this island, o r by the direction or with the c o n 
sent o f her majesty’s attorney-general o f this island, or o f either
o f the assistants to the attorney-general.
As to panel of
jurors to be
made and re
turned by the
provost mar- '
shal under Jaw
48 of J8G9 and
this law.

Fourth— The panel o f jurors to be made and returned bv the
provost marshal, as directed by the eighth section o f law 48 o f
1869, shall contain such number o f names o f jurors for the cir
cuit courts respectively, as are stated in schedule A to this
la w ; and it shall not be necessary to take any particular number
of jurors from any particular parish ; and in making the said pa
nel of jurors the provust-marshal shall compare the list o f the pre
ceding year with the list o f the current year, and he shall not in
sert in the said panel the name o f any person who served as a juror
in the preceding year until he shall have placed therein the names
of all those in the list for the current year who did not so serve.

Repeal of sec
tion 9 of law
48 oi 1869, and
schedules A
and B of said
law.

Fifth— On and from the first day o f September, one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-one, section nine o f law 48 o f 1869,
and schedules A and B o f the said law, are hereby repealed.

Amendment of
section' 8 of
law 2 of 1870.

Sixth— In amendment of section eight o f law 2 o f 1870, it is
hereby enacted, That it shall be the duty o f the judge or commis
sioner in the said section mentioned, to make the notification
therein required, not less than fourteen days before the sitting o f
each supreme court.

Amendment
ofsec. 7 of law
48 of 1839.

Seventh— In amendment o f section seven o f law 48 o f 1 869, it
is hereby enacted that writs o f venire facias shall be in the form
prescribed in schedule li to this law.

S C H E D U L E A.
Number o f Persons to be Summoned to Serve as Jurors f o r the re
spective Circuit Courts
C ircuit C ourts .

Kingston
Bath
...
...
Mandeville
Savanna-la-Mar or Black Biver
Montego Bay
St. Ann’s Boy ...

T ota l P anel for each C ircuit C ourt .

32
24
32
32
32
32

SCHEDULE B.

ta w 21 of 1871.
To Abolish Grand Juries.
SCH ED U LE 1).
Jamaica.
Victoria by the Grace o f God, o f the United Kingdom
o f Great Britain and Ireland Queen, and o f Jamaica
Lady Supreme, Defender o f the Faith, &.c. &c.
To

th e

P rovost-M arshal

of th e said

I sland , G reeting ;

W e command you that you cause to come before us, at our
circuit court to be holden at
in and for
(here insert the parishes and portions o f parishes, as the
case may be, for which the- particular circuit court is to
he holden) on the
day o f
next,
between the hours o f nine and ten in the forenoon o f the
same day,
good and lawful men who shall com e
from (the said parishes and portions o f parishes as the
case may be), who, as jurors, shall do and execute all such
things and try all such issues as shall be then and there
given them in charge and enjoined on them in our behalf,
and who then and there shall try all such issues as shall be
given them in charge between party and party, and shall
assess all such damages as shall be brought before them for
assessment, and also inquire o f and concerning the several
matters mentioned in our writs o f enquiry, concerning
lands proceeded against for non-payment o f quit rents and
land tax, and that you, or your sufficient deputies, be then
and there present to do and execute all such things as shall
be thought necessary for our service, and have you then
and there this writ, and the return thereto, and the names
o f the jurors, and fail not at your peril.
Witness
chief justice of the said island
and chief judge of the said supreme court of judica
ture at
the
day of
187
in the
year o f our reign.

M
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A Law for the M ore Frequent Sitting of
the Circuit Court at Kingston.
[1st July, 1871.]
H E R E A S it is desirable that the circuit court at Kingston
^should sit more frequently than it now sits: Be it enacted
by the governor o f Jamaica, with the advice and consent o f the
legislative council thereof, as follow s:

Preamble.

F irst— T he circuit court, constituted under law 2 o f 1870, and
held at Kingston, shall, after the coming into operation o f this law,
sit six times instead of, as heretofore, three times in each year.

After 1st Sep
tember, 1871,
the circuit
court held at
Kingston shall
sit six times in
each year.

W

Second— The circuit court at Kingston shall sit twice after each
o f the sittings o f the supreme court for February, June, and O cto
ber, and on each occasion shall commence on such day as the
chief-justice shall notify in the "Jamaica Gazette;” and it shall
be the duty o f the chief-justice to make such notification not less
than fourteen days before the sitting o f each supreme court.
Third— The clerk o f the supreme court shall seal and issue to
the provost-marshal two writs o f venire facias, for the two sit
tings respectively to be held after ea.ch sitting o f the supreme
court, at the same time and in the same way that he seals and
issues writs o f venire f icias for other circuit courts.
Fourth— All notices^of trial given before the first day o f Sep
tember, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-one, for the cir
cuit court to be held at Kingston after the October sitting o f the
supreme court, shall be deemed notices o f trial for the first o f the
two sittings of such circuit court.

Such court
shall sit twice
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tings o f each
term o f the su
preme court.
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judge t#
Fifth__Unless when otherwise directed by the governor, the Chief
preside at first
M 2
t.91)
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chief-justice shall preside at the first o f the two sittings so to be
held as aforesaid, after each o f the sittings of the supreme court,
and a puisne judge shall preside at the other o f such two sittings.

Saving as to
law 28 o f 1870*

Sixth— Nothing in this law shall affect law 28 1870, which
shall remain in full force and effect.

Commenoemt>nt of law.

Seventh— This law shall come into operation on the first day o f
September, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-one.

JAMAICA—L A W 230F 1871. Kv
A Law to Regulate the Sale and Storage
of Petroleum.
[1st July, 1871.]
WHEREAS it.is expedient to provide for the sale and safe Preamble.
keeping o f petroleum and other oils that are danger
ous to life and property from their properties o f giving off
inflammable vapour at low temperatures: Be it therefore enact
ed by the governor o f Jamaica, with the advice and conseut of
the legislative council thereof, as follows :—
First— “ Petroleum,” for the purposes o f this law, shall include Definition o f
all kerosine oil, rock oil, Rangoon oil, Burmah oil, and all pro- Pelrolou,aducts o f any o f them ; and any oil made from petroleum, coal,
schist, shale, peat, or other bituminous substance ; and all such
lamp oil as gives off an inflammable vapour at a temperature less
than ninety-five degrees o f Fahrenheit’s thermometer, ascer
tained in the manner hereinafter provided.
Second— Alter the first day o f January, one thousand eight Jopenonto
hundred and seventy-two, no person shall deal in or sell petro- petroWi88
leum by retail anywhere within this island without a license "0^ "“taU'
given in accordance with this law, or otherwise than according
to the terms o f such license, under a penalty not exceeding
twenty pounds for each offence.
Third— The justices o f the peace o f the several parishes o f
this island, in special session assembled, shall grant licenses to
sell petroleum by retail to such persons as they consider fit and
proper for such purpose, at the like times and in the like manner,
and for the like periods as licenses to deal in or sell spirits by
wholesale or retail are or shall be granted; and such licenses
shall be subject to the same stamps that spirit licenses are or
shall be subject to ; and the special session for granting licenses
under this law shall from time to time be summoned and held

to'grant li-

p«“o^?.'by
ret*aS|}® ™|j{
inssamo.
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in the like manner as special sessions for granting licenses to deal
in or sell spirits by Wholesale or retail are or shall be required
to be summoned and h e ld : Provided, That a special sessions
shall be summoned and held in manner aforesaid, for the purpose
o f granting licenses under this law on or before the twentieth day
o f December now next ensuing, and the licenses granted at such
sessions shall be in force until the fifth day o f April then next
following, and shall be exempt from any stamp.
Fourth— Licenses in pursuance o f this law may be granted for
a limited time, not exceeding twelve months, and there may be
annexed thereto any conditions as to renewal or otherwise, which
the justices may think necessary, and also as to the quantity o f
petroleum which may at any one time be kept on the premises,
and also any other conditions for diminishing the risk o f damage
from explosion or fire that the justices may determine. And if
any licensee be convicted under this law o f any breach of his li
cense, the district court judge, or the justices by whom he is so
convicted, may make an order that his license is determined, and
therefrom his license shall become void and o f no effect.
Fifth— If, on any application for a license under this law, the
justices refuse the license, or grant the same only on conditions
with which the applicant is dissatisfied, the justices shall, if re
quired by the applicant, certify in writing, under the hand o f the
chairman, the grounds on which they refused the license or an
nexed conditions to the grant thereof, and shall deliver the cer
tificate to the applicant, who may thereupon, within ten days
from the time o f the delivery thereof, transmit the same to the
governor, together with a memorial praying that, notwithstand
ing such refusal, the license may be granted, or su6h conditions
may hot be imposed, or may be altered or modified in such man
ner and to such extent as may be set forth in such m em orial;
and it shall be lawful for the governor, if he think fit, on consi
deration o f suoh memorial and certificate, and if he think it ne
cessary or desirable, after enquiry from and a report by such per
son as he may appoint for that purpose, to grant the license
prayed for, either absolutely or with such conditions as he thinks
fit, or to alter the conditions imposed by the justices; and the
license so granted or altered, as the case may be, when certified
under the hand o f the governor, shall be to all intents as valid
as if granted by the justices, and shall be liable to the same stamp.
Sixth— From and after the first day o f O ctober, one thousand;
eight
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eight hundred and seventy-one, no petroleum shall be kept, other
wise than for private use, or for purposes o f retail sale, except
in such building as may be specially appointed for the purpose
by the governor, and under such conditions as to the mode o f
storage, as to the nature o f the goods with which.petroleum may
be stored, as Co testing such petroleum from time to time, and as
to the safe keeping o f petroleum, as may seem expedient to the
governor : Any petroleum kept in contravention o f this section
shall be forfeited, and in addition thereto the occupier o f the
place in which such petroleum is kept shall be liable to a penalty
not exceeding twenty pounds a day for each day during which
petroleum is therein kept in contravention of this law.
Seventh— No person shall sell, or expose for sale by retail, any
petroleum from and after the first day o f August, one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-one, which gives' off an inflammable
vapour at a temperature o f less than ninety-five degrees o f Fah
renheit’s thermometer, unless the bottle or vessel containing such
petroleum have attached thereto a lable in legible characters,
stating as follows
Great care must be taken in bringing any
light near to the contents o f thisvessel, as they give o ff an inflamma
ble vapour, at a temperature o f les§ than ninety-five degrees o f
Fahrenheit’s th e r m o m e te r a n d any person otherwise selling or
exposing for sale by retail any petroleum which gives off an in
flammable vapour at a less temperature than aforesaid, shall, for
each offence, be subject to a penalty not exceeding five pounds ;
and from and after the first day o f January, one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-two, no petroleum that shall give o ff an in
flammable vapour at a temperature o f less than ninety-five de
grees o f Fahrenheit’s thermometer, shall be sold by any person
whatsoever, whether by wholesale or retail, under a penalty o f
fifty pounds, to be recovered in manner herein directed: Pro
vided, That nothing in this section contained shall apply to pe
troleum not used for burning, and kept in close bottles not con
taining more than eight ounces.
Eighth— I f any petroleum shall be kept, or shall be offered or
exposed for sale contrary to the provisions of this law,' the same
shall be liable to be seized by any constable, or officer, or subofficer o f police, and upon proof o f such keeping or o f such of
fering, or exposure for sale, shall be adjudged by any district
court judge or any two justices o f the peace to be forfeited ; and
it shall be lawful for any officer, sergeant-major, or sergeant of
constabulary, or other person appointed for that purpose by the

governor
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governor, at all reasonable times, to inspect and test all petro
leum kept, or offered, or exposed for sale: Provided always, That
if the person in whose possession such petroleum shall be found
as aforesaid, shall claim to have a further test made on his be
half, the judge or justices before whom complaint of the said of
fence may be laid, shall cause such further test to be made by
the island chemist, who shall certify the result of such further
test in writing, under his signature ; and a paper, purporting to
be such certificate, and so signed, shall be accepted as evidence
in the case, unless disproved.
Ninth— The temperature at which petroleum gives o ff an in
flammable vapour shall, for the purposes o f this law, be tested it*
the manner set forth in the schedule to this law.
Tenth— Petroleum may be searched for in the same manner,
under the same warrants, and subject to the same conditions, in,
under, and subject to which gunpowder may be searched for in
pursuance o f law 23 o f 187 0 ; and all the provisions o f the said law
relating to searching for gunpowder shall be incorporated with
this law, and be construed as if the word “ gunpowder” in such
provisions included petroleum as defined by this law, and as if the
law therein referred to were this law.

Mode of en
forcing forfei
ture or penalty
lor an offeneeagainat this
law.

Eleventh—Any forfeiture or penalty for an offence against this
law may be enforced before a district court judge or any twojustices ; and one moiety o f the forfeiture and penalty shall be
paid into the public treasury, and the other moiety shall be paid
to the informer.

On non-pay
ment of penal
ty offender li
able to impri
sonment.

Twelfth— I f any penalty imposed under this law be not paid
forthwith, the offender shall, in the discretion o f the judge or jus
tices, be liable to imprisonment, with or without hard labour, in
any prison for a term not exceeding three months when the
penalty does not exceed twenty pounds; and for a term not
exceeding six months when the penalty exceeds that amount.

Judge m ay as
sess a su m as
the cost o f any
analysis made
under this law,
to be paid by
the person con
victed, in addi*
lio n to any pa*
jiolty.

Thirteenth— On every conviction a reasonable sum shall be as
sessed by the judge or justices before whom the case is heard, as
the cost o f any analysis made in accordance with this law ; and
the amount so assessed, shall be paid by the person convicted, and
shall be in addition to any penalty which he may be condemned
to pay.
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SCH ED U LE.
DIRECTIONS FOR TESTING PETROLEUM IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THIS LAW.
T he vessel to contain the petroleum shall be made o f tin
plate or thin sheet copper, and shall be cylindrical in form,
two and a half inches deep by tw oinchesia diameter: A short
tube or spout, inclined atan angle of about forty-five degrees,
shall be placed a little below the opening of the vessel; about
one-fourth round the vessel from this tube or spout, and onequarter of an inch from the opening of the vessel, a metallic
pin shall project internally for half an inch. The vessel shall
be provided with a flange placed half an inch below the open
in g and projecting one inch and a half all round. The vessel
shall have a cover o f glass not less than two and a quarter
inches square, and shall be supported by the flange in an outer
vessel four and a half inches deep by four and a half inches
in diameter.
T he thermometer shall be graduated on the scale of Fahren
heit, every ten degrees occupying not less than half an inch
on the scale.
The inner vessel shall be filled to a depth of two inches with
the petroleum to be tested. The thermometer— introduced
through a perforated cork or other stopper fitting the tube or
spout— shall have the whole of its bulb completely covered by
the petroleum, but the bulb shall not be immersed much be
low the surface of the petroleum. The inner vessel being
completely closed by the glass cover shall then be placed in
the outer vessel which shall contain water to a depth of not
less than two and three-quarters inches, or more than three
inches. This water shall be at a temperature not less than
one hundred and five degrees Fahrenheit, nor higher than one
hundred and ten degrees Fahrenheit; when the temperatute
of the petroleum hasrisen'to eighty-five degrees Fahrenheit
the glass cover shall be completely removed for an instant and
replaced, and when the temperature has risen to eighty-six
degrees Fahrenheit, the glass cover shall be slipped sufficiently
on one side to uncover the metallic pin which shall then be
touched with a very small flam e; if no pale blue flicker or
flash is seen to extend under the glass cover, it shall be again
•ompletely removed for an instant and replaced, and when the
temperature of the petroleum rises to eighty-seven degrees
Fahrenheit the same series of operations shall be gone through

Seb«(lul«.
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as before, and so on for every rise of one degree in the ther
mometer until the flashing point— that is, the temperature at
which the pale blue flicker or flash is seen to extend under
the glass cover on the pin being touched by the test flame__is
noted, or the petroleum is proved not to give off an inflamma
ble vapor at a temperature of less than ninety-five degrees
Fahrenheit.
When the flashing point has been noted, the experiment
shall be repeated with a fresh sample of petroleum, exactly iu
the manner as hereinbefore described.
The experiment shall be performed iu an atmosphere suffi
ciently still for a candle to bum without any shade or other
protection.
N ote.— Care must be taken that no petroleum is on the pin
when performing the test. Shoijld any have got on it in fil
ling the vessel it should be burnt off before placing the glass
cover on the vessel.

JAMAICA—L A W 2 4 OF 1 8 7 1 .
A Law to Provide for Piling, in the Office
o f the Clerk o f the Supreme Court, Cer
tain Account Books, and other D ocu
ments concerning the Monetary Trans
actions o f H enry Hutchings, Esquire, as
Official Assignee.
[1st July, 1871.].
H E RE AS by section sixteen o f the act eleven Victoria,
chapter twenty-eight, it is provided that every official assig
nee shall keep an account from day to day o f all moneys received
and paid, and o f everything done in the matter o f any insolvent’s es
tate vested in him, and shall make oath that such account coni ains
a true and particular statement o f the estate and effects o f such'
insolvent collected by such assignee, and o f all payments made by
him, and o f expenses claimed by him in respect thereof up to the'
time o f filing such account, which aceount shall be filed with the
clerk of the supreme court fourteen days before the meeting o f eve
ry supreme co u rt: A nd whereas the official assignees, acting un
der the said statute, have not duly filed accounts in the form re
quired as aforesaid, hut have filed accounts only in such forms that
certain commissioners appointed by the governor to enquire into
the form o f the official assignee’s accounts, filed in the office of the
•lerk o f the supreme court, have reported that in essential pointsof form the filed accounts o f the official assignees wholly fail to
fulfil the requirements o f the law, and are for all practical purposes
useless : And whereas Henry Hutchings, esquire, one o f the saidofficial assignees, has kept, and .still has in his possession accountbooks and other documents relating to the insolvents’ estates, of
which he has been official assignee, which account books and other
documents appear to contain information respecting the insolvents’
f
K 2
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estates'
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estates to which they relate, and o f which the said Henry Hutch
ings was official assignee, o f the same character as would have been
contained in accounts respecting those insolvents' estates duly filed
under the acteleven Victoria, chaptertwenty-eight, section sixteen,
as to which account books and other documents Henry Hutchings
has stated that he is able and willing to make oath, that according
to the best o f his information, knowledge, and belief, they are cor
rect : And whereas, in respect o f the moneys by the said Henry
Hutchings, as official assignee collected and paid into the treasu
ry under the provisions of section eleven o f the above recited
act, there remains to the credit of the existing official assignees a
considerable amount, representing assets that belong to creditors
o f various insolvents’ estates, o f which the said Henry Hutchings
was the official assignee, and such assets cannot be properly di
vided amongst such creditors by any existing official assignee, un
less he be furnished with information in regard to past transac
tions such as would have been furnished by accounts duly filed
according to the provisions o f the statute above recited: And
whereas it is expedient that the account books and other docu
ments above-mentioned as having been kept by and being still in
the possession of the said’ Henry Hutchings, should be made avail
able for the information of all persons concerned, in the same
way, and should have the same force and effect as accounts duly
filed under eleven Victoria, chapter twenty-eight, section sixteen :
Be it enacted by the governor of Jamaica, with the advice and
consent o f the legislative council thereof, as follows :
Provision for
filing in the
office of the
elerk of the
supreme court
certain ac
count hooks
and docu
ments of Hen*
|ry Hutchings,
esquire, ex
official assig
nee.
Effect of such
accounts and
bocks when
the said HenIjy Hutchings
shall have
made oath
that they are

First— Within fourteen days after the passing of this law Henry
Hutchings, esquire, ex-official assignee, shall file with the clerk of
the supreme court the account books and other documents men
tioned in the preamble to this law, and more particularly describ
ed in the schedule to this law annexed, and the clerk o f the su
preme court is hereby required to receive and file the same.

.^Duties of
plerk of the
supreme court
pnder this

Third— The clerk o f the supreme court shall produce and showj
and permit to be inspected and examined, and to be extracted
fron*

correct.

pgptjop,

Second— The accounts and books filed under the first section
of this law shall, when the said Henry Hutchings shall have made
affidavit that to the best o f his information, knowledge, and belief
they are correct, have the same force and effect in all respects aa
accounts duly filed under section sixteen of eleventh Victoria,
chapter twenty-eight, Such affidavit shall be filed with the sai<i
accounts and books,
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from, and shall provide copies o f any parts o f the said account
books and other documents, filed under section one o f this law,
on payment o f the fees provided by law 28 o f 1868: Provided only,
That any person performing the duties o f official assignee o f any
insolvent estate to which such accounts and books relate, shall be
entitled to have such account books produced and shewn to him,
and to inspect and examine the same, and to take extracts there
from, and to require copies thereof, without the payment o f any
fees.
Fourth— A copy o f any of the accounts or books filed under
section one o f this law, purporting to be certified and signed by
the clerk o f the supreme court, or his deputy, as a true copy o f
such accounts and books, shall at all times be admitted in all
courts and places whatsoever as sufficient evidence o f the same
without any other proof whatever given thereof.

SC H E D U LE .
Cash Book.

Assets Book.

Journal.

Dividend Book;

Ledger.

Any person
performing
the duties ofc
official assign
nee of any
estate to
'which such
accounts and'
books relate
to have access
thereto with
out payment
of auy fee.
Copy of any'
account or
book filed un
der section
one, certified
and signed by
the clerk of
the supreme
court as a true
copy, admissi
ble in evidence
in all courts.
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A L aw Relating to Bankruptcy.
[29th July, 1871.]
H E RE AS it is expedient to repeal the law in force relat Preamble*
ing to insolvency, and to enact a bankruptcy la w : Be it
enacted by the governor of Jamaica, with the advice and consent
o f the legislative council thereof, as follows :

W

PRELIMINARY.
First— This law maybe cited as “ T he Bankruptcy Law, 1871.”

Short title,’

Second__This law shall come into operation on the first day of
January, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-two.

Com m ence
m ent o f law .

Third__On the commencement of this law the several acts and
laws' and portions of acts and laws in the first schedule to this law
annexed, shall be and thereupon become repealed, except as to pro
ceedings in cases then pending ; and in respect of all such proceed
ings the said acts and laws shall remain in full force.
©

R epeal ofacfof
and laws.

Fourth__In this law, if not inconsistent with the context, the
following terms shall have the meanings hereinafter respectively
assigned to them j that is to say :—
“ T h e court” shall mean the court having jurisdiction in
bankruptcy, as by this law provided.

Interpretation
o f certain term4
in th e law .

Court.

« T he clerk” shall mean the clerk o f the court, as above Clerk.'
^ 4 r A defined:
/ “ Prescribed” shall mean prescribed by rules of court to Prescribed^
be made, as in section sixty-seventh o f this law pro• vidod.
“ Property” shall mean and include money, goods, things in Property.
(1 0 3 )
action,
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action, land, and every description of property, whether
real or personal, also obligations, easements, and every
description o f estate, interest, and profit, present or fu
ture, vested or contingent, arising out of or incident to
property, as above defined:

D ebt.

* Debt provable in bankruptcy” shall include any debt or
liability by this law made provable in bankruptcy:

Person.

“ Person” shall include a body corporate:

Trader.

“ Trader” shall, for the purposes o f this law, mean the seve
ral persons in that behalf mentioned in the second sche
dule to this law annexed.

Exclusion of'
companies and
large partner*
•kips.

Fifth— A- partnership, association, or company corporate or re
gistered under twenty-seventh Victoria, session two, chapter four,
shall not be adjudged bankrupt under this law.
PART I.—ADJUDICATION AND VESTING OF PROPERTY.
ADJUDICATION.

Petition for
adjudication in
bankruptcy.

Sixth— A single creditor, or two or more creditors, if the debt due
to sueh single creditor, or the aggregate amount of debts due to
such several creditors from any debtor amount to a sum of not less
than twenty pounds, may present a petition to the court, praying
that the debtor he adjudged a bankrupt; and alleging, as the
ground for such adjudication, any one or more o f the following acts
or defaults hereinafter deemed to be and included under the expres
sion “ acts of bankruptcy.”
( 1 ) . That the debtor has in Jamaica or elsewhere made a con
veyance or assignment o f his property to a trustee or
trustees for the benefit o f his creditors generally.
(2 ) . That the debtor has in Jamaica or elsewhere made a frau
dulent conveyance, gift, delivery, or transfer of his
property, or o f any part thereof.
(3 ) , That the debtor has, with intent to defeat or delay bis
creditors, done any of the following things ; namely,
departed out o f the island, or being out of the island
remained out o f the island ; or being a trader depart*
ed from his dwelling-house, or otherwise absented or
secluded himself.

(4j. That the debtor has filed in the prescribed manner in

the
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the court a declaration admitting hi* inability to pay
his debts.
(5). That execution issued in Jamaica against the debtor on
any legal process for the purpose of obtaining pay
ment of not less than twenty pounds, has, in the case
of a trader, been levied by seizure and sale of his goods.
f 6). That the creditor presenting the petition, being a credi
tor for an amount not less than twenty pounds, exclusive
of costs, in respect of a judgment or decree of one o f the
superiorcourtsor of any district court, has served in the
prescribed manner on the debtor a debtor’s summons
requiring the debtor to pay the sum due on such
judgment or decree, and that the debtor being a trader
has,' lor the space of seven days, or not being a trader
has, for the space of three weeks succeeding the ser
vice of such summons, neglected to pay such sum, or
to secure or compound for the same :
But no person shall be adjudged a bankrupt on any of the above
grounds unless the act of bankruptcy on which the adjudication is
grounded has occurred within six months before the presentation
of the petition for adjudication ; moreover the debt of the peti
tioning creditor must be a liquidated sum due at law or in equity,
and must not be a secured debt, unless the petitioner state in his
petition that he will be ready to give up such security for the be
nefit of the creditors, in the event of the debtor being adjudicated
a bankrupt, or unless the petitioner is willing to give an estimate
o f the value of his security, in which latter case ho may be admit
ted as a petitioning creditor to the extent of the balance of the
debt due to him, alter deducting the value s.o estimated.
Seventh— A debtor’ s summons shall be granted by the court to
anv creditor applying for such summons, if the debt of such creditor debtor’s sum.
is in respect of a judgment or decree of one of the superior courts mons‘
of law or equity, or of any district court, and is due and payable for
an amount not less than twenty pounds, exclusive of costs, and if
such judgment or decree has remained unsatisfied for fourteen days
after it was signed. The summons shall be in the prescribed form,
and shall state that in the event of the debtor failing to pay the sum
specified in the summons, or to compound for the same, to the sa
tisfaction of the creditor a petition may be presented against him
on which he may be adjudged bankrupt, the summons shall have
an indorsement thereon to the like effect, and in the prescribed

O

form
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form : Any person served with a debtor’s summons mav apply to tho
court in the prescribed manner, and within the prescribed time, to
dismiss such summons on the ground that, at the time the sum
mons was granted there was not then due and pavable to the alleged
creditor the amount o f twenty pounds or upwards, exclusive ot'
costs, in respect o f any such judgment or decree, or on the ground
that execution ought not to issue on such judgment or decree : If
there is no such debt due and payable to the alleged creditor from
the person served with the summons, or if execution ought not to
issue on such judgment or decree, the court, snail dismiss such sum
mons. On every application under this section the court may
make such order as to costs as it thinks just.

poSen'I1S80n

Eighth— A petition in this law referred to as a bankruptcy peti
tion, praying that a debtor may be adjudged a bankrupt shall lie
served ill the prescribed manner : At the bearing the court shall
require proof of the debt of the petitioning creditor, and, if neces
sary, o f the debtor being a trader, and of the act of bankruptcy, or
if more than one act of bankruptcy is alleged in the petition, of seme
one of the alleged acts of bansruptev ; and, if satisfied with such
proof, shall adjudge the debtor to be bankrupt: 1 be court mav
adjourn the petition, either conditionally or unconditionally, for tho
procurement of further evidence, or for any other just cause, or
may dismiss the petition, with or without costs, as the court thinks
just.

Proceedings if
Ninth— Where the alleged , debtor appears on the petition and
coningcredi- denies that he is indebted to the petitioner, or that he is indebted
juriscontested,
suc]j am0unt at would justify tho petitioner in presenting a bank
ruptcy petition against him, the court, upon such security (if any)
being given, as the court may require, for payment to the petition
er of any debt which may be established against him in due course
o f law, and of the costs of establishing such debt, may stav all pro
ceedings on the petition lor such lime as may be required for trial
before a competent court of the question relating to such d e b t:
Where proceedings are stayed the court may, if by reason o f the
delay caused by such stay of proceedings, or for any other cause
it thinks just, adjudge the debtur a bankrupt on the petition of
some other creditor, and shall thereupon dismiss, upon such terms
as it thinks just, the pel it ion, proceedings in which have been
stayed as aforesaid1.
£fo5crof1Sal
j pdjeation,

Tenth— A copy of an order of the court, adjudging the debtor
to be bankrupt shall be published in the Jamaica Gazette,” and
be *

llrlalin y to H ankryplcy.

be advertised in such manner (if any) as'may be prescribed, and
:such order shall contain the date of the act of bankruptcy on
which such order is made, and the date of such order shall be the
■date of the adjudication for the purposes o f this law, and the pro•duction of a copy of the *• Gazette,” containing such order as
aforesaid, shall be conclusive evidence in all legal proceedings of
the debtor having been duly adjudged a bankrupt, nnd of the
•date of such act of bankruptcy, and o f the date of the adjudication.
Eleventh—T he bankruptcy of a debtor shall be deemed to have
relation back to and to commence at the time of the act of bank*
ruptcy being completed, on which the order is made adjudging
•him to be bankrupt; or if the bankrupt is proved to have com.
•mitted more acts of bankruptcy than one, to have relation back
to and to commence at the time of the first of the acts of bank*
ruptcv that may be proved to have been committed by the bank*
rupt within twelve months next preceding the order of adjudi
cation-, but the bankruptcy shall not relate to any prior act of
bankruptcy unless it be that at the time o f committing such prior
<act the bankrupt was indebted to some creditor or creditors in a
sum or sums sufficient to support a petition in bankruptcy, and
unless such debt or debts are still remaining due at the time of
the adjudication.

Definition c f
commence-,
ment of bank*
ruptcy.

Twelfth— Where a debtor shall be adjudicated a bankrupt no
■creditor to whom the bankrupt is indebted in respect of any debt
provable in the bankruptcy snail have any remedy against the
property or person of the bankrupt in respect of such debt ex
cept in manner directed by this law ; but this section shall not
affect the power of any creditor holding a security upon the pro
perty o f the bankrupt to realize or otherwise deal with such se
curity in the same manner as he would have been entitled to re
alize or deal with the same if this section had not been passed.

Creditors
bound by
bankruptcy
proceedings^,

Thirteenth—The court may, at any time after the presentation
o f a bankruptcy petition agaiust the debtor, restrain further pro
ceedings in any action, suit, execution, or other legal process
a<r?inst the debtor in respect o f any debt provable in bankruptcy,
o r it may allow such proceedings, whether in progress at the com
mencement of the bankruptcy, or commenced during its conti
nuance, to proceed upon such terms as the court may think ju s t :
The court may also, at any time after the presentation of such
petition, appoint a receiver or manager o f the property or business
i f the debtor against whom the petition is presented, or of any
O2
part

Power of court
after presenta
tion of petition
to restrain
suits, &c. and
appoint receiv?
er.
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part thereof, and may direct immediate possession to be taken o f
such property or business, or any part thereof.
A P P O IN T M E N T OF T R U S T E E .
When order of
adjudication
made, propertv of bankrupt
to vest in clerk
as official trus
tee.

Fourteenth— When an order herein referred to as an order o f
adjudication has been made, adjudging a debtor barkrnpt, the pro
perty o f the bankrupt shall become divisible amongst his creditors
in proportion to the debts proved by them ; and immediately upon
the order o f adjudication being made the property of the bankrupt
shall vest in the clerk as official trustee : On, the appointment of
any trustee, as hereinafter provided, the property shall forthwith
pass to and vest in the trustee so appointed.

General meet
ing ofcreditors
to be summon
ed.

Fifteenth—As soon as may be after such order o f adjudication,'
the court shall summon a general meeting of the bankrupt’s
creditors, and the creditors assembled at such meeting shall and
may do as follows:
1. They may, by resolution, appoint some fit person, whether
a creditor or not, to fill the office o f trustee o f the pro
perty of the bankrupt, at such remuneration as they
may from time to time determine, if any ; or they may
resolve to leave his appointment to the committee o f
inspection hereinafter mentioned:

.Appointment
of trustee, &c.

2. They shall, when they appoint a trustee by resolution, de
clare what security is to be given, if any, and to
whom, by the person so appointed, before he enters on
the office of trustee :
3. They may, by resolution, appoint some other fit persons,
not exceeding five in number, and being creditors
qualified to vote at such first meeting of creditors as is
in this law mentioned, or authorized in the prescribed
form by creditors so qualified to vote, to form a com
mittee of inspection for the purpose o f superintending
the administration by the trustee of the bankrupt’s
property :
4. They may, by resolution, give directions as to the man
ner in which the property is to be administered by
the trustee, and it shall be the duty of the trustee ,to
conform to such directions, unless the court otherwise
orders:
••fedtaX yiL

Provided*
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Provided, That if the creditors assembled at such meeting shall
not thereat, or at any adjournment thereof, appoint such trustee, or
leave his appointment to the committee o f inspection, the clerk shall
he the official trustee for the purposes o f this law,and in all cases
until a trustee is appointed by the creditors, the clerk shall' be
tile official trustee for the purposes of this la w : And whenever
no trustee is appointed by the creditors, or by a committee o f in*
spect-ion, the official trustee shall receive a commission of five per
.cent, upon all dividends declared bv. him amongst creditors of
bankrupts, according to this law ; and such commission shall be
paid to him in the prescribed manner.

(Proviso) until
appointment of
a trustee clerk
to be official
trustee.

Sixteenth —The property of the bankrupt divisible amongst his
ereditprs, and in this law referred to as the property of the bank
rupt, shall not comprise the following particulars :

Descriptions of
bankrupt’s
property divi
sible amongst
creditors.

(1 ) . Property held by the bankrupt in trust for any person :
( 2 ) . The tools (if any) of his trade, and the necessary wearing
apparei and bedding o f himself, his wife, and children,
to a value, inclusive o f tools, and apparel, and bed
ding, not exceeding twenty pounds on the whole :
But it shall comprise all the following particulars:
(3 ) . All such property as may belong to or be vested in the
bankrupt at the commencement of the bankruptcy, or
may be acquired by or devolve to him during its con
tinuance .
( 4) . T he capacity to exercise and take proceedings for exer
cising all such powers in or over or in respect of pro
perty as might, have been exercised by the bankrupt
for his own benefit at the commencement of his bank
ruptcy, or during its continuance.
(5). A ll goods and chattels being, at the commencement o f
the bankruptcy, in the possession, order, or disposi
tion of the bankrupt, heing a trader, by the consent
and permission o f the true owner, of which goods and
chattels the bankrupt is reputed owner, or of which
he has taken upon himself the sale or disposition as
ow n er: Provided, That things in action, other than
debts due to him in the course of his trade or business,
snail not be deemed goods and chattels within the
meaning o f this clause.

Seventeenth
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Seventeenth— The general meeting of creditors to be summoned
as aforesaid by the court, and in this law referred to as the first
meeting of creditors, shall be held in the prescribed manner, and
subject to the prescribed regulations as to the quorum, adjourn
ment o f meeting, and other matters relating to the conduct o f the
meeting, or the proceedings thereat.
Provided, That—
J. The meeting shall Ire presided over by the clerk as official
trustee, or, in the event of his being unable to attend
through illness or any unavoidable cause, by such
chairman as the meeting may elect
2 . A person shall not he entitled to vote as a creditor unless
at or previously to the meeting he has, in the pre
scribed manner, proved a debt provable under the
bankruptcy to be due to him :
3 . A creditor shall not vote at the said meeting in respect o f
any unliquidated or contingent debt, or any debt the
value of which is not ascertained :
4. A secured creditor shall, for the purpose of voting, be
deemed to be a creditor only in respect of the ba
lance (if any) due to him, after deducting the value o f
his security; and the amount of such balance shall,
until the security be realized, be determined in the
prescribed manner He may however, at or previ
ously to the meeting o f creditors, give up the Security
to the official trustee, and thereupon he shall rank a*s
a creditor in respect of the whole sum due to him :
5. A “ secured creditor” shall, in this law, mean any creditor
holding any mortgage, charge, or lien on the bank
rupt’s property, or any part thereof, as security for a
debt due to him :
6 . Votes may be given either personally or by proxy:
7 . An ordinary resolution shall be decided by a majority in
value of the creditors present personally or by proxy
at the meeting and voting on such resolution:
3 . A special resolution shall bedecided byamajority in num
ber, and three-fourths in value o f the crediiors pre
sent personally, or.by proxy, at the meeting and voting ,
on such resolution.

Eighteenth
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Eighteenth— The expression “ trustee,” when used in this law,
shall include the person for the time being filling the office of trus
tee, whether he be the clerk as oilicial trustee or not; but when
the clerk holds the office of trustee he shall, unless the court other
wise orders, in the administration o f the property of the bankrupt,
apply to the court for directions as to the mode of administering
such property.

Devolution of
property on
trustees

Nineteenth— The appointment o f a trustee shall he reported to
the court, and the court, upon being satisfied that the requisite se
curity lias been entered into by him, or that, no security is requi
site, shall yive a certificate declaring him to be trustee of the bank?
ruptcy name I in the certificate, and such certificate shall be cott|
elusive evidence of the appointment of the trustee, and such ap
pointment shall date from the date of the certificate
When the
clerk holds the office of trustee, or when the trustee is changed, a
like certificate of the court may be given declaring the person
named therein to be-trustee, and such certificate shall be conclu
sive evidence of the person named therein being trustee,

Evidence of
appointment
of trustee.

PART II.—ADMINISTRATION OF PROPERTY,
GENERAL PROVISIONS AFFECTING ADMINISTRATION OF
PROPERTY.
Twentieth —The bankrupt shall, to the utmost of his power, aid
in the realisation of his property and the distribution of the pro
ceeds amongst bis creditors ; He shall produce a statement of his
affairs to the first meeting of creditors, and shall be publicly examin
ed thereon on a dav to be named by the court, and subject to such
adjourned public examination as the court may direct: ,He shall
o-ive such inventory of his property, such list of his creditors and
debtors, and of the debts due to and from them respectively, sub
mit, to such examination in respect of his property or his. creditors,
attend such meetings of his creditors, wait at such times on the
trustee, execute such powers o f attorney, conveyances, deeds, and
instruments, and generally do all such acts and things in relation
to his property and the distribution o f the proceeds amongst his
creditors, as may be reasonably required by the ttustoe, or may be
prescribed, or be directed by the court by any special order or or
ders made in reference to any particular bankruptcy, or made on
the occasion of any special application by the trustee or any credi
tor : If the bankrupt wilfully fail to perform the duties imposed
ion him by this section, or if he fail to deliver up possession to the
trustee of any part of his property, which is divisible amongst his
creditors

Conduct of
bankrupt.
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creditors under this law, and which may for the time being he in
the possession or under the control of such bankrupt, he shall, in
addition to any other punishment to which he may be subject, be
guilty o f a contempt of court, and may be punished accordingly.
Conduct of
, trustee and ap
peal to coart
against trus
tee.

Twenty-first— The trusfee shall, in the administration of the pro
perty of the bankrupt, and in the distribution thereof amongst bis
creditors, have regard to any directions that may be given by re
solution of the creditors at any general meeting, or bv the com
mittee of inspection ; and any directions so given by the creditors at
any general meeting shall be deemed to override any directions
edven by the committee of inspection : T he trustee shall call a meet
in g of a committee of inspection, once at least every three months,,
when they shall audit bis accounts, and determine whether any and
what dividend is to be paid ; he may also call special meetings of tho
said committee as he thinks necessary : Subject to the provisions,
of this law, and to such directions as aforesaid, the trustee shall ex
ercise his own discretion in the management of the estate, and its
distribution among the creditors: T he trustee may from time to
time summon general meetings of the creditors for the purpose o f
ascertaining their wishes; he may also app'y to the court, in man
ner prescribed, for directions in relation to any particular matter
arising under the bankruptcy : T he bankrupt, or any creditor,
debtor, or other person aggVieved by any act of the trustee, may
apply to the court, and the court may confirm, reverse, or modify
the act complained of, and make such order in the premises as it
thinks ju s t: The court may from time to time, during the con
tinuance of a bankruptcy, summon general meetings of the credi
tors for the purpose of ascertaining their wishes, and may, if the
court thinks fit, direct the clerk to preside at such meetings : The
trustee shall, in relation to, and for the purpose of acquiring or
retaining possession of the property of the bankrupt, be in the same
position in all respects as if he were a receiver o f such property,
appointed by the court of chancery, and the court may, on his appli
cation, enforce such acquisition or retention of property accordingly.

Regulations as
to general
meetings of
creditors sub
sequent to first
meeting.

Twenty-second— T he provisions o f this law, with respect to
the first general meeting of creditors, shall apply to any subse
quent general meeting of creditors in a bankruptcy, with this ex
ception, that subsequent meetings of creditors may be summoned
by the trustee, or by a member of the committee of inspection) and
that such meetings may, unless otherwise directed by,the court in
the case of meetings summoned by the court, be presided over htf
any person chosen by the creditors assembled at such meetings
ana
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and that any creditor whose debt has been proved, or the value of
whose debt has been ascertained at or subsequently to such first
meeting, shall be allowed to be present and to vote thereat,
DEALINGS WITH BANKRUPT’S PROPERTY,
Twenty-third— Where any portion o f the property o f the.
bankrupt, acquired by the trustee under this law, consists of stock, S J
shares in ships, shares, or any other property transferable in the
books of any company, office, or person, the right to transfer;
such property shall be absolutely vested in the trustee to the same',
extent as the bankrupt might have exercised the same if he had'
not become bankrupt: Where any portion of such property of the;
bankrupt consists of things in action, any action, suit, or other pro*ceeding for the recovery of such things instituted by the trustee,
shall be instituted in his official name, as in this law provided
and such things shall, for the purpose of such action, suit, or other
proceeding, be deemed to be assignable in law, and to have beenduly assigned to the trustee in his official capacity: The trustee
shall,, as soon as may be, take possession of the deeds, books, and
documents of the bankrupt, and o f all other property capable of
manual delivery : The trustee shall keep, in the prescribed manner,
proper books, in which he shall from time to time make, or cause
to be made entries or minutes of proceedings of meetings, and of
such other matters as may be prescribed, and any creditor of,"
the bankrupt may, subject to the control.of the court, personally,,
or by his agent, inspect such books,-

of
1

Twenty-fourth— When any property of the bankrupt, acquired by' iWiMmara,'
the trustee under this law, consists oi'lan dof any tenure, burdened 10onoroa.
with onerous covenants, of unmarketable shares in companies, o f prop“ 7*
unprofitable contracts, or of any other property- that is unsalable,,
or not readily salable by reason of its binding the possessor there-,
o f to the performance of any'onerous act, or to the payment o f
any sum of money, the trustee, notwithstanding he has endeavour
ed to sell, or has taken possession o f such property, or exercised’
any act of ownership in relation thereto may, by writing under hishand, disclaim such property, and upon the executiomof such dis
claimer the property disclaimed shall, if the same is a contract, be
deemed to bo determined from the date of the order of adjudication ;■
•and, if the same is a lease, be deemed to have been surrendered on
the same date; and, if the same be shares in : any company, be
deemed to be forfeited from that date; and if any other species o f
property it shall revert to the person entitled on the determination
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of the estate or interest o f the bankrupt; but if there shall be no
person in existence so entitled then in no case shall any estate or
interest therein remain in the bankrupt: Provided, That when
the bankrupt is assignee of a lease or of any contract, such disclaim
er shall operate as a surrender or determination of the assignment
only of such lease or contract, and not. o f the lease or contract it
self, and shall revest in the lessee or first assignor of the contract
all the interest in the lease or contract held by the bankrupt at the
date of such disclaimer, and the rights and liabilities amongst
themselves of the lessor and lessee, and of any assignor of the lease,
or of the contractor, or of any assignor of the contract, shall not
he affected by such surrender or determination : Any person
[interested in any disclaimed property may applv to the court,
and the court may, upon such application, order possession of
the disclaimed property to be delivered up to him, or make such
other order as to the possession thereof as may be ju s t : Any per
son injured by the operation of this section shall be deemed a cre
ditor o f the bankrupt to the extent of such injury, and may accord
ingly prove the same as a debt under the bankruptcy.
Limitation of
•time for dis
claimer.

Twenty-fifth— The trustee shall not be entitled to disclaim any
property in pursuance of this law in cases where an application in
writing has been made to him by any person interested in such pro
perty requiring such trustee to decide whether he will disclaim or
Dot, and the trustee has, for a period of not less than twenty-eight
days after the receipt of such application, or such further time as
may be allowed by the court, declined or neglected to givemoticey.
whether he disclaims the same or not.

Power of trus
tee to deal
with property.

Twenty-sixth— Subject to the provisions of this law the trustee
shall have power to do the following things :
(1 ) . To receive and decide upon proof o f debts in the pre.
scribed manner, and for such purpose to administer
oaths:
(2 ) . T o carry on the business of the bankrupt so far as ma\r
be necessary for the beneficial winding up of the
same:
(3 ) . To bring, continue, or defend any action, suit, or otbetf
legal proceeding relating to the property o f the baukf
ru p t:
(4 ) . To deal with any property to which the bankrupt is be
neficial!^
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neficiallv entitled as tenant in tail in the same manner
as the bankrupt might have dealt with the same:
(5 ). To exercise any powers the capacity to exercise which
is vested in him under this law, and to execute all
powers of attorney, deeds, and other instruments expe
dient or necessary for the purpose of carrying into
effect the provisions o f this law :
(6 .) To sell all the property of the bankrupt (including the
good will of the business, if any, and the book debts
due or growing due to the bankrupt) by public auc
tion or private contract, with power, if he thinks fit,
to transfer the whole thereof to any person or com
pany, or to sell the same in parcels :
(7 ) To give receipts for any money received by him, which
receipt shall effectually discharge the person paying
such moneys from all responsibility in respect of the
application thereof:
(8 .) To prove rank, claim, and draw a dividend in the mat
ter of the bankruptcy or sequestration of any debtor
o f the bankrupt.
Twenty-seventh— The trustee may appoint the bankrupt him
self to superintend the management of the property, or o f any part
thereof, or to carry on the trade of the bankrupt (i f any) for the
benefit of the creditors, and in any other respect to aid in admi
nistering the property in such manner and on such terms as the
creditors direct.

Power to allow
bankrupt to
manage1pro-'
perty. ■

Twenty-eighth— T he trustee may, with the sanction of the com-mittee of inspection, or if there shall be no such committee, with
the sanction of the court, do all or any of the following things:

Power o f trus«
tee to compro
mise,-dec.

(1 ) . Mortgage or pledge any part of the property o f the bank-rupt for the purpose of raising money for the payment
of his debts:
(2 ) . Refer any dispute to arbitration, compromise all debts,
claims, and liabilities, whether present or future, cer
tain or contingent, liquidated or unliquidated, subsist
ing or supposed to subsist between the bankrupt and
any debtor or person who may have incurred any
liability to the bankrupt, upon the receipt of such
F 2
sums,
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sums, payable at such times, and generally upon such
berms as may be agreed upon :
(3 ). Make such compromise or other arrangement as mnv be
thought expedient with cneditors, or persons claiming
to be creditors in respect of any debts provable under
the bankruptcy c
(_$). Make such compromise or other arrangement as mav be
thought expedient with respect to any elaim arising
out of or incidental to the property of the bankrupt
made or capable o f being made on' the trustee by anv
person, or by the trustee on any person :
'
^
(5 ), T o divide in its existing form amongst the creditors
according to its estimated value, anv property which’
from its peculiar nature or other special circumstances’
cannot advantageously be realized by sale.
’
The sanction given for the purposes o f this section m a y he a tre.
neral permission to do all or any o f the above-mentioned things"
or a permission to do all or any of them in any specified case or
eases.

Tomr of trgs-

tae to.&caept
•composition or

getyfjr&l scheme

o f arrange
ment.

Twenty-ninth— The trustee may, with the sanction of a spe
cial resolution of the creditors assembled at any meeting of which
notice has been given specifying the object of such meeting, ac
cept any composition offered by the bankrupt; or assent to anv ge
neral-scheme of settlem ents the affairs of the bankrupt upon "such
terms as may be thought expedient and with or without a condi
tion that the order o f adjudication is to be annulled, subject
nevertheless to the approval o f the court, to be testified by the
judge of the court signing the instrument containing the. terms of
such composition .or scheme, or embodying sueh terms in an order
o f thg. cou rt: Where the annulling of'the order o f adjudication is
ipadp a copditjon of any composition with, the l^pkrppt, or,of anv
general scheme for the 'liquidation of his Sffittrs; The coiiVt if i"t
approves of such-composition or general scjipnRe, s^ajl annul the
adjudication on an application made by or on behalf of any per
son .interested. W.dtke.fldjBdipetion shall.be annulled from and
after .the.vitete ipfathe .order annulling (he,same: The provisions of
anycump^iMon orgeosoal .scheme modo in pursuance o f this Jaw
may hpiepfersed b y c p w r f , on a.mQtiflu made ja a summary
manner by any person, ifl^erestcd.aud.any disobedience.of the order
of thecoupt mado w
be deemed to be a contempt
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of conrt; The approval of the court shall be; conclusive as to the
validity of any such composition or scheme, and it shall be bind
ing on all the creditors, so far as relates to any debts due to them
and provable under the bankruptcy.
Thirtieth— A trustee shall not, without the consent of the com- Trnrtee, ;f»
mittee of inspection, or if there shall he no such committee, with- K'ptidfoT^
out the sanction of the court, employ a solicitor or other agent; servise*but where the trustee (not being the clerk) is himself a solicitor,
lie may contract to be paid a certain sum, by way of percentage
or otherwise, as a remuneration for his services as trustee, in
cluding all professional services, and any such contract shall, not
withstanding any law to the. contrary, be lawful.
Thirty-first— The trustee shall pay all sums from time to time Trmteo to pay
received by him into the government savings bauk, which bank ^vernmeot
shall receive and deal with the same according to its rules in force savincabiEt
for the time being, but without restriction as to amount; and if
the trustee at any time shall keep in his hands any sum exceeding
twenty-pounds for more than seven days, he shall, unless he can
prove to the satisfaction of tho court that his reason for retaining
the money was sufficient, he subject to the following liabilities;
that is to say--(1 ) . He shall pay interest at the rate c f twenty pounds per
centum per annum on the excess of such sum above
twenty pounds as lie may retain in his hands :
(2 ) . He shall, if the official trustee, he liable to immediate
dismissal by order of the governor; and, i f a trustee
appointed by the creditors', he shall, on the applica
tion of any creditor, he liable to be dismissed from his
office by the court, and in oither case he shall haretjo
claim for remuneration, and be liable to any expenses'
to which the creditors may be put b y e P in ceniseiquenoe of his dismissal..
PAYMENT OF DEBTS AND DISTRIBUTION OF ASSETS!
Thirty-second— Demands in the nature of unliquidated damages Del*riPiiti*
arising otherwise than by reason of a contract or promise shall u u i E S .
qot be provable, in bankruptcy, and no person having notice of
any apt of bankruptcy, available for adjudication against the bank-,
rupt, shall prove for any debt or liability contracted by the bank
rupt subsequently to the date of his so having notice; Save as
aforesaid, all debts and liabilities; present or future, certain or,
contingent,

"«*.
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contingent, to which the bankrupt is subject at the date o f the
order of adjudication, or to which he may become subject during
the continuance o f the bankruptcy by reason of any obligation in
curred previously to the date o f the order o f adjudication, shall be
deemed to be debts provable in bankruptcy, and may be prov
ed in the prescribed manner before the trustee in the bank
ruptcy: An estimate shall be made according to the prescrib
ed manner o f the value of any debt or liability provable as afore
said, which, by reason ot its being subject to any contingency orcontingencies, or for any other reason, does not bear a certain
value : Any person aggrieved by any estimate made by the trustee
as aforesaid, may appeal to the court, and the court may, if it
think the value o f the debt or liability incapable o f being fairly es
timated, make an order to that effect; and upon such order being
made such debt or liability shall, for the purposes of this law, be
deemed to be a debt not provable under this la w : But if the court
think that the value o f the debt or liability is capable of being
fairly estimated, it. may direct such value to he assessed before any
competent court if there -be any court competent to assess the
same ; or if there be not any such court, then it may direct such
value to be assessed before the court itself, and in every case, with
the consent o f all the parties interested, it may direct such value
to be assessed before the court itself, and may give all necessary
directions for such purpose ; and the amount o f such value, when
assessed, shall be provable as a debt under the bankruptcy. “ Lia
bility” shall, for the purposes of this law, include any compensa
tion for work or labour done, any obligation or possibility of an
obligation to pay money or money’s worth on the breach o f any
expressed or implied covenant, contract, agreement, or undertaking
whether such breach does or does not occur, or is or is not likely to
occur, or to be capable o f occurring before the close of the bank
ruptcy, and generally it shall include any express or implied engage
ment, agreement, or undertaking to pay, or capable o f resulting in
the payment of money or money’s worth, whether such payment be
as respects amount fixed or unliquidated, as respects time present
or future, certain or dependent on any one contingency or on two
or more contingencies, as to mode o f valuation capable of being
ascertained by fixed rules, or assessable only by a jury, or as mat
ter o f opinion.

Preferential'

Thirty-third— T h e debts hereinafter mentioned shall be paid
in priority to all other d ebts: Between themselves such debts
shall rank equally, and shall be paid in full, unless the property
o f the bankrupt is insufficient to meet them, in which case they
shaltf
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shall abate in equal proportions between themselves ; that is to
say—
(1.) All public taxes imposed by law, not exceeding in the
whole one year's taxes—
(2 .) All wages or salary o f any clerk or servant in the em
ployment of the bankrupt at the date o f the order of
adjudication, not exceeding six months' wages or sala
ry, and not exceeding fifty pounds : All wages or law
ful dues of any immigrant labourer under indenture
according to the immigration laws ; and all wages for
any time not exceeding six months o f any other la
bourer or workman in the employment of the bank
rupt at the date o f the order o f adjudication, save as
aforesaid, all debts provable under the bankruptcy
shall be paid pari passu.
Thirty-fourth— Where, at the time of the presentation of the Referential
petition for adjudication, any person is apprenticed or is an arti- o? apprenticetiled clerk to the bankrupt the order o f adjudication shall, if either shlp'
the bankrupt or apprentice, or clerk give notice in writing to.the
trustee to that effect, be a complete discharge of the indenture of
apprenticeship or articles of agreement, and if any money has been
paid by or on behalf of such apprentice or clerk to the bankrupt
as a fee, the trustee may, on the application o f , the apprentice or
clerk, or of some person on his behalf, pay such sum as such trus
tee, subject to an appeal to the court, thinks reasonable, out of the
bankrupt’s property to or for the use o f the apprentice or clerk,
regard being had to the amount paid by him, or on his behalf, and
to the time during which he served with the bankrupt under the
indenture or articles before the commencement of the bankruptcy,
and to the other circumstances of the case
Where it appears ex
pedient to the trustee he may, on the application of any appren
tice or articled clerk to the bankrupt, or any person acting on be
half of such apprentice or articled clerk, instead o f acting under
the preceding provisions o f this section, transfer the indenture of
apprenticeship or articles of agreement to some other person.
Thirty fifth— The landlord or other person to whom any rent ' Power for Tan
is due from the bankrupt, may at any time, either before or after fjrdrent?!Sl‘W''
the commencement of the bankruptcy, distrain upon the goods or
effects of the bankrupt for the rent due to him from the bankrupt, ■
with this limitation, that if such distress for rent be levied after
thy commencement of the bankruptcy it shall be available only
for
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for one year’ s rent, accrued due prior to the date of the order o f
adjudication, but the landlord or other person to whom the rent
may be due from the bankrupt may prove under the bankruptcy
for the overplus due for which the distress may not have' been
available.

Proof in ease
of rent and pe<
riodical pay
ment.

Thirty-sixth— W hen any rent or other payment falls due at
stated periods and the order o f adjudication is made at any time
other than one of such periods the person entitled to such rent
qv payment may prove for a proportionate part thereof up to the
day o f the adjudication, as if such rent or payment grew due
from day to day.

Iatereefcon.
debts.

Thirty-seventh— Interest on any debt provable in bankruptcy
may be allowed by the trustee under the same circumstances in
which interest would have been allowable by a jury if an a c
tion had been brought for such debt.

Proof in re
spect of dis
tinct contract.

Thirty-eighth— I f any bankrupt is at the date o f the order o f
adjudication liable in respect of distinct contracts as member of
two or more distinct firms, or as a sole contractor,, Ind also as
member of a firm, the circumstance that such firms are in whole
or in part composed o f the same individuals, or that the sole con
tractor is also one of the joint contractors, shall not prevent proof'
in.respect of sueh’contracts against the properties respectively lia
ble upon, such contracts.

Allowance to
l&nkrupt for.

Thirty-ninth— The trustee, with the consent of the creditors,
testified by a resolution passed in general meeting, may, from
time to time, during the continuance o f the bankruptcy, make
such allowance as may have been approved by the creditors t o .
the bankrupt out o f his property for the support of the bankrupt
and his family, or in consideration of his services, if he is engaged
in winding up his estate.

maintenance
•r, tramp#.

Set ofi*.

Fortieth— Where there have been mutual credits, mutual deDts,
or other dealings between the bankrupt and any other person
proving or claiming to.prove a debt under his bankruptcy, an ac
count shall be taken o f what is due from the one party to the
other in respect o f such mutual dealings, and the sum due from
the one party shall be set off against any sum due from the other
party, and tbe balance of such account, and no more, shall be
claimed or paid on either side respectively : But a person shall not
be entitled under this section to claim the benefit of aDy set off
against
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against the property of a bankrupt in any case where he had, at
the time o f giving credit to the bankrupt, notice of an act of
bankruptcy committed by such bankrupt and available against
him for adjudication.
Forty-first— A creditor holding a security on the property of
the bankrupt, or on any part thereof, may, on giving up his secu
rity, prove for his whole d e b t: He shall also be entitled to a divi
dend in respect of the balance due to him after realizing or giving
credit for the value o f his security in manner and at the time pre
scribed ; A creditor holding such security as aforesaid, and not
complying with the foregoing conditions, shall be excluded from
all share in any dividend.

Provision ns to
secure credi
tor.

D IV ID E N D S .

Forty-second— T he trustee shall from time to time declare a di
vidend amongst the creditors who have proved to his satisfaction
debts provable in bankruptcy, and shall give notice thereof in the
“ Jamaica Gazette,” specifying the names of such creditors and the
dividends payable to them respectively, and shall distribute the
same accordingly ; and in the event of his not declaring a divi
dend for the space o f six months, he shall summon a meeting o f
the creditors, and explain to them his reasons for not declaring
the same.

D istribution t f
dividends.

Forty-third— In the calculation and distribution of a dividend
it shall be obligatory on the trustee to make provision for debts
provable in bankruptcy appearing from the bankrupt’s statements
or otherwise to be due to persons resident in places so distant
from the place where the trustee is acting, that in the ordinary
course of communication they have not had sufficient time to ten
der their proofs, or to establish them if disputed, and also for debts
provable in bankruptcy the subject o f claims not yet determined.

Provision for
creditors reside
in g a t a dis
tan ce.

Fortv-fourth— Any creditor who has not proved his debt before
the declaration of any dividend or dividends shall be entitled to
be paid out of any monies for the time being in the hand-of the
trustee, any dividend or dividends he may have failed to receive
before such monies are made applicable to the payment o f any fu
ture dividend or dividends, but he shall not be entitled to disturb
the distribution o f any dividend declared before his debt was
proved by reason that he has not participated therein.

B ig h t o f credi
tor who has n ot
proved debt
before declara
tion o f a divi
dend-

Q

Forty-fifth
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F in a l dividend.

Forty-fifth— When the trustee has converted into money all the
property o f the bankrupt, or so much thereof as can in his opi
nion be realized without, needlessly protracting the bankruptcy, he
shall declare a final dividend, and give notice in the “ Jamaica
Gazette'’ o f the time at which it will be distributed.

Bankrupt; enti
tled to surplus*

Forty-sixth— T he bankrupt shall ho entitled to any surplus re
maining after payment of his creditors, and o f the costs, charges,
and expenses of the bankruptcy.

I^o action for
dividend.

Forty-seventh — No action or snit for a dividend shall lie against
the. trustee, but if the trustee refuses to pay any dividend the court
may, if it thinks fit, order the trustee to pay the same, and also
to pay out. of his own moneys interest, thereon for the time that it
is withheld, and the costs o f the application.
CLOSE OF BANKRUPTCY,

•lose o f bank
ru p t^ .

Forty-eighth— When the whole property of the bankrupt has
been realized fur the benefit of bis creditors, or so. much thereof
as can, in the joint opinion o f the trustee and committee o f inspec
tion, or of the trustees alone, if there be no such committee, be
realized without needlessly protracting the bankruptcy, or a com
position or arrangement has been completed, the trustee shall
make a report accordingly to the court, and the court, if satisfied
that the whole of the property of the bankrupt has been realized
for the benefit of his creditors, or so much thereof as can be rea
lized without needlessly protracting the bankruptcy, or that -a
composition or arrangement has been completed, shall make an o rder that the bankruptcy has closed, and the bankruptcy shall be
deemed to have closed at and after the date of such order ; A co 
py of the order closing the bankruptcy shall be published in the
“ Jamaica Gazette,” and the production o f a copy of such. “ Ga
zette,” containing a copy of the order, shall be conclusive evident e
in all legal proceedings o f the order having been made, and of this
dates and contents thereof.
DISCHARGE OF BANKRUPT.

•rdcr o f disfhairge.

Forty-ninth— When a bankruptcy is closed, or at anytime dur
ing its continuance, with the assent of the creditors testified by a
special resolution, the bankrupt, may apply to the court for an or
der of discharge ; but such discharge shall not be granted unless
it is proved to the court that one of the following conditions h^s
been fulfilled ; that is to sav, either that a dividend of not less
than
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than ton shillings in the pound has been paid out of his property, or
might have been paid except through the negligence or fraud o f
the trustee, or that a special resolution o f his creditors has been
passed to the effect that his bankruptcy, or the failure to pav ten
shillings in the pound has, in their opinion, arisen from circum
stances for which the bankrupt cannot be justly held responsible,
and that they desire that an order of discharge should be granted
to him : The court may suspend for such time as it deems to be
just, or withhold altogether the order o f discharge in the circum
stances following ; namely, if it appears to the court, on the repre
sentation of any creditor of the truth of which representation the
eourc is satisfied, or by other sufficient evidence, that the bank
rupt lias made default in giving up to bis creditors the property
which he is required by this law to give up ; or that a prosecution
has been commenced against him in pursuance o f the provisions of
any law relating to the punishment of fraudulent debtors, in respect
of aDy offence alleged to have been committed by him against such
law.
Fiftieth— An order o f discharge shall not release the bankrupt
from any debt or liability incurred by means o f any fraud or
breach o f trust, nor from debt, or any liability whereof he has ob
tained forbearance by any fraud, but it shall release the bankrupt
from all other debts provable under the bankruptcy, with the ex
ception o f :
(1 ) . Debts due to the crown or the colonial government:
(2 ) . Debts with which the bankrupt stands charged at the
suit of the crown, or o f any person for any offence
against a statute or law relating to any branch o f the
public revenue, or at the suit of the provost-marshal,
or other public officer on a bail bond entered into for
the appearance o f any person prosecuted for any such
offen ce:
And hie shall not be discharged from such excepted debts unless
the treasurer certifies in writing his consent to his being discharged
therefrom ; An order o f discharge shall be sufficient evidence o f
the bankruptcy, and o f the validity o f the proceedings thereon ;
and in any proceedings that may be instituted against a bankrupt
who has obtained an order o f discharge in respect ot any debt
from which he is released by such order, the bankrupt may plead
that' the cause of action occurred before his discharge, and may
give this law and the special matter in evidence.

Q 2
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Exception o f
jo in t debtors*

Fifty-first— The order of discharge shall not release any person
who, at the date o f the order of adjudication, was a partner with
the bankrupt, or was jointly bound or had made any joint con
tract wiih him.
RELEASE OF TRUSTEE.

Release o f
trustee.

Fifty-second— When a bankruptcy is closed the trustee shall
call a meeting of the creditors to consider an application to be
made to the court for his release : At the meeting the trustee
shall lay before the assembled creditors an account showing the
manner in which the bankruptcy has been conducted, with a list
o f the unclaimed dividends, if any, and of the propertv, if anv,
outstanding, and shall inform the meeting that, he proposes to ap
ply to the court for a release: The creditors assembled at the
meeting may express their opinion as to the conduct of the trus
tee, and they, or any of them, may appear before the court and
oppose the release of the trustee. 1 he court after hearing whar,
if any thing can be urged against the release o f the trustee, shall
grant or withhold the release accordingly, and if it withhold the
release shall make such order as it thinks just, directing the trus
tee to pay such sum of money as the court, may think lit to remedy
the consequences o f any act or default he may have done or made
contrary to his duty, and shall suspend his release until such order
has been complied with, and the court thinks just to grant the re
lease of the trustee.

D u ty o f trus
tee as to u n 
claimed divi
dends and ou t
standing; pro
perty.

Fifty-third— Unclaimed dividends, and anv other moneys aris
ing from the property o f the bankrupt, remaining at the control
o f the trustee at the close of the bankruptcy of any bankrupt, or
accruing thereafter, shall be accounted and paid over to such ac
count as may be directed by the governor ; and any parties en
titled thereto may claim the same in the prescribed manner: The
trustee shall also deliver a lisc of any outstanding property of the
bankrupt to the prescribed persons, and the same shall, when prac
ticable, be got in and applied for the benefit of the creditors in
manner prescribed.

Effect o f re
ease o f trustee.

Fifty-fourth— The order of the court releasing the trustee o f a
bankruptcy shall discharge him from all liability in respect of any
act done or default made by him in the administration of the af
fairs of the bankrupt, or otherwise in relation to his conduct as
trustee of such bankrupt; but such order may be revoked by the
court! on proof that it was obtained by fra'ud.
ST A T U S

R elating tf> B u vkrvp tcy.

STATUS OF UNDISCHARGED BANKRUPT.
Fifty-fifth— Where a person who has been made bankrupt has
not obtained his discharge, then from and after the close of his
bankruptcy the following consequences shall eDsue :

Status o f
discharged
bankrupt.

(1 ) . No portion of a debt provable under the bankruptcy
shall be enforced until the expiration of three years
from the close o f the bankruptcy ; and during that
time if the bankrupt, pav to his creditors such addi
tional sum as will, with the dividend paid during the
bankruptcy, make up ten shillings in the pound, he
shall be entitled to art order of discharge in the same
manner as if a dividend o f ten shillings in the pound
had originally been paid during the bankruptcy :
(2 ) . At the expiration of a period of three years from the
close of the bankruptcy, if the bankrupt has not obtain
ed an order of discharge, any balance remaining unpaid
in respect, of any debt proved in such bankruptcy (but
without interest in the meantime) shall be deemed to
be a subsisting debt in the nature of a judgment debt,
and, subject to the rights of any persons who have be
come creditors o f the debtor since the clo.-e of his
bankruptcy, may be enforced against any property of
the debtor with the sanction of the court which adju
dicated such debtor a bankrupt, or of the court, hav
ing jurisdiction in bankruptcy in the place where the
property is situated, but to the extent only, and at the
time and in manner directed by such court, and after
giving such notice and doing such acts as may be pre
scribed iu that behalf.
AUDIT.
Fifty sixth— T he trustee shall, within the prescribed time, for
ward "his quarterly statement of'accounts to an officer to be ap
pointed from time to time by the governor, and to be by him re
movable, to be called the comptroller iu bankruptcy ; and if the
trustee fail so to do he shall be deemed guilty of a contempt of
court, and shall be punishable accordingly : Provided, That where
there is a committee of inspection, such quarterly statement of ac
counts shall be audited by such committee before the same are
forwarded to the comptroller. The comptroller in bankruptcy,
during the time he shall hold his office, shall receive a commission
o f five per cent, upon all dividends declared amongst creditors of
bankrupts

Appointment
o f comptroller.
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he paid to him in the prescribed manner : '1 lie comptroller in
bankruptcy shall be an officer of the supreme court, and shall at
tend its sittings whenever an appeal in bankruptcy is before it.
Return of ac
counts to comp
troller.

Fifty-seventh—Every trustee o f a bankrupt shall from time to
time, as may be prescribed, and not less than once in every year
during the bankruptcy, transmit to the comptroller of bankruptcy
a statement showing the proceedings in such bankruptcy pp to
the date of the statement containing the prescribed parlipplars,
and made out in the prescribed form j and any trustee failing
to transmit accounts in compliance with this section shall be
deemed guilty of contempt o f court, and be puuishahle according
ly.

J>utr of comp
troller.

Fifty-eighth— The comptroller in bankruptcy shall examine
the statements transmitted to him, and shall call the trustee to
account for any misfeasance, neglect, or omission which may apr
pear on such statements, and mav require the trustee to make
good any loss the estate of the bankrupt may have sustained Ly
such misfeasance, neglect, or omission : If the,trustee fail to com
ply with such requisition o f the comptroller in bankruptcy, the
comptroller in bankruptcy shall report the same to the co u rt; and
the court, after hearing the explanation, if any, of the trustee, shall
make such order in the premises as it thinks just..

Pervert of
Opmp;roller.

Fifty ninth— The comptroller in bankruptcy may-at any timq
require any trustee to answer any enquiry made by him in rela
tion to anv bankruptcy in which such trustee is engaged, and
may, if he thjnk fit, apply to the court to examine on oath such
t rustee, or any other person concerning such bankruptcy ; he may
also direct a local investigation to be made of the books and
vouchers of the trustee.
PART III.— CONSTITUTION AND POWERS OF CQURT.
DESCRIPTION OF COURT.

Court shall
'amcan the dis
trict court .f
the district in
which, the per
son Sought to
'■be adjudged a
bankrupt rjisjitlee, &c.

r

Sixtieth— From and after the commencement of thjs law the
following provisions shall take effect with respect to tlie court hav
ing jurisdiction in bankruptcy, and their officers; that is to say,
the court, having jurisdiction in bankruptcy as by this law pro
vided, and herein designated the court, shall, subject to the pro
visions hereinafter contained for removing the proceedings, mean
the district court of the district in which the person sought to be
adjudged'
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adjudged a bankrupt resides or carries on burinc-s and every
such court, in regard to all proceedings in bankruptcy, shall be
a court of law and equity, ami a court of record ; and the judge
thereof in all such proceedings shall have all the powers, jurisdic
tion, and privileges of judges of the disLrict court in matters with
in the ordinary jurisdiction of such court ; and the judge of every
such court, for the purposes of this law, in addition to his ordina
ry powers as a district court judge, have all the jurisdiction and
powers of the court of chancery ; and the officers o f every such
court, in proceedings in bankruptcy1
, shall have the same powers,
duties, and responsibilities that they harts in proceedings within
tile ordinary jurisdiction of their courts, and ail such judges and
officers shall act in proceedings in bankruptcy according to the
prescribed rules.
Sixty-first —The fees to he charged for any business done un
der this law shall be according to scheduh s i l l and IV to this law
annexed: Provided, 1 hat it shall he lawful for tile governor, in
privv council, at any time to reduce the amount, of any of the foes
specified in such schedules, and notice of such reduction shall be
given in the “ Jamaica Gazette,” and such reduction shall come
into operation at such time as may be specified in such notice.

Provision for
fees.

Sixty-second— Every court haying jurisdiction in bankruptcy
under this law may review, rescind, or vary any order made by it
in pursuance of this law: Auy person conceiving himself aggriev
ed by any order of any such court, in respect o/ a matter,of law,
may appeal to the supreme court, and it shall be lawful for such
court to alter, reverse, or confirm such order as they think just j
and any person conceiving himself aggrieved by auv order of the
court in respect of a matter of fact decided by the court, or by a
jurv before the court, tnav, if the decision of such matter of fact
affects the right to property of the value of two hundred pounds or
upwards, apply to the supreme court to direct a re-hearing of such
matter of fa ct: And the supreme court tnav, if it. thinks fir, direct
that such matter of fact shall be re-heard by the court, or by a
jury before' the court, in such manner and on such terms as to the
su| rente court shall seem fit, and the costs of such application to
the supreme court shall be jq the discretion of such court.

Appeal t® su
preme court.

* Sixty-third— Subject to the provisions of this law, every court
havirig jurisdiction in bankruptcy under this law shall have full
power to decide all questions ot priorities, and all other questions
whatsoever, whether of lew or fact,- arising in any case of bank
ruptcy

General powo*
o f bankruptcy
oourU.
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ruptcy coming within the cognizance of such court, or which the
court may deem it expedient or necessary to decide for the purpose
of doing complete justice or making a complete distribution of
property in any such case ; and no such court as aforesaid shall bo
subject to be restrained in the execution of its powers under this
law by the order of any other court, nor shall any appeal lie from
its decisions, except in manner directed by this law : And if in
any proceeding in bankruptcy there arises any question of fact
which the court thinks ought to be tried by a jury, the court may
direct such trial to be had in the manner in which jury trials in
ordinary cases may by law be held in a district court.
ORDERS AND WARRANTS OF COURT.
Enforcement
of warrant and
orders of
courts.

Sixty-fourth— All the courts in bankruptcy, and the officers o f
such courts, shall act in aid of and shall he auxiliary to each other
in all matters of bankruptcy, and any order of aDy one court in a
proceeding in bankruptcy may, on applicatiou to auother court,
be made-an order of such other court, and may be carried into ef
fect accordingly ; And an order of any court in bankruptcy seek
ing aid, together with a request to another of thesaid courts, shall
be deemed sufficient to enable the latter court to exercise, in re
gard to the matters directed by such order, tiie like jurisdiction
which the court which made the request, a$ well as the court to
which the request is made, cuuld exercise in regard to similar mat
ters within their respective jurisdictions.

Warrants of

Sixty-fifth— Any warrant of a oourt having jurisdiction in bank
ruptcy under this law may be executed in any part of this island
in the same manner and subject to the same privileges in, and
subject to which a warrant issued by any justice of the peace
against a person for an indictable offence may be executed; and
any search warrant issued by a court having jurisdiction in bank
ruptcy under this law for the discovery of any property of a bank
rupt may be executed in manner prescribed, or in the same matfner and subject to the same privileges in, and subject to which a
search warrant for property supposed to be stolen may be executed
according to law.

bankruptcy

courts.

Commitment
t o prison.

Sixty-sixth—Where any co” rt having jurisdiction in bankrupt
cy under this law commits any person to prison, the commitment
may, unless otherwise prescribed, be to sucli convenient prison as
the court thinks expedient; and if the gaoler of any prison refuses
to receive any prisoner so committed, he shall be liable, for every
Auch refusal, to a oenalty uot exceeding one hundred pounds.
'

general
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GENERAL RULES,
Sixty-seventh— Any three district court judges, to be named
from time to time by the governor, or a majority of them, may
from time to time make, and may from time to time revoke and
alter, general rules for the district courts for the effectual execution
o f this law, and of the objects thereof, and the regulation of the
practice, and the procedure of bankruptcy petitions, and the pro
ceedings thereon. - General rules made as aforesaid may prescribe
regulations as to the service of bankruptcy petitions, including
provisions for substituted service; as to the valuing of any debtsprovable in a bankruptcy; as to the valuation of securities held
by creditors; as to the giving or withholding interest or discount
on or in respect of debts or dividends; as to funds out of which,
costs are to be paid, the order o f payment, and the taxation1there
of, and as to any other matter or thing, whether similar or not
to those above enumerated, in respect to which it may be expe
dient to make rules for carrying into effect the object o f this- law i
And the judges of the supreme court, or a majority of them may
from time to time make, and may from time to time revoke and
alter general rules for the regulation of the practice and procedure
o f the supreme court in appeals under this law : Any rules made in
pursuance of this section shall be laid before the legislative council:
and, if approved by the legislative council, shall be published iu
the “ Jamaica Gazette,” and shall be judicially noticed ;• until
rules shall have been so approved and published, and so far as such
rules do not extend ’the principles, practice, and rules bn which the
courts have heretofore acted, shall be observed by every court hav
ing jurisdiction in bankruptcy'cases under this law.

General raise
to bo made by
any three dis*
trict court
judges, W bo*
named by the
governor.

Judges o f the1
supreme court
may make rule#
asrto appeals tosuch court unw
dor this law*

CHANGE OF JURISDICTION BY GOVERNOR.
Sixty-eighth— Notwithstanding anything in this law contained,
the governor, in privy council, may from time to time, by order
published in the “ Jamaica Gazette,” exclude any district court from
having jurisdiction in bankruptcy over any part or the whole of
its district; and, for the purposes o f bankruptcy, jurisdiction may
attach its district, or any part thereof, to any other district court
or courts, and may from time to time in like manner revoke, or al
ter any order so made.

Change ofjo*
risdiction by
governor.

PART IV.—SUPPLEMENTAL PROVISIONS AS TO PROCEEDINGS.
. Sixty-ninth— The following regulations shall be made with respect to proceedings in bankruptcy; namely,

A

(1.) Every

fjuppfomental
regulations as
to proceeding#
in bankrupts#
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(1 .) Every bankruptcy petition shall be accompanied by an af
fidavit of the petitioner in the prescribed form, verify
ing the statements contained in such petition :
(2.) Where two pr more bankruptcy petitions are presented
against the same debtor, or against debtors being mem
bers of the same partnership, the court may consoli
date the proceedings, or any of them, upon such terms
as the court thinks fit:
(3,) Where proceedings against the debtor are instituted ip
more-courts than one the supreme court may, on the
'to application of any creditor, direct the transfer of such
1 proceedings to feubh one of the courts wherein such
proceeding's have been instituted, as to it may seem fit;
(4 .) W here the petitioner does not proceed with due diligence
| j.oa his petition the court-may substitute, as petitioner
anj iother creditor- to whom the debtor may be indebt
ed in theamom'fc required by this law, in the qas.e of
a petitioning creditor:

.

(5 .) Where the creditors resolve by a special resolution that
it will be more convenient that the proceedings in
bankruptcy in any district court should be transferred
to some other district court, or where the judge of a
court certifies that in his opinion the bankruptcy would
lie more advantageously conducted in some other dis
trict court, and the creditors do not by resolution ob
ject to the transfer, the petition shall be, by order o f
the judge, transferred to, and all subsequent proceed
ings thereon had in, such other cou rt:
(6 .) Subject to the provisions of this law-, every court having
original jurisdiction in bankruptcy shall have juris■, .
diction throughout this islan d;
, ■
1

(7 .) A corporation may act in bankruptcy by* an agent au
thorized in the prescribed manner t
(8 .) A creditor may act in bankruptcy by an agent authorized
in the prescribed manner :

.

(9,1 When a debtor who has been adjudicated a bankrupt .dies,
the pourt may order that the proceedings in the matter
be continued as if he were' alive't1

r '

*

(iQ.JTba
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(10.) The court may at any time, on proof to its satisfaction
that proceedings in bankruptcy ought to be stayed by
reason that negotiations are pending for the liquida
tion of the affairs o f the bankrupt by arrangement or
for the acceptance of a composition by the creditors it*
pursuance of the provisions hereinafter contained, or on
proof to its satisfaction of any other sufficient reason
for staying the Same, make an order staying the same,
-either altogether or for a limited time, on such terms,
and subject to such conditions, as the court may think
just.
Seventieth— Whenever any adjudication in bankruptcy is an- Consequences
nulled all sales and dispositions of property, and payments duly ^judStXL
made, and all arts theretofore done by the trustee or any person
acting by hisauthority, or by the courfyshall be valid ; bift the propert v of the debtor who was adjudged a pankrupt shall in such case
vest in such person as the court may appoint, or in default of any
sirch appointment revert to the bankrupt for all his,estate or interest
therein upon such terras, and subject to such conditions, if any, as
the court may declare by order. A copy of fhe‘ order of the court
annulling the adjudication of a debtor as a bankrupt shall be forth
with published in the 11Jamaica Gazette,” and advertised locally in
the prescribed manner ; and the production of a copy of the “ Ga
zette” containing such order shall be conclusive1evidence of the
fact of the adjudication having been annulled, and o f the date and
terms of the order annulling the same.
"Seventy-first— INo proceeding in bankruptcy shall ba invalidat- Format defectsed in any court by reason of any forms! defect, or o f any irregu“cee'alarity', unless the court before which an objection is made to such “ s5proceeding is of opinion that substantial injustice has'been caused
by such defect or irregularity, and that such-injustice cannot be
otherwise remedied.
AS TO- TRUSTEES AND- COMMITTEE OF INSPECTION.
Seventv-second— T he following regulations shall be made with Eegniationa m
___•lT
/? •
,•
.
to trustees, &<v
™. s ,
,
j
respect to the trustee and committee ot inspection:
(I.) T he creditors may, if they think- fit,, appoint more per
sons than one to the office of trustee,- and-.where more
than one are appointed they shall deolare whether any
act required or authorized to be done by the trustee is
to be done by all or any one or more of such persons,
R 2but
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biit all such persons are in this law included under the.
term “ trustee,” and shall be joint tenants of the pro
perty of the bankrupt. The creditors mav appoint
the clerk as official trustee to be one of Buch*persons^
They may also appoint persons to act as trustees in
succession in the event of one or more of the persons
first named other than the official trustee declining to
accept the office of trustee:
(2.) If any vacancy occur in the office of trustee by death, re
signation, removal, or otherwise, the creditors in ge
neral meeting shall fill up'such vacancy, and a gene
ral meeting for the purpose of filling up such vacancy
may be convened by the continuing trustee, if there
be more than one, or by the clerk, on the requisition
of any creditor :
(3.) If through any cause whatever there is no trustee acting
during the continuance of a bankruptcy, the clerk of
the court for the time being, having jurisdiction in the
bankruptcy, shall act as such trustee :
(4.) The court may, upon cause shewn, remove any trustee :
The creditors may, by special resolution at a meeting
specially called for that purpose, of which seven days’
notice has been given, remove the trustee and appoint
smother person to fill his office, and Ibe court shall
give a certificate declaring him to be the trustee:
(5.) If a trustee be adjudged bankrupt, he shall cease there
upon to be trustee, and the clerk shall, if there be no
other trustee, call a meeting of creditors for the ap
pointment of another trustee in his place:
(6.) The property of the bankrupt shall pass from trustee to
' trustee, including under that term the clerk when he
fills the office of trustee, and shall vest in the trustee,
for the time being during his continuance in office,
without any. conveyance, assignment, or transfer what
ever:
(7t) The trustee of a bankrupt may sue and be sued by the
official name of The Trustee of the Property ofa Bankrupt,9 inserting the name of the bankrupt; and
by that name may hold property of every description,
make contracts, sue and be sued, enter into any en
gagement*
“
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gagements binding upon himself and his successors in
office, and do all other acts necessary or expedient to
be done in the execution of his office:
(8.) The certificate of appointment of a trustee shall, for all
purposes of any law in force requiring registration,
enrolment, or recording of conveyances or assign
ment o f property, be deemed to be a conveyance or as
signment of property, and may be registered, enrolled,
and recorded accordingly :
(9 .) All acts and things by this law authorized or required to
be done by or to the clerk may be done within the
district of each court having jurisdiction in bankrupt
cy by or to the clerk of that court:
(10.) Any member of the committee o f inspection may resign
his office by notice in writing, signed by him and de
livered to the trustee:
(11.) The creditors may, by resolution, fix the quorum requir
ed to be present at a meeting of the committee of in
spection :
(12.) Any member of the committee o f inspection may also be
removed by a special resolution at any meeting o f cre
ditors, of which the prescribed notice has beem given,
stating the object of the meeting :
(13.) On any vacancy occurring in the office o f a member of
the committee of inspection by removal, death, resig
nation, or otherwise, the trustee shall convene a meet
ing of creditors for the purpose of filling up such va
cancy :
(14.) The continuing members of the committee of inspection
may act, notwithstanding any vacancy in their body,
and where the number of members of the committee
of inspection is for the time being less than five, the
creditors may increase that number, so that it do not
exceed five:
(15.) No defect or irregularity in the election of a trustee, or
a member of the committee of inspection, shall vitiate
any act bona fide done by him ; and no act or proceed
ing of the trustee, or of the creditors, shall be invalid
by reason of any failure of the creditors to elect all or
any members of the committee of inspection :

( 16.) If

♦
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(16.) If a member of the committee of inspection become a
bankrupt, his office shall thereupon become vacant:
( I 7 .) Where there is no committee of inspection, any act or
thing, or any direction or consent by this law autho
rized or required to be done or given by such commit
tee, may be done or given by the court, on the appli
cation ol the trustee..

Power of court
on failure of
oreditors to ap
point trustee.

Seventy-third— The clerk, may adjourn the first meeting of cre
ditors from time to time and- from place to place, subject to the
directions of the court; but if at such first meeting of creditors, or
at. some adjourned meeting thereof,, no trustee is appointed by rea
son of the prescribed quorum not being present, qt for any other
reason whatever, the court may annul the adjudication, unless it
deems it expedient to carry on the bankruptcy with the aid of the
clerk as official trustee: Moreover if at any time during the
bankruptcy no new trustee is appointed to fill a vacancy in that
office, the court may either carry on.the bankruptcy with the aid
of the clerk, as official trustee,, or may annul the order of adjudi
cation, as it thiuks just..

Post letters ad
dressed to _
bankrupt.

Seventy-fourth—rTlie' court,.upon the application of the trustee,
may from time to time order that, fbr siich time as the court thinks
fit, not exceeding thtee months from the date of the order of ad
judication, post letters addressed to the bankrupt at any place or
at any of the places mentioned in the order, shall be re-directed,
sent, or delivered by fhe postmaster, or the officers acting under
him, to the trustee, or otherwise, as the court directs, and the same
shall be done accordingly.

Arrest of'
bankrupt un
der certain cir
cumstances.

Seventy-fifth— The court may,.by warrant addressed to any con
stable or prescribed officer of the court, cause a debtor to be arrest
ed, and any books, papers, moneys, goods, and chattels in his pos
session to be seized, and him and them to be safely kept, as pre
scribed, until such time as the court may order,.under the following
circumstances

AS TO POWER OVER BANKRUPT.

(1.) If, after a petition of'baukruptcy is presented, ora debtor’s
summous has been granted against such debtor, it ap
pears to the court that there is-probable reason for be
lieving that be is about to go abroad, or to quit his
place of residence with a view of avoiding service of;
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•the petition, or of avoiding appearing to the petition,
or of avoiding examination in respect of his affairs, or
■otherwise delaying and embarrassing the proceedings
:in bankruptcy

,

(2.) If, after a petition in bankruptcy has been presented, ora
debtor’ s summons has been granted against such debt*,
or, it appear to the court that there is probable cause,
for believing that he is about to remove his goods and
chattels w ith a view of preventing nr delaying such
gauds or chattels being taken possession of by the trus
tee, .or that,there is,probable ground for believing that
he has concealed, or his about to conceal or destroy
any of his goods or chattels, or any books,.documents,
or writings which might be of use to his creditors in
:
the course of his bankruptcy ;
(3.) If, without goid cuise shewri.^after theservice of the pe
tition or debtor’s summons on such debtor, or after any
adjudication iu bankruptcy against him he remove
auy goods or chattels in his possession above the va
lue of five pounds, without the leave of the trustee, o r
fail to attend any examination ordered by the court,
AS TO PROPERTY DEVOLVING ON TRUSTEES.

Seventy-sixth— Where a trustee in any bankruptcy reports to C o u r t m a y o r .
any court exercising jurisdiction in bankruptcy that in his opinion proser“ te°tJ
a bankrupt has been guilty of any offence under any law relating bankrupt
to the punishment of fraudulent debtors, or where the court is sa
tisfied, that upon the representation of any creditor or member of
the committee of inspection there is ground to believe that the
bankrupt has been guilty of any offence under such law, the court
shall, if it appears to the court that there is a reasonable probabili
ty that the bankrupt may be conyicted, order the trustee to prose
cute the bankrupt for sueh offence.
Seventy-seventh—Where the goods of any trader have heen ta- Proceeds o f
ken in execution in respect of a judgment or decree of one of the Sreof^Md*
superior cours or of any district court fora sum not less than twen
ty pounds, exclusive of costs, and sold, the provost marshal, or clerk
of the'district court, as the case may lie, shall retain the proceeds of
stick sale in his hands for a period o f fourteen days; and upon no
tice being served on him within that period of a bankruptcy peti
tion having been presented against such trader, shall hold the pro
ceeds of such sale, after deducting expenses, en trust to pay the

same
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same to the trustee; but if d o notice of such petition having been
presented be served on him within such period o f fourteen days,
or if such notice having been served, the trader against whom the
petition has been presented is not adjudged a bankrupt on such pe
tition, or any other petition of which the provost marshal, or clerk
o f the district court has notice, he may deal with the proceeds o f
8 ich sale in the same manner as he would have done had no notice
of the presentation o f a bankruptcy petition been served on him.
Amto peoBtcto,
&c. payable to

Seventy-eighth— Where a bankrupt is in the enjoyment of any
salary, pension, or allowance paid by the government o f Jamaica,
the trustee, during the bankruptcy, and the clerk, after the d ose
of the bankruptcy, shall receive for distribution amongst the cre
ditors so much of the bankrupt’s salary, pension, or allowance, as
the court, upon the application o f the trustee; thinks just and rea
sonable, to be paid in such manner and at such times as the court,
with theconseut o f the governor, directs.

Provision as to
any income of
bankrupt.

Seventy-ninth— Where a bankrupt, not being a pprson in her
majesty’s naval cr military’ service, nor a person in the enjoyment
of any salary, pension, or allowance from the crown, not paid by
the governmen t o f Jamaica, is in receipt of any income other than
as aforesaid, the court, upon the application of the trustee, shall
from time to time make such order as it thiuks just for the pay
ment of such'income, or of any part thereof to the trustee during
the bankruptcy, and to the clerk, if necessary,-after the dose of
the bankruptcy, to he applied by him in such manner as the court
’ may direct.
*>

Avoidance of
volantary set*
tierseat.

Eightieth— Any settlement of property made by a trader not
being a settlement made before and in consideration of marriage,
or made in favour of a purchaser or incumbrancer in good faith
and for valuable consideration, or a settlement made on or for the
wife or children of the settler of property which has accrued to the
settler after marriage, in right of his wife, shall, if the settler be
comes bankrupt within two years after the date of such settlement,
be void as against the trustee of the bankrupt appointed under
this law, and shall, if the settler becomes bankrupt at any subse
quent time within ten years after tbe date of such settlement, un
less the parties claiming under such settlement can prove that the
settler was at the time of making the settlement' able to pay all his
debts without the aid of the property comprised in such settlement,
be void agaiust such trustee: Any covenant or contract made
by a trader in consideration of marriage for the future settlement

bankrupt by
the govern
ment of this
island.

upon,

.
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upon, or fur his wife or children, of any money or property wherein.lie had nor, at the. date of his marriage, any estate or irterest,
w hether vested or contingent, in possession, or remainder, and not
' Ik ing tnorey or properly of, or in right’of his wife, shall, up>n .his
beWiining bankrupt before such money, or property has been'ac
tually transferred or paid pursuantgtb such contract or' covenant,
be void against his trustee appointed under this law. “ Settle
ment” shall, for the purposes of this section, include any convey
ance or transfer of property.
Eightv-first—Every conveyance, or transfer of pronertv, o f AroidanM«#
charge thereon made, every payment made, every obligation in-^refo^Kpr
curred, and every judicial proceeding taken or suffered by any person unable to pay his debts as they become due from his own mo- ,
neys in favour of any creditor or any person in trust for any cre
ditor, with a view of giving such creditor a preference over the
other creditors, shall, if the person making, taking, paying, or suf
fering the same become bankrupt within three months afterthe
date of making, taking, paying, or suffering the same, be deemed 1
fraudulent and void as against the trustee of the bankrupt appoint
ed under ibis law ; but this section shall not affect the rights of a
purchaser, payee, or incumbrancer in goud faith and for valuable
consideration.
Eighty-second -A n y treasurer or other officer, or any banker, Paymunttf
attorney, or agent of a bankrupt, shall pay and deliver to.the trus- wentanftruti
tee all monies and securities in his possession or power as such offi- tMl
cer or,agent, if he be not by law entitled to retain as against the
bankrupt, or the trustee ; if he do not, heshall he guilty of a con
tempt of court, and may be punished accordingly, on the applica
tion of the trustee.
Eighty-third— Nothing in this law contained shall render in- SaSnttanif
actions wiifc'
valid :--bankrupt.
.(1 ). Any payment made in good faith, and for value received,
to any bankrupt before the date of the order of adjudi
cation, by a person not having at the time of such pay
ment, notice of any act of bankruptcy committed by the
bankrupt and available against him for adjudication :
.

(2). Any payment or dejivery of money or goods belonging
to a bankrupt, made to such bankrupt by a depository
of such money.or goods before the date of jthe order
. of adjudication, who had not at the time of such pay‘S
ment,
§|§1®!§
.
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ment or delivery noiice o f any act o f bankruptcy committed by the bankrupt, and available against him for
adjudication ;
(3 ). Any contract or dealing with any bankrupt., made in
good faith, and for valuable consideration, before the
date of the order o f adjudication by a person not hav
ing, at the time of making such contract o-r dealing,
notice of any act o f bankruptcy committed by the
bankrupt and available against him for adjudication.
Protection of
certain trans
actions enterad into b j or
in relation to
the property of
tbe bankrupt.

Eighty-fourth— Subject and without prejudice to the provisions
of ihis law, relating to t!ie proceeds o f the sale and seizure o f goods
o f a trader, and to the provisions of this law avoiding certain set
tlements, and avoiding, on the ground of their constituting fraudu
lent preferences, certain conveyances, charges, payments, and ju 
dicial proceedings, the following transactions by and in relation to
the property of a bankrupt shall be valid, notwithstanding any
prior act o f bankruptcy—
(1 ) - Any disposition or contract with respect to the disposi
tion of property by conveyance, transfer, charge, del very o f goods, payment of money or otherwise, how
soever made by any bankrupt in good faith and for
valuable consideration before the date o f the order o f
adjudication with any person not having, at the time
of the making of such disposition o f property, notice
o f any act o f bankruptcy committed by the bankrupt,
and available against him for adjudication :
(2 ) . Any execution or attachment against the land of the
bankrupt, executed in good faith by seizure before the
date o f the order of adjudication, if the person on
whose account such execution or attachment was issu
ed, had not, at the time of the same being so executed
by seizure, notice of any act of bankruptcy committed
by the bankrupt, and available against him for adju
dication :
fS ). Any execution 'or attachment against the goods of any
bankrupt, executed in good faith by seizure aud sale
before the date o f the order o f adjudication, if the per
son on whose account such execution or attachment
was issued had not, at the time of the same being exe
cuted by seizure and sale, notice o f aDy act of bank
ruptcy
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ruptry committed. by the bankrupt, anil available
against him fur adjudication.
AS TO DISCOVERT OF BANKRUPT'S PROPERTY.
Eighty filth— The court may, on the application of the trustee, Power of oouvt
to summon per*
at any time after tin order of adjudication has been made against ~sons before it .
suspected of
a bankrupt, summon before it the bankrupt or his wife, or any ifhaving
properperson whatever known or suspected to have in his possession ty of bankrupt*
any of the.estate or effects belonging to the hankrupt, or supposed
to be indebted to the bankrupt, or any person whom the court may
deem capable of giving information respecting the bankrupt, his
trpde, dealings, or property; and the court may require any such
persons to produce any such documents in his custody or power
relating to the bankrupt, his dealings, or property ; and if any per*
son so summoned, after having been tendered a reasonable Slim,
refuses to cpme before the court at the time appointed, or. refuses
to produce any such documents, having no lawful impediment
made known to the court at the time of its sitting allowed by it,
the coprt may, by warrant, cause such person to be apprehended
pud brought up for examination.
Eighty-sixth— The court may examine upon oath, either by
word of mouth or by written interrogatories, any person so brought
before it in manner afuresaid concerning the bankrupt, his deal
ings, or property.

Examination
of parties by
court.

Eighty-seventh — If any person, on examination before the
court, admit he is indebted to the bankrupt, the court may, on
the application of the trustee, order him to pay to the trustee, at
such time and in such manner as to the court seems expedient,
the amount admitted, or any part thereof, either in full discharge
of the whole amount in question or not, as the court thinks fit, with
or without costs of the examination.

Order of court
for payment of
amount admit
ted on examin
ation.

Eighty-eighth— Any person acting under warrant of the court
may seize any property of the bankrupt divisible amongst his cre
ditors under this Jaw, and in the bankrupt’s custody or possession;
or in that of any other person ; and, with a view to such seizure*,
may break open any house, building, or room of the bankrupt
where the bankrupt is supposed to be, or any building or recepta
cle of the bankrupt, where any of his property is supposed to be;
and where the court is satisfied that there is reason to believe that
property of the bankrupt is concealed in a house or place not be
longing to him; the.coutt may, if it thinks fit, grant a search wqr$
S 2
‘ *•'
rant

Seizure of pro
perty of bank.*1
rupt.
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•rant to any constable or prescribed officer of the court, who may
execute the saute according to the tenor thereof.
JOINT AND SEPARATE ESTATES.

.

I

Power to pre
sent petition
»gainst-one
partner.

■ Eighty-ninth— Any creditor whose debt-is sufficient to entitle
him to present a bankruptcy petition against all the partners of a
firm, may present such petitiou against any one or more partners
of such firm without including the others.

Power to dis
miss petition
against some
respondents
•nly.

■i Ninetieth— Where there are more respondents than one to a
petition the court may dismiss the petition as to one or more of
them, without prejudice to the effect of the petition as against the
other or others of them.

Property of
partners to be
vested in same
triutee.

Ninety-first— Where one member of a partnership has been ad*
judicated a bankrupt any other petition for adjudication'against a
member o f the same partnership shall be filed in or transferred to
the court in which the first mentioned petition is in course of pro
secution ; and unless the court otherwise directs, the property of
such last inentioued member shall, vest in the trustee appointed ini
respect of the property of the first mentioned member o f the part
nership, and the court may give such directions for amalgamating
the proceedings in respect of the properties o f the members of the
same partnership as it thinks just

Joint creditor
may prove for
the purpose of
Vetingi, .

Ninety-second— If one partner of a firm is adjudged bankrupt,
any creditor to whom the bankrupt is indebted, jointly with the
other partners of the firm, or any of them, may prove his debt for
the purpose of voting at any meeting of creditors, and shall be en
titled to vote thereat, blit shall not receive any dividend out of
the separate properly of the bankrupt until all the separate credi
tors ha.ve received the full amount of their respective debts.

Joint and se
parate divi-.
a'oods.

Ninety-third— Where joint and separate properties are being
administered-, dividends of the'joint and separate properties shall,
subject to any order to the contrary that may be had by the court
pu the application of any person interested, be declared together;
and. the .expenses of and incident tQ such dividends shall he fairly
apportioned by the trustee between the joint and separate proper*
ties, regard being had to the work done for, and the benefit receiv.
ed by each property,

Soits by trastoe and bank
rupt’s part
ners.

. Ninety-fourth.— Where a member of a partnership is adjudged
.bankrupt, the court may autl)(y;ixe,the trustee, with consent of,the
i
■*
.
creditors,
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creditors, certified by a special resolution, to commence and pro
secute any action or suit in the names of the trustee and the bank
rupt’s partner ; and any release by such partner of the debt or de
mand to which the action.or suit relates.shall be void ; but notice
of the application for authority to commence the action or suit
shall be giveu to such partner, and he may show cause against it,
ahd on hid application the court may, if it thinks fit, direct that,
he shall receive his proper share o f the proceeds of the action or
suit; and if he does not claim any benefit therefrom he shall be
indemnified against costs in respect thereof, as the court directs.
EVIDENCE.
Evidence of
Ninety-fifth—The clerk, or any other person presiding at a proceedings
at
meeting,of creditors under this law, shall cause minutes to be kept1 meeting of cre
ditors.
and duly entered in a book, ol all resolutions and proceedings of such
meeting, and any such minute as aforesaid, if purporting to be sign-’
ed by the chairman of the meeting at which such resolutions were’
passed, or proceedings had, shall be received us evidence in all le-’
gal proceedings ; aud, until the contrary is proved, every generalmeeting of the creditors in respeet of the .proceedings of which mi
nutes have been so made, shall be deemed to have been duly held
und convened, and all resolutions passed thereat, or proceedings
had, to have been duly passed or had.
of ,
Ninety-sixth —A.ny petition or copy ofa petition in bankruptcy,- Evidence
proceedings in'
any order or copy of an order made'by any court having jurisdic bankruptcy.
tion in bankruptcy, any certificate or copy of a certificate made byany court having jurisdiction in bankruptcy, any deed or copy of a'
deedof arrangement in bankruptcy, and any other instrumetitor copy'
of an instrument, affidavit, or document made or used in the course1
of any bankruptcy proceedings, or other proceedings had under this1
law, may, if such instrument or copy appears to be sealed with’
the seal of any courthavirig. jurisdiction, or purports to be signed'
by any judge having jurisdiction in bankruptcy under this law,
be receivable in evidence in all legal proceedings whatever.

Ninety seventh—In case of the death of the bankrupt or his wife,’
or of a witness whose evidence has heeu received by any court iu
any proceeding under this law, the deposition of the person so de-'
ceased, purporting to be sealed with the seal of the court, shall be
admitted as evidence of the matters therein deposed to,

Death of wik^
ness.

MISCELLANEOUS.'
Ninety eighth—Any-person to whom anything in action bclong-

Power of-a&figj*■*
nee to sue.
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jng to ilie bankrupt is assigned in pnrsiance o f ibis law, may
brins or defend any action or suit rekiting to such tiling in action
in his own name.
Paving as to
joint contracts.

Ninety-ninth— Where a bankrupt is a eont’ actnr in respect of
any contract jointly with any other person or pt-rs .ns, such person
or persons may sue or be sued in respect of such contract without
the jainder of the bankrupt.

Ex' m: tion of
deeds, &c. from
stamp duty.

One hundredth— Every deed, conveyance, assignment, surren
der,- admission, or other assurance relating solely to freehold, lease
hold, or other property, or to any mortgage, charge, incumbrance
on, or any estate, right, or interest in any teal or personal property
which is part of the property of any bankrupt, and which, after the
execution of such deed, conveyance, assignment, surrender, admis
sion, or other assurance, either at law or in equity is, or remains
the estate of the bankrupt, or o f the trustee under the'bankruptcy,
and every power of attorney, proxy, paper, writ, order, c. rtifi.cite) 1
affidavit, bondj or other instrument of writing relating solely t o .
the property of any baukrupt, or to any proceeding under any
baukiuptcy shall be exempt front stamp duty, except in respect o f
fees under this law.

.Computation
of time.

,Qne hundred and first— Where .bv this law any lim'ted time
from or after any date'oc event is appointed or allowed for the do
ing of atiy act or the taking of any proceeding, then in the com
putation o f such limited time the same shall be taken as exclusive
,of the day of such date or of the happening of such event, and as
.commencing at the beginning of thfe next following day, and the
act o,r proceeding shall be done or taken at latest on the last day of
such limited time, according to such computation, unless such last
day is a Sunday, Christmas day, Cxood Friday, or Monday or Tues
day in Easter, week, or a day appointed by any law, or by the
governor for a public holiday, fast, humiliation, or thanksgiving, in
which case any act or proceeding shall be construed as done or
.taken in due time if it done or taken on the next day afterwards,
not being one of .the days in this section specified : Where, by
this law, any act or proceeding is directed to be-done or taken on a
certain day, then if that day happens to be one of the days in this
section specified, such act or proceeding shall be considered as
done or taken in due time, if it is done or'taken on the next day afs
terwards, not ..being one of the days in this section specified, t

Returns by
Tjnukruptoy

One hundred and second—The clerks and other officers of the
courts acting in bankruptcy shall make to the comptroller in
fiankruptcy

'•^ioers.
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bankruptcy such returns of the business of their resp ect^ o6"urts
and offices, at such times and in such manner and form as may
be prescribed ; and from such returns the comptroller in bankrupt
cy shall, in manner prescribed, frame books (which shall be in the
prescribed manner open for general information and searches), and
also shall make a general annual report to the governor, judicial
and financial, respecting all matters within this law, which report
shall be laid before the legislative council.
One hundred and third—Where any dividends declared under
this law remain unclaimed for five years, then, in every such case,
the same shall be deemed vested in the crown, and shall-be disposed
of as the governor may direct: Provided, That at any time with
in fifteen years after such vesting the governor may, if lie be satis
fied that the dividends have been unclaimed by reason of the dis
ability or absence beyond seas of the person entitled to the sum so
vested, or for any other reason appearing to him sufficient, direct
that the said sum shall be repaid out of the public treasury.

Forfeiture of
dividends after
live years non*
claim.

One hundred and fourth— Where a bankrupt is a trustee the
court may appoint a new trustee in substitution for the bankrupt
(whether voluntarily resigning or not), if it appears to the court
expedient to do so.

Removal of
bankrupt from
trusteeship.

One hundred and fifth— If any person being assigned to act as
a justice of the peace is adjudged under this law bankrupt, or
makes any arrangement or composition with his creditors under
this law, he shall he and remain incapable of acting as a justice of
the peace until he has been newly assigned.

Justioe of Ilia
peace adjudged
a bankrupt dis
qualified.

PART Y.—LIQUIDATION BY ARRANGEMENT.
REGULATIONS.
One hundred and sixth— The following regulations shall be
made with respect to the liquidation by arrangement of the affairs
of the debtor:
(I ) . A debtor, unable to pay his debts, may summon a ge
neral meeting of his creditors by notice published iu
the “ Jamaica Gazette,” and such meeting may, by a
special resolution, as defined by ibis law, declare that
the affairs o f •the debtor are to be liquidated by ar
rangement and not in bankruptcy, and may, at that
or some subsequent meeting, held at an interval of not
more

ReguliHong as
to liquidation
by arrange
ment.

yr
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more than a week, appoint a trustee, with or without
a committed of inspection :
(2 .) All the provisions of this law relating to a first, meeting!:
of creditors, and to subsequent, meetings of creditors'
in the case of a bankruptcy, including tlte description,
of creditors entitled to vote at such meetings, end
the debts kt respect of which they art* entitled tovote, shall apply respectively to the first meeting of.-,
creditors, and to subsequent meetings of creditors, ior
the-purposes of this section, subject.to the f.dlbwhfo*
modifications;
.
'.'t
(a.) That every such meeting shall be presided over by such
ehairman as the meeting may elect:
(i .) That no creditor shall be entitled to vote until he has
proved, by a statutory declaration in the manner pro- •
vided by sixth Victoria, chapter twenty four*, a
debt provable in bankruptcy to be due to Mm, and'the 1
amount of such debt, with any prescribed-particulars ;
and any person wilfully making a false declaration in
relation to such debt shall be deemed guilty of perju- '
ry, and shall be prosecuted and punished accordingly * )
(3 .) The debtor, unless prevented by sickness or other cause
satisfactory to such meeting, shall - be present at tire
meeting at which the special resolution is passed,, and .
shall auswer any inquiries made of him ; or if he is so'
prevented from being at such meeting, some one oa
his behalf shall produce to the meeting a statement,’
.showing the whole of bis assets and debts, and thenames and addresses of the creditors to whom his
debts are d u e :
(4 .) The special resolution, together with the statement pf
the assets and debts of the debtor, and the names o f
tiie trustee appointed, and of the members, if any, of . '
the committee of inspection, shall be presented to the' ■
clerk o f the district court within whose jurisdiction
- the debtor resides, or carries on business; and it shall
be his duty to enquire whether such resolution has
been passed in manner directed by this section, and i f
satisfied that it was so passed, and that a trustee has
been appointed with or without-^ committee of inspec-'
tioD, he shall forthwith register the resolution,, and the
statement'
! " '
' ........... r- : ............ I .
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statement of the assets and debts of the debtor, and
such resolution and statement shall be open for inspec
tion on the prescribed conditions, and the liquidation
by arrangement shall be deemed to have commenced
as from the date of the appointment of the trustee:
(5 .) All such property o f the debtor as would, if he were
made bankrupt, be divisible amongst his creditors
shall, from and after the date of the appointment of a
trustee, vest iu such trustee under a liquidation by arrangement, and be divisible amongst the creditors;
and all such settlements, conveyances, transfers, charg
es, payments, obligations, and proceedings as would be
void against the trustee in the case of a bankruptcy',
shall be void against the trustee in the case of liqui
dation by arrangement;
(6 .) The certificate of the clerk, in respect of the appointment
of any trustee in the case of a liquidation by arrange
ment, shall be of the same effect as a certificate of the
court to the like effect in the case of a bankruptcy :
CJ.) The trustee under a liquidation by arrangement shall
* have the same powers, and perform the game duties
as a trustee under a bankruptcy, and the property of
the debtor shall be distributed in the same manner as
in a bankruptcy ; and, with the modification hereinaf
ter mentioned, all the provisions of this law shall, so
far as the same are applicable, apply to the case o f a
liquidation by arrangement, in the same manner as if
the word " bankrupt” included a debtor whose affairs
are under liquidation, and the word “ bankruptcy” in
cluded liquidation by arrangement; and, in' construing
such provisions, the appointment of a trustee under a
liquidation shall, according to circumstances, be deem
ed to be equivalent to, and a substitute for, tile presen
tation of a petition in bankruptcy, or the service o f
such petition, or an order o f adjudication in bankrupt
cy :
(8 .) The creditors, at their first or any general meeting may
prescribe the sum which the trustee may retain in his
hands;
(9 .) The provisions of this law with respect to the close of
the bankruptcy, discharge of a bankrupt,, to the re- 1
T
leaso
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lease o f the trustee, and to the audit o f accounts by
the comptroller in bankruptcy, shall not apply to the
case of a debtor whose affairs are under liquidation by
arrangem ent; but the close o f the liquidation may be
fixed, and the discharge ot the debtor and the release
o f the trustee may be. granted by a special resolu
tion o f the creditors in general meeting, and the ac
counts may be audited in pursuance o f such resoliis
tion at such time, and in such manner, and upon such
terms and conditions as the creditors think f i t ;
(1 0 .) The trustee shall report to the clerk the discharge o f the
debtor, aad a certificate o f such discharge given by the
clerk shall have the same effect as an order ofdis-t
charge given to a bankrupt under this law :
(1 1 .) Rules o f court m a y b e made in relation to proceedings
on the occasion of liquidation by arrangement, in the
same manner, and to the same extent, and of the same
authority as in respect o f proceedings in bankruptcy :
(1 2 .) I f it appear to the court on satisfactory evidence that
the liquidation by arrangement cannot, in conse
quence of legal difficulties, or for any sufficient cau se,.
proceed without injustice or undue delay to the credi
tors, or to the debtor, the court may adjudge the debt
or a bankrupt, and proceedings may be had accordi*ig(1 3 :) W here no committee o f inspection is appointed, the trus
tee may act on his own discretion in cases where he
would otherwise have been bound to refer to such com
mittee :
(1 4 .) In calculating a majority on a special resolution for the
purposes o f this section, creditors, whose debts amount
to sums not exceeding ten pounds, shall be reckoned
in the majority in value, but not in the majority in.
number.
PART VI.— COMPOSITION 'WITH CREDITORS.
REGULATIONS.
■jtegniattMij as
One hundred and seventh— The creditors of a debtor unable to
£j««ditoM.on pay his debts may, without any proceedings in bankruptcy, by an
extraordinary resolution resolve that a composition shall be ac-.
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cepted in satisfaction of the debts, due to them from the debtor.
An extraordinary resolution o f creditors shall be a resolution which
has been passed by a majority in number and three-fourths in va
lue of the creditors of the debtor, assembled at a general.meeting
to be held in the manner prescribed, o f which notice has been
given in the prescribed manner, and has been confirmed bv a ma
jority in number and value o f the creditors assembled at a subse
quent general meeting, of which notice has been given in the pre
scribed manner, and held at an interval of not less than seven days
nor more than fourteen days from the date of the meeting at which
Such resolution was first passed: In calculating a majority for
the purposes of a composition under this section, creditors whose
debts amount to sums not exceeding teri pounds shall be reckoned
in the majority in value, but not in the majority in number, and
the value of the debts of the secured creditors shall, as nearly as
circumstances admit, be estimated in the same way, and the same
description of creditors shall be entitled to voteat-such general
meetings as in bankruptcy ; The debtor, unless prevented by sick
ness, or other cause satisfactory to such meetings, shall be present
at both the meetings at which the extraordinary resolution is pass
ed, and shall answer auy enquiries made of him ; and he, or if he
is so prevented, from being at such meeting, some one on his behalf
shall produce to the meetings a statement showing the whole of his
assets and debts, and the names and addresses o f the creditors to
whom such debts respectively are due. The extraordinary resolu
tion, together with the statement of the debtor as to his assets and
debts, shall be presented to the clerk, and it shall be his duty to.
inquire whether such resolution has been passed in manner direct
ed by this section, and, if satisfied that it has" been so passed, he
shall forthwith register the resolution and statement of assets and
debts, but until such registration has taken place such resolution
shall be of no validity ; and any creditor of the debtor may inspect
such statement at prescribed times, and on payment of such fee,
if any, as may be prescribed. The creditors may by an extraordi
nary resolution, add to or vary the provisions o f any composition
previously accepted by them, without prejudice to any person
taking interests under such provisions who do not assent to such
addition or variation ; and any such extraordinary resolution shall
jbe presented to the clerk in the same mauner and with the same
•onsequenees as the extraordinary resolution by which the com
position was accepted in the first instance. The provisions of a'
Composition accepted by an extraordinary resolution in pursuance
of this section shall be binding on all the creditors whose names
fcodliddresses, and the amount of the debts due to whom, are shoiru
T 2
ta
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in the statement of the debtor, produced to the meetings at which
the resolution has passed, but shall not affect or prejudice the
fights of auy other creditors. Where a debt arises on a bill of ex
change or promissory note, if the debtor is ignorant o f the holder
of any such bill o f exchange or promissory note, he shall be re
quired to state the amount of such bill or note, the date on which
it falls due, the name of the acceptor or person to whom it is pay
able, any other particulars within his knowledge respecting the
same, and the insertion of such particulars shall be deemed a
sufficient description of the creditor of the debtor in respect of such
debt, and any mistake made inadvertently by a debtor in the state
ment o f his debts may be corrected after the prescribed notice has
been given, with the consent of a general meeting of his creditors.
T he provisions o f any composition made in pursuance'of this sec
tion may be enforced by the court on a motion made in a sumrnary manner by any person interested, and any disobedience of the
prder o f the court made on such motion shall be deemed to be a
contempt of court. Rules of court may be made in relation to
proceedings on the occasion of the acceptance of a composition by
an extraordinary resolution of creditors in the same manner and to
the same extent and of the same authority as in respect of proceed
ings in bankruptcy. If it appear to the court, on satisfactory evi
dence, that a composition under this section cannot, in consequence
o f legal difficulties, or for any sufficient cause, proceed without in
justice or undue delay to the creditors or to the debtor, the court
may adjudge the debtor a bankrupt, and proceedings may be had
accordingly.

Registration of
Resolutions’of
creditors conclusivc in cer
tain cases.

One hundred and eighth—The registration by the clerk of a.
special resolution of the creditors on the occasion of a liquidation by
arrangement under part five of this law, or of an extraordinary re
solution of the creditors on the occasion of a composition under
the sixth part of this law shall, in the absence o f fraud, be conclu-.
sive evidence that such resolutions respectively were duly passed,
and that all the requisitions of this law in respect o f such resolu
tions were complied with.
PART VII.—TEMPORARY PROVISIONS.

Jurisdiction in
insolvency of
the district
courts abolish*

ed, &c*

One hundred and ninth— From and after the commencement o f
this law, subject to the proviso herein contained, relating to pend
ing proceedings, the jurisdiction in insolvency of the several dis
trict courts shall be abolished, and the official assignees of the said
courts respectively shall cease to hold their office: Provided, Thafi
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the business in insolvency pending on the commencement of this
law in any court, shall be disposed of by the judges and officers of
that court, who shall for that purpose continue to have and dis
charge all their powers and authorities, rights and duties.

Cehodaleff'

SCHEDULES.
I.—REPEAL OF PREVIOUS LAWS.
Extent of Repeal.

Reference to Law.

*

11 Victoria, chapter 28

The whole.

14 Victoria, chapter 47

...

15 Victoria, chapter 42
25 Victoria, chapter 42

...

26 Victoria, Session 2, chapter 13

...

27 Victoria, Session 2, chapter 2

...

Law 45 of 1867

•••

27 of 1868

—

The whole.
••

34 of 1868

...

39 of 1868
36 <>f 1869

Suh-section 3 of section 1.

..............i

Sections 4 and 5;

SCHEDULE II.—DESCRIPTION OF TRADERS..
Apothecaries, auctioneers, bankers, brickmakers, builders,,
carpenters, carriers, coach proprietors, dyers, keepers of inns,
taverns, hotels, or coffee houses, livery stable keepers, printers,
shipowners, shipwrights, victuallers, warehousemen, wharfin
gers, or owners of any public wharf, persons using the trade
or profession of a scrivener, receiving other inen’s. moneys or

•

estates
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estates into their trust or custodv, persons insuring ships, or
their freight, or other matters against perils of the sea, persons
using the trade o f merchandize by way of bargaining, ex
change, bartering, commission, consign men t, or otherwise in
gross or by retail, and persons who, either for themselves or
as agents or factors for others, seek their living by buying and
selling, or buying and letting for hire goods or commodities,
or by the workmanship or the conversion of goods or commo
dities; but a planter, plantation attorney, overseer, farmer,
grazier, common labourer, or workman for hire shall not, nor
shall a member o f any partnership, association, or company,
which cannot be adjudged bankrupt under this law, be deemed
Sts such a trader for the purposes of this law.

S C H E D U L E I I I .-,C O U R T FEES.
On the presentation of a bankruptcy petition
On every other petition
-»■
On application for a debtor’s summons
On application for dismissal of a debtor’s Summons
On every Rearing of-a bankruptcy petition, if opposed
On every hearing on application for dismissal of a
debtor’s summons, if opposed ■
On.every adjudication of bankruptcy
O n every order of court closing a bankrttfifcy
On every application for an order, to re.yiew, rescind,
or vary any order
O n every order of court for appointment-of a trustee,
receiver, or manager, for examination'of bankiupt
or other'person, for annulling adjudication o f bank
ruptcy, for restraining judicial proceedings, for dis
charging bankrupt, for approving dividend, or for
releasing trustee
On every other order of courtTor warrant of summons
On every certificate declaring a person-to be a trustee
in bankruptcy
‘
—
On entering the nanje, description, and address o f any
person in any register in the prescribed manner
On deliyering any printed form in the prescribed man■ ner ’
r I %I '
! ()n examining everv Surety bond in the prescribed
manner
-

£ . 6. d.
1 0 0
0 10 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
l 0 0
0 5
0 15
0 10

0
0
0

0 10

0

0 10 0
0 5 |0
0

2

6

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

7

S
For
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For every certificate granted by the clerk of the.court
For every certified copy, or extract, if not exceed
ing one sheet
For every additional shept, or part of a sheet
A sheet shall consist of one hundred and sixty
words;
For attendance by clerk at any meeting of creditors or
examination
When the clerk, under authority of this law, at
tends at any place for the purpose of presiding at a
meeting of creditors, or of receiving prools, or of
otherwise acting under this law, his expenses incurred
in so doing, and those of any clerk or officer attending
him, shall, after being settled by the court, be paid
out of the bankrupt's property, if sufficient, and other
wise shall be deemed part of the expenses o f the
court.
On each affidavit in proof of a debt
On each summons ofa witness
On each notice
On every appeal
On every recognizance or security on appeal

£ . s.
0 2

d.
6

0 1 0
0 1
6

1 0

0

0 2 ©
0
1 0
0
1 0
1
0 0
0. 10 0.

FEES FOR TAXING ACCOUNTS.
Accounts under ten pounds
Ten pounds and under twenty pounds
Twenty pounds and under fifty pounds
Fifty pounds and under one hundred pounds
One hundred pounds and under one hundred and fif
ty pounds
One hundred and fifty pounds and under two hun
dred. pounds
And for accounts exceeding two hundred pounds the
fee to be increased at the rate of five shillings for
one hundred pounds, or part of one hundred
pounds.

0
0
0
0

1
2
5
10

6:
6
0
0

0

15 0

1

0 O'

TOR SEARCHES IN THE BOOKS OF RECORD OR REGISTER.
For any period not exceeding one year
For any period from one year to ten years inclusive
For any longer period

0 2 6
0 5 0
0 10 0
BAILIFF’S
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BAILIFF’S FEES.
£.
Attending court on adjudication and serving duplicate
on the bankrupt, and affidavit o f service’
Preparing and executing warrant of seizure when di
rected to take possession
Keeping possession for each day the man is actually in
possession, including affidavit of possession being
actually kept
Two shillings and sixpence of the above sum is to be
paid to the man in possession, and his receipt pro
duced.
Attending court each sitting or meeting
.On commitment o f any person by judge executing;
the warrant (besides the necessary expenses out of
pocket to be also submitted to and taxed by the tax
ing officer)
The same charges for serving summonses, orders, &c.
and mileage as in the scale of bailiff's fees in schedule
C “ Small Causes Law, 1867
and other matters not
provided for by that scale, but neeessarily done, may
be allowed upon a similar scale as nearly as may be.

0

6

0

0

4

0

0

1 0

0 10

0

SCHEDULE IV.— ATTORNEYS’ FEES.
l^eCeiving instructions to apply for adjudication, and
drawing and engrossing petition
Drawing and engrossing affidavit of verification, and
attending swearing
Attendance filing petition and obtaining order of ad
judication
Attendance obtaining any other order or certificate
Transmitting proceedings to clerk of court
Attendance in court when discharge of baukrupt or re
lease of trustee ordered absolutely, or upon condi
tions, or withheld, and drawing order' ,
»
Attending meeting of creditors, each meeting not
being an adjourned meeting held same day, if the
clerk shall certify that such allowance was necessary
and proper to be allowed
Attendance at office of clerk and entering appearance
for the respondent in petitions or applications
Drawing abstract of adjudication and getting same
entered in register of adjudications in bankruptcy

6
3
0
0
0

6
3
3

0

6

S

0 10

0

0

3

4

0 6

8

Drawing
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Drawing advertisement for “ Gazette”
..
Inserting advertisement in “ Gazette”
Obtaining order of court declaring appointment^of
trustee and election of committee of inspection
Drawing abstract of appointment of trustees and com
missioners, and getting same entered in the regis
ter of adjudications in bankruptcy
Taking out surety bond, getting it signed by trustee,
' and filing same in office of clerk of court
Framing note when first dividend payable, and list of
committee of inspection, and filing same in office of
clerk of court
For drawing petitions for discharge, for annulling ad
judication, for commission for examination of wit
nesses, answers to such petitions, and for other appli
cations to the court where necessary, first sheet of
one hundred and sixty words
Every other sheet >
..
Attendance filing such petition or application and en
quiring for order thereon, and procuring office Copy
thereof
Ordering copy of petition and procuring same
Filing and intimating each paper or note to judge
Inspecting hooks and making enquiries whether an
swers have been filed. This is to be charged for
only once
Inspecting books and making enquiries whether secu
rity has been found, and consenting or objecting
thereto
Inspecting hooks as to each surety', and consenting or
objecting to him
Ordering and taking out commissions for taking ex
amination of parties
Ordering and procuring copies and office copies of or
ders and of proceedings in the cause
In cases where it may he necessary to wait on the
clerk of court or on the judge at extra hours in or
der to procure an order, or at a hearing before the
judge, where such shall be ordered, for each or part
of an hour so occupied
But not to exceed two pounds two shillings a day.
CORRESPONDENCE.
For writing each necessary letter
U

•

£.
0
0

s. d.
6 8
3 4

0 *6

8

0

6

8

0

6

8

0

6

8

0
0

6
4

0
(1

0
0
0

6
3
3

8
4
4

0

3

4

0 •6

8

0

3

4

0

3

4

O' 3

4

0

8

6

0 6 8
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■CIRCULAR

£.

8.' d.

0

1

LETTERS.

The above rate for the first, and the others to be
•charged as copies at the rate of one shilling for a sheet
of one hundred and sixty words; provided the expense
of such circulars shall not exceed the expense of print
ing the same.
But no letters shall be allowed except such as are
•essentially necessary for conducting a cause, or communicating information as to important matters, orders,
or steps in procedure.
The attorney’s letter books shall be produced to the
taxing officer, if required, to show the length or pro
priety of the letters stated in an account, and no letter
shall be allowed which is not fully booked.
FOR COPYING PAPERS OF ALL KINDS.
For each sheet of one hundred and sixty words
FOR COPYING RULED AND FIGURED STATEMENT
COUNTS.
For each sheet, foolscap size
,
“
lojjo size ‘Other matters not provided for in the above scale,
but necessarily done may be allowed upon a similar
scale as nearly as may be.
Instructions for brief, if counsel be allowed by thejtidge,
, o r a case stated for opinion
Drawing brief per sheet (one hundred and sixty woTds)
'first sheet
■
Every other sheet
Briefs to counsel shall be confined as closely as the
•ease will permit to statements of lacts, without length
ened argument or long quotation from authorities ; and
when in the progress of a cause any additional brief
shall become necessary the same shall not contain a re- .
petition of the lormer statements hut reference shall be
made thereto, as well as to proofs, deeds, writings, or
correspondence produced, without the same being quot
ed at length.
The above fees for drawing briefs and papers shall
include the attorneys trouble in perusing papers.
Attending counsel
f •

0

AND AC
0
0

1 0
51 13

0

3

0
0

6 0.
4 •0

0

4

3 4
When
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When an inventory is deemed requisite and is di
rected by the trustee to be taken, a proper remunera
tion may be allowed for taking it, having regard to
the time occupied, and the nature of the property in
cluded in it.

£.

8. d.

3
1

3
1

COUNSELS’ FEES.

Sum paid not exceeding
Retainers, general, to last for one year only

U 2

0
0

t y ’s

Se r v i c e .

JAM A IC A -L A W

OF 1871.

A Law to A bolish Im prisonm ent for Debt.
[29th July, 1871.]

B

E it enacted by the governor o f Jamaica, with the advice
and consent o f the legislative council thereof, as fo llo w s:
A B O L IT IO N O F IM P R IS O N M E N T F O R D E B T .

First— W ith the exceptions hereinafter mentioned, no person
shall, after the com m encem ent o f this law, be arrested or impri
soned for making default in payment o f a sum o f money.
There shall be excepted from the operation o f this law
1st. Default in payment o f a penalty, or sum in the na
ture o f a penalty other than a penalty in' respect o f any corn
tract.
2Trd, Default in payment o f any sum recoverable sum
marily before a justice or justices o f the peace.
3rd. Default by a trustee, or person acting in a fiduciary
capacity, and ordered to pay by a court o f equity any sum
in his possession or under his control.
4th. Default by an attorney or solicitor in payment o f
costs, when ordered to pay costs for misconduct as such, or
in payment o f a sum o f money when ordered to pay the
same in his character o f an officer o f the court making the
order.
’

, ^

5th. Default in payment, for the benefit o f creditors, o f
any portion o f a salary or other income in respect o f the
payment o f which any court having jurisdiction in bank
ruptcy is authorized to make an order,
£>th. Default ' in payment .of sums in
(1 5 7 )
‘

respect o f the
payment

Abolition of
imprisonment
for debt witk
exceptions.
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payment of which orders are in this law authorized to be
made.
Provided first, That no person shall be imprisoned in any case
excepted from the operation o f this section for a longer period
than one year ; and, secondly, that nothing in this section shall
alter the effect o f any judgment or order o f any court for payment
o f money except as regards the arrest and imprisonment o f the
person making default in paying such money.

:Saving of pow.®r o f commit
tal with or
without hard
labour for
debts not exseeding £50.

Second— Subject to the provisions hereinafter mentioned, any
court having civil jurisdiction may commit to prison with or. with
out hard labour, for a term not exceeding six weeks, or until
payment o f the sum due, any person who makes default in pay
ment of any debt, or instalment o f any debt due from him in
pursuance o f any order or judgment of that or any other com
petent court.
Provided— (1.) That the jurisdiction by this section given
o f committing a person to prison shall, when exercised by a
district court, be exercised subject to the following restric
tions ; that is to say—
(fl.) By an order made by the judge himself in open court,
•and showing on its face the ground on which it is issued :
(A.) As respects a judgment o f a superior court o f law
,or equity only when such judgment does not exceed fifty
pounds, exclusive o f costs :
(2.) That the jurisdiction given by this section shall be ex
ercised as respects a judgment o f a district court only by a
district .court •:
(3.) That such jurisdiction shall only be exercised where
it is proved to the satisfaction of the court that the person
making default either has or has had, since the date o f the
order or judgment, the means to pay the sum in- respect of
•which he has made default, and has refused or neglected, or
refuses or neglects to pay the same :
Proof o f the means of the person making default may be
•given in such manner as the court thinks ju st; and, for .the
purposes of such proof, the debtor, and any witnesses may be
summoned and examined on o»th,.according to the prescrib
e d .r.ules;
Any
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An.y jurisdiction by this section given to the superior
courts may be exercised by a judge sitting in chambers, or
•otherwise, according to the prescribed rules:
For the purposes of this section, any court having civil ju 
risdiction may direct any debt due from- any person, in pur
suance o f any order or judgment o f that or any other com
petent court to be paid by instalments, and may from lime
to time rescind or vary such order:
Eersons committed under this section shall, unless other
wise prescribed, be committed to such convenient prison as
She court which commits them thinks expedient;
This section, so far as it relates to any district court, shall
be deemed-to be substituted for sections forty-live, forty-six,
forty.'seven, and fify-seven of the “ District Courts’ Small
•“Causes Law, 1807,” and that law, and the laws amending
the same, shall be construed accordingly, and shall -extend
to orders made by the district court with respect to sums due
•in pursuance o f any order or judgment of any court other
than a district court:
No imprisonment under this section shall operate as a sa
tisfaction or extinguishment o f any debt, or demand, or cause
•of action, nor deprive any person of any right to take out
•execution against the lands, goods, or chattels of the person
■imprisoned, in the same manner as if such imprisonment had
not taken place;
Any person imprisoned under this section shall be dis
charged out of custody upon a certificate, signed according"
to the prescribed rules, to the effect that he has satisfied ihe
debt, or instalment o f a debt, in respect o f w.iich he was
imprisoned, together with the prescribed costs (if any.)
Third— After the commencement o f this law no person s^hall
lie arrested upon mesne process in any action.
Where the plaintiff in any action in the supreme or any
district court of this island, in which if brought before Ihe
v
commencement of this law in the supreme cou: t, the defend. ant would have been liable to aj rest, proves at any time be
fore final judgment, by evidence on oath, to the satisfaction
■of a judge of the court in which the action shall be brought,
.that the plaintiff has good cause of action against the de
fen daut

Power under
certain circum
stance ^to ar
rest defendant
■about to quit
tlis island.
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fendant to the amount of twenty pounds and upwards, and
that there is probable cause for believing that the defendant
is about to quit the island unless he be apprehended, and
that the absence o f the defendant from this island will ma
terially prejudice the plaintiff in the prosecution of his ac
tion, such judge may, according to the prescribed rules, or
der such defendant to be arrested and imprisoned for a pe
riod not'exceeding six months, unless and until he has soon
er given the prescribed security, hot exceeding the amount
* claimed in the action, that he will not go but of this island
without the leave of the court i ■
•.
W here the action is for a penalty, or sum in the nature o f
a penalty, other than a penalty in respect of any contract, it
shall not be necessary to prove that the absence o f the de«
fendant front the island will materially prejudice the plain
tiff in the prosecution of his action, and the security given
(instead of being that the defendant will not go out of the
island), shall be to the effect that any sum recovered against
the defendant in the action shall be paid, or that the defendant shall be rendered to prison.
Discharge of
persons in
custody at the
commence*
ment of this
Jaw,

Fourth— Where any person is, at the commencemert o f this
law, in custody in pursuance of a writ, attachment, or other pro
cess in ail) case in which he would not be liable to be arrested or
imprisoned after the eommerfcement of this law, such person shall,
on the coming into operation o f this law," be discharged from
such custody, without payment o f any fees; but his arrest) im->
prisonment, or discharge shall n it affect the creditor’s rights or
remedies for enforcing the payment o f any money due to him,
nor deprive the creditor o f the benefit of any charge or security
on any property of the debtor.
Where, at the commencement o f this law, special bail has.
been given in any action, the defendant in which, after tjie
commencement ot this law, cannot be imprisoned, on mak
ing default in satisfying the' judgment recovered against him
in such action, the condition of such bail, instead o f being
that the judgment shall be satisfied, or the defendant ren
dered to prison, shall be deemed to be that the defendant
shall not go out. of this island without leave of the court.

SarJng for se
questration
against pro
perty.

Fifth— Sequestration against the property o f a debtor may,
after the commencement o f this law, be issued by any court of
equity
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equity in the same manner as if such debtor had beet) actually
•arrested.
Six'!)— Nothing in this law shall in any way-afiect any right or Saving for
bankruptcy
power under “ The Bankruptcy Law, 1871,” to arrest or imprison, law, 1871.
any person.
Seventh— The following shall be.the form o f the writ o f vendi
tioni exponas, in lien of that in the nineteenth Victoria, chapter
ten, section forty >

Form of writ

ot venditioni
exponas.

“ The queen to the provost marshal, greeting :
“ W e command thee, that o£ the goods and chattels, real
and personal, o f A. B. thou shalt levy, and c^use to be le ;
vied £
(for debt or "damages), as blso £
costs o f suit, which C. D. hath recovered against him ; and
that the amount thereof thou immediately render to the said
C. D .; and o f the manner in which thou shalt execute this
writ make return to us at our next court, and have thou
then and there this writ.
“ Witness the honorable A. B. chief justice o f our supreme
court, at Kingston, the first Monday in
in the
year of our reign.”
Eighth— This law shall come into operation on the first day of
January, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-two.

Commence
ment of law\

Ninth— “ Prescribed" shall mean rules o f court to be made, as
directed in section four of « J he Bankruptcy Law, 1871.”

Definition of
*■prescribed.**

Tenth— The acts, and sections o f the act, and o f the laws men
tioned in the annexed schedule, shall be, and the same are hereby
repealed.

Repeal of aett
and laws,.

X
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SC H E D U L E T O W H IC H THIS L A W REFERS.
Bate of Act.

Extent of Kepcal.

26th George 2nd, chapter 2

•

8th Victoria, chapter 48 •
21st Victoria, chapter 13

The whole act.
•

Sections 1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, and 7.
The whole act. -

•

District Courts Small Causes Law, 1867

.Sections 45, 46, 47, 4S, and 57.

Law 22 of 1869

Sections 3, 4, 5 ,6S7, and 9.

taw 23 of 1870

S
i
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Sections 1. and 2.

JAMAICA—L A W 270F1871.
A Law to Punish Fraudulent Debtors.
[29th July, 1871.]
E it enacted by the governor of Jamaica, with the advice
and consent of the legislative council thereof, as follows :
First—Any person adjudged bankrupt, and any person whose
affairs are liquidated by arrangement, in pursuance of the “ Bank
ruptcy Law, 1871,’' shall, in each o f the cases following, be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereofj shall
be liable to be imprisoned for any time not exceeding two years,
with or without hard labour; that is to say—

Puuiahmeut of
fraudulent
debtors..

1.
If he does not, to the best o f his knowledge and belief,
fully and truly discover to the trustee administering his es
tate for the benefit of his creditors, all his properly, real and
personal, and how, and to whom, and for what consideration,
and when he disposed of any part thereof, except such part
as has been disposed o f in the ordinary way of his trade (if
any), or laid out in the ordinary expense o f his family, un
less the jury is satisfied that he had no intent to defraud :
2.
If he does not deliver up to such trustee, or as he di
rects, all such part of his real and personal property as is in
his custody* or under his control, and which he is required
by law to deliver up, unless the.,jury is satisfied that he had
no intent to defraud :
3.
If he does not deliver up to such trustee, or as he di
rects, all books, documents, papers, and writings in his cus
tody or under his, control, relating to his property or affairs,
unless the jury is satisfied that he had no intent to defraud :
4 If, after the presentation o f a bankruptcy petition
against him, or the commencement of the liquidation, or
1 X 2
- (163)
within
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within four months next before such presentation or com
mencement, he conceals any part of his property.to the va
lue o f ten pounds or upwards, or conceals any debt due to
or from him, unless the jury is satisfied that he had no in
tent to defraud :
5. If, after the presentation o f a bankruptcy petition
against him, or the commencement o f the liquidation, or
within four months next before such presentation or com
mencement, he fraudulently removes any part o f his proper
ty ol the value often pounds or upwards i
6. If he makes any material omission in any statement
relating to his affairs, unless the jury is satisfied that he had
no intent to defraud :
7. Jf, knowing or believing that a false debt has been
proved by any person under the bankruptcy or liquidation,
he fails, for the period of a month, to inform such trustee as
aforesaid thereof, unless the jury is satisfied that he had no
intent to defraud :
8. If, after the presentation of a bankruptcy petition
against him, or the commencement of the liquidation, he
prevents the production o f any book, documem, paper, or
wri ing affecting or relating to his property or affairs, un
less the jury is satisfied that he had no intent to conceal the
state of his affairs, or to defeat the law :
9. If, after the presen'ation of a bankruptcy petition
against him, or the commencement o f the liquidation, or
within fuur months next before such presentation or com
mencement, he conceals, destroys, mutilates, or falsifies, or
is privy to the concealment, destruction, mutilation, or falsi
fication of any book or document affecting or relating to his
property or affairs, unless the jury is satisfied that he had
no intent to conceal the state of his affairs, or to defeat the
law :
10. If, after the presentation o f a bankruptcy petition
against him, or the commencement of the liquidation, or
within four months next before such presentation or com
mencement, he makes, or is privy to the making o f anyfalse
entry in any book or document affecting or relating to his
property or affairs, unless the jury is satisfied that he had
no intent tQ. conceal the state o f his affairs, or to defeat the
layr;

1. If,
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11. If, after the presentation of a bankruptcy petition
•gainst him, or the commencement of the liquidation, or
within four months next before such presentation or com
mencement, he fraudulently parts with, alters, or makes any
omission, or is privy to the fraudulently parting with, alter
ing, or making any omission in any document affecting or
relating to his property or affairs :
12. If, after the presentation o f a bankruptcy petition
against him, or the commencement of the liquidation, or at
any meeting of his creditors within four months next before
such presentation or commencement, he attempts to account
for any part of his property by fictitious losses or expenses :
13. If, within four months next before the presentation of
a bankruptcy petition against bim, or the commencement of
the liquidation, be, by any false representation or other
fraud, has obtained any property on credit, and has not paid
for the same :
14. If, within four months next before the presentation o f
a bankruptcy petition against him, or the commencement of
the liquidation, he, being a trader, obtains, under the false
pretence of carrying on business and dealing in the ordina
ry way o f his trade, any property o.i credit, and has not paid
for the same, unless the jury is satisfied that he had no in
tent to defraud:
15. If, within four months next before the presentation
o f a bankruptcy petition against him, or the commencement
o f the liquidation, he, being a trader, pawns, pledges, or
disposes of, otherwise than in the ordinary way o f his trade,
any property which he has obtained on credit, and has not
paid for, unless the jury is satisfied that he had no intent to
defraud:
16. If he is guilty of any false representation or other
fraud, for the purpose of obtaining the consent of his credi
tors, or any of them, to any agreement with reference to his
affairs or his bankruptcy or liquidation.
Second— If any person, who is adjudged a bankrupt, or has Pemitr/ot
his affairs liquidated by arrangement, after the presentation o f a
bankruptcy-petition against him, or the commencement of the li
quidation, or within four months before such presentation or.
commencement, quits this island and takes with him, or attempts

or

m
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ipakes preparation for .quitting this island atjd for taking with
him any part of his property to the amount of twenty pounds, or
upwards, which ought by J.tw to bp divided amongst bis creditors,
he shall, {unless the jury is satisfied that be had no intent to de
fraud), be guilty o f felony, punishable with imprisonment for a
term n.ot exceeding two years, with or without hard labour.
Penalty on
fraudulently
obtaining cre
dit, <to.

Third—Any person adjudged a bankrupt, or who has his af
fairs liquidated by arrangement, shall, in each of the cases follow
ing, be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction
thereof, shall be liable to be imprisoned for any term not exceed*
jng one year, with or without hard labour; that is to say—
(1.‘) If, it) incurring any debt or liability, he has obtained
credit under false pretences, or by means of any other fraud;
(2.) If he has, with ii)ter)t to defraud his creditors, or any
pf them, made, or caused tp be made, any gift, delivery, or
transfer of, or any charge on his property ;
(3.) If he has, with intent to defraud his creditors, con
cealed or removed any part of his .property since or within
two months before the date of any unsatisfied judgment or
order for payment of money obtained against him,

r’/flse plain},
a misdeineano?.

Fourth —If atiy creditor, in qny bankruptcy or liquidation, by
arrangement, pr composition vviih creditors, in pursuance of !‘ Thc
Bank nip icy Law, 1871,” wilfully, and with intent to defraud,
rpakes any false plain), or any proof, declaration, or Statement of
qccqunt which is untrue in any material particular, he shall be
guihy o f a niisdemeanor punishable with imprisonment not ex
ceeding one year, with or withput hard labour.

toWriMomd

Fjftl>— Where a sjebtpr makes any arrangement or composition
with his creditors, under the provisions of “ The Bankruptcy Law,
}871,” he shall remain liable for the unpaid balance of any debs
which he incurred oy increased, or whereof, before the date of
the arrangement or composition, he obtained forbearance by any
fraud : Provided the defrauded creditor has not assented tO the
arrangement or composition, otherwise than by proving his debt
gnd apcepting dividends,. .

fcjppenpps of
jrrpBediltiouiJ.

Sixth—Where the prosepution pf the bankrupt, under this law,
is ordered by any court, then, on the production of the order Qf
the court, the expenses of the prosecution shall he allowed, paid,
and

Law 27 of 1871.
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and borne as expenses o f prosecutions for felony are allowed,
paid, and borne.
Seventh— In an indictment for an offence under this law, it
shall be sufficient to set forth the substance of the offence charg
ed in the words of this law’, specifying the offence, or as near
thereto as circumstances admit, without alleging or setting forth
any debt, act of bankruptcy, trading, adjudication, or any pro.
ceedings in, or order, warrant, or document of any court acting
under “ The Bankruptcy Law, 1871.”

Form of in
dictment.

Eighth— Where any person is liable under any other act or
law of this island, or at common law, to any punishment or pe
nalty for any offence made punishable by this law, such person
may be proceeded against under such other act or laws of this is
land, or at common law, or under this law, so that he be not pu
nished twice for the same offence.

Punishment
under this law*
cumulative.

Ninth—Persons charged with offences under this law shall be
tried in the circuit courts.

Conrtfi for tie'
trial of offenc
es.

Tenth —f Properly” in this law shall mean and include money,
goods, things in action, land, and every description of property,
whether real or personal; also obligations, easements, and every
description of estate, interest, and profit, present or future, vested
or contingent, arising out of or incident to property as above de-'
fined: “ Trader” shall have the same meaning in this law as in" T h e Bankruptcy Law, 1871.”

Definition of
property.

Eleventh— This law shall come into operation on the first day Commoner
■Nat a
•{January, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-twoi
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JA M A IC A -L AW 2 8 OF 1871,
A Law to Amend the Law o f Civil Proce*
dure Respecting Warrants o f Attorney,
Cognovits, and Orders for Judgments.
[29th July, 1871.]

B

E it enaeted by the goyernor o f Jamaic-i, with the advice
and consent o f the legislative council thereof, as follow s:

First— After the commencement o f this law a warrant o f at
torney to confess judgment in the supreme court in any personal
action or cognovit actionem, given by any person, shall not be
o f any force unless there is present some attorney o f one o f the
superior courts on behalf o f such person, expressly named by him,
•and attending at his request to inform him of the nature and ef
fect o f such warrant or cognovit before the same is executed,
which attorney shall subscribe his name as a witness to the due
execution thereof, and thereby declare himself to be attorney for
the person executing the same, and state that he subscribes as
such attorney.

Warrants o f
attorney ami
co g n o v it a c 
t i o n e m to
executed in
the presence
o f an attorn*?Jr
on behalf oE
the person.

Second— A warrant of attorney to confess judgment in the
supreme court, or cognovit actionem not executed in manner afore
said, shall not be rendered valid by proof that the person execut
ing the same did in fact understand the nature and effect there
of, or was fully informed o f the same.

Warrant, & c .
not formally
executed, in
valid.

Third— Where, in an action, a warrant o f attorney to confess
judgment in the supreme court, or a cognovit actionem is given,
and tJie same is not filed with the clerk of the supreme court within
twenty-one days next after the execution thereof, the same shall
be deemed fraudulent, and shall be void ; and if any such war
rant o f attorney, or cognovit actionem so filed was given, subject
to any defeasance or cohdition, such defeasance or condition shall
(16&)
Y
be

Filing o f war?
rant o f attor
ney and c o g 
n o v it a c tio n e m .
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be written on the same paper or parchment with the warrant or
cognovit before the filing thereof, otherwise the warrant or cog
novit shall be void.
F ilin g o f
ju d g e ’s order
to enter up
ju d g m en t*

Commencepie^t pf law*

.Fourth—Where a judge’s order in the supreme court, made
by consent, is given by a defendant in a personal action, where,
by the plaintiff is authorized forthwith, or at any future time, to
signor enter up judgment in the supreme court, or to issue or
take out execution, whether such order is made subject'to any
defeasance or condition or not, the order shall, together with an
affidavit of the time of such consent being given, and a descrip
tion of the residence and occupation,of the defendant, be filed
with the clerk of the supreme court within twenty-one days af.
ter the making of the order, otherwise the order, and any judg
ment signed o r entered up thereon, and any execution issued or
taken out on siich judgment, shall be void.
Fifth—This law shall come into operation on the first day of
January, one thousand eight hundred and seventy t\%o.

